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FOREWORD
The work described in this report is a part of the Energy
Conversion Alternatives Study (ECAS)--a cooperative effort of the
Energy Research and Development Administration, the National Sci-
'	 once Foundation and the National Aeron t'
	 dau a.cs an Space Admin,^stra-
E
tion.
YF
This General Electric contractor report for ECAS Phase T
is is contained in three volumes:
Volume I	 Executive Summary
Volume 11 - Advanced Energy Conversion Systems
Part 1 -Open-Cycle Gas Turbines
Part 2 - Closed Turbine.Cycles
Part 3 - Direct Energy Conversion Cycles
Volume III - Energy Conversion and Subsystems and Components
Part	
- Bottoming Cycles and Materials of Construction
^.	 Part 2 - Primary Heat Input Systems and Heat Exchangers
S	 Part 3 - Gasification, Process Fuels, and Balance of Plant
,f in addition to the principal authors listed, members of the
technical staffs of the following subcontractor organizations de-
veloped information for the Phase I data base:
General Electric Company
Advanced Energy Programs/Space Systems Department
Direct Energy Conversion Programs
Electric Utility Syst-.ms Engineering Department
Gas Turbine Division
Large Steam Turbine-Generator Department
Medium Steam Turbine Department
Projects Engineering Operation/I&SE Engineering Operation
Space Sciences Laboratory
Actron, a Division of McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Argonne National Laboratory
Avco Everett Research Laboratory, Incorporated
i'
Bechtel Corporation
Foster Wheeler Energy Corporation
Thermo Electron Corporation
This General Electric contractor report is one of a series
of three reports discussing ECAS Phase I results. The other two
reports are the following: Energy Conversion Alternatives Study
(ECAS) Westinghouse Phase I Final Report (NASA CR
-134941), and
NASA Report (NASA TMX-71$55).
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Summary
ENERGY CONVERSION SUBSYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS
i The objective of Phase I of the Energy Conversion Alternatives
Study (ECAS) for coal or coal-derived fuels was to develop a
technical-economic information base on the ten energy conversion.
systems specified for investigation. Over 300 parametric varit--
tions were studied in an attempt to identify system and cycle
conditions which indicate the best potential of the energy con-
version concept. This .information base provided a foundation for
selection of energy conversion systems for more in--depth investi-
gation in the conceptual design portion of the ECAS study. The
1	 systems for continued study were specified by the ECAS Interagency
Steering Committee.
The major emphasis of this study was the evaluation of the
Ji	 prime cycle portion of the energy conversion system. The energy
conversion subsystems and auxiliary systems are coupled to the
prime cycle to produce a complete power plant. These subsystems
were applied to each of the prime cycles on a consistent basis.
Each of the subsystems, e.g., furnaces, bottoming cycles, balanceS	
of plant, was analyzed by its respective independent study team
for each specific application to an energy conversion system.
The furnace systems included both direct combustion of coal
,f and combustion of process fuels derived from coal. The furnaces
with direct coal combustion employing fluidized beds with in-bed
sulfur capture appear to be the most attractive options for the
closed-cycle advanced energy conversion systems.
Both organic and steam cycles were studied for bottoming many
of the prime cycles. The characteristics of the organic cycles
made them most attractive in ratings up to 100 MWe and peak or-
ganic cycle temperature less than 500 F (533 K). Although the
addition of an organic bottoming cycle to a prime cycle showed an
efficiency improvement, a relatively high capital cost addition
for the organic bottoming cycle and its related balance of plant
was estimated. A steam bottoming cycle was an essential require-
ment for use with many of the prime cycles; e.g., Combined Cycle
Gas Turbine, Liquid Metal Topping Cycle, MHD Systems, and High
Temperature Fuel Cells. The steam bottoming cycles were all
analyzed by the same study team to assure a uniform assessment.
Steam throttle conditions and feedwater heating chains were
I'	 varied, however, to accommodate specific prime cycle requirements
for improvement of the system efficiency.
2in energy conversion systems which could utilize coal. di-
rectly, the employment of clean . fuels .produoed from coal did
E	 not appear to be economically attractive. In systems which re-
quire a fuel processing step, e.g., open-cycle gas turbines, the 	 I^
i	 semi.-clean liquid fuels produced from coal appeared to be an 	 !
?	 attractive alternative and were close to an economic standoff with 	 I
the low-Btu integrated gasifier technique for producing an ac-
aeptable gas turbine fuel.
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Introduction
ENERGY CONVERSION SUBSYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS
II5
Many advanced energy conversion techniques which can us,-,
coal or coal.-derived fuels have been advocated for power genera-
tion applications. Conversion systems advocated have included
open-- and closed-cycle gas turbine systems (including combined
gas turbine-steam turbine systems), supercritical COZ cycle,
liquid metal Rankine topping cycles, magnetohydrodynamics (MHD),
and fuel cells. Advances have also been proposed for the steam
systems which now form the backbone of our electric power indus-
try.. These advances include the use of new furnace concepts and
higher steam turbine inlet temperatures and pressures. Integra-
tion of a power conversion system with a coal processing plant
producing a clean low-Btu gas for use in the power plant is still
another approach advocated for energy conserving, economical pro-
duction of electric power. Studies of all these energy conver-
sion techniques have been performed in the past. However, new
studies performed okr a common basis and in light of new national
goals and current conditions are required to permit an assess-
ment of the relative merits of these techniques and potential
w?	 benefits to the nation.
The purpose of this contract is to assist in the development
of an information base necessary for an assessment of various ad-
vanced energy conversion systems and for definition of the research
and development required to bring these systems to fruition.
Estimates of the performance, economics, natural resource require-
ments and environmental intrusion characteristics of these systems
are being made on as comparable and consistent a basis as possible
leading to an assessment of the commercial acceptability of the
conversion systems and the research and development required to
bring the systems to commercial reality. This is being accomplished
in the following tasks:
Task I
	 Parametric Analysis (Phase I)
Task II Conceptual Designs
(Phase II)
Task III Implementation Assessment
This investigation is being conducted under the Energy Con-
version Alternatives Study (PICAS) under the sponsorship of Energy
Research and Development Administration (ERDA), National Science
Foundation (NSF), and National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA). The control of the program is under the direction
of an Interagency Steering Committee with participation of the
supporting .
 agencies. The NASA Lewis Research Center is responsible
for project management of this study.
The information presented in this report describes the re-
sults produced in the Task I portion of this study. The emphasis
3
tin this task was placed upon developing an informati.on.base upon
which comparisons of Advanced Energy Conversion Techniques using
coal or coal-derived zuels can be made. The Task I portion of
the study was directed at a parametric variation of the ten ad-
vanced energy conversion systems under investi gation. The wide-
ranging parametric study was performed in order to prc,vide data
for selection by the Interagency Steering Committee of the sys-
tems and specific configurations most appropriate for Task II and
III studies.
The Task II effort will involve a more detailed evaluation of
seven advanced energy conversion systems and result in a conceptual
design of the major components and power plant layout. The Task
III effort will produce the research and development plans which
would be necessary to bring each of the seven Task II systems to
a state of commercial reality and then to assess their potential
for commercial acceptability.
A prime objective of this study was to produce results which
had a cycle-to-cycle consistency. In order to accomplish this
objective and still ensure that each system was properly advo-
cated, an organization which is or had been a proponent of the
prime cycle was selected to advocate the energy conversion sys-
tem and to analyze the performance and economics of the prime
cycle portion of the energy conversion system, i.e., the parts
of the system which were novel or unique to the system. The re-
maining subsystems, e.g., fuel processing, furnaces, bottoming
cycles, balance of plant, were analyzed by technology specialist
organizations which presently have responsibility for supplying
these subsystems for utility applications. The final plant con-
figuration and performance were produced by the Ge,leral Electric
Corporate Research and Development study team and this group per-
formed the critical integration of the final plant concept. This
methodology was used tc provide a system--to-system consistency
while maintaining the influence of a cycle advocate.
The energy conversion subsystems and components which were
applied on a common basis to each of the advanced energy conver-
sion systems are described in this Volume. The discussion and
results for each of the advanced systems is given in Volume II.
Bottoming- Circles are applied to most of the advanced energy
conversion systems. To the maximum extent possible, the bottom-
ing cycles were assumed.to be composed of state-of-the-art com-
ponents. Steam bottoming cycles are utilized for "high-tempera-
ture" applications bottoming with steam conditions being limited
to 1000 F (811 K). Organic fluid bottoming cycles are employed
for the low-temperature applications (temperatures less than
600 F [589 K]).
The Materials of Construction are defined for each of the
energy conversion systems. This includes both the identification
of the materials and the assumptions which were made with respect
to design criteria.
4
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Primary Beat Input Systems were employed for all closed-
3
cycle applications.t 's.	 The heat exchanger equipment provides for
the transport process to introduce thermal energy into the cycle
working fluids.	 Advanced furnace techniques for direct combus-
tion of coal and combustion of clean fuels ►sere considered.	 The
atmospheric fluidized bed with direct coal was utilized as a ref-
erence -Furnace for the closed-cycle parametric variations.
Heat Exchangers were employed in all advanced energy con-
version systems.	 This fluid-to-fluid exchange equipment provided
for transport processes within the cycles, e.g., the regeneration
of thermal energy, heat rejection precoolers, and low temperature
air preheaters.
'	 Gasification and Process Fuels derived from coal were em-
ployed as clean fuel sources for combustion systems.	 The low-
:.	 Btu gasifier employed for integrated plants was the fixed bed
gasifier with low-temperature cleanup. 	 The process fuels were
considered as delivered to the plant boundary. 	 The cost and con-
version efficiency for these clean fuel production processes were
directly related to the fined bed gasifier. 	 This gave a basis u
for cost comparison between the use of process fuels and inte-
grated gasifier systems.^^
The Balance of Plank for the advanced energy conversion con-',
cepts considered the installation of the specific components of
the energy conversion cycle and primary heat input heat exchangers
and the supply and installation of the auxiliary plant equipment.
The fuel supply and storage system and the heat rejection system
were two of the major elements evaluated as balance-of-plant items.
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Secl[on 6
PRIMARY HEAT INPUT SYSTEMS
IN'T'RODUCTION
The primary heat-input heat exchangers were employed to sup-
ply thermal energy to the working fluid of a closed power cycle.
The thermal energy initially came from the combustion of a fuel,
and in many cases the combustion process was an integral part of 	 i
the primary heat--input heat exchanger. However, in some energy
cony^rsion systems (for example, open-cycle MHD) the combustion	 .^
process was remote from the heat exchange equipment and the pri-
mary transport mode was convection and radiation from high-tem-
perature fluids to the heat transfer tubes that contain the cycle
working fluid. The fuels considered were coal or coal derived
liquid and gaseous fuels.
Primary heat input heat exchangers were evaluated for eight
energy conversion systems:
1. Advanced steam
2-. Supercritical CO2
3. Closed-cycle helium gas turbine
4. Liquid metal topping
5. Closed-cycle liquid metal MHD
6..• Closed-cycle inert . gas MHD
7. Open-cycle MHD
8. High-Lemperature fuel cell
The following furnaces were considered:
1. Conventional furnace (coals, semiclean liquid fuel [SRCI)
2. Atmospheric fluidized bed (coals with limestone)
3. Pressurized fluidized bed (coals with dolomite)
4. Pressurized furnace (high-Btu and low-Btu gases)
Each energy conversion system also included primary, intermediate,
and heat recovery exchangers as required and auxiliary combustion
support systems.
All of these furnaces are in different stages of development.
A discussion of these furnaces for the advanced cycles under con-
sideration in this study follows:
o CF (Conventional Furnaces) and CH (Combustion Chambers)
Conventional furnace technology is well developed through
1100 F (866.7 K) working--fluid exit temperatures. Firing
s
r
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slagging fuels for high-temperature cycles presents
serious metals problems due to coal ash corrosion in the
1000 F to 1400 F (811 to 1033.3K) outside metal tempera-
ture range. Resistant materials must be developed in this
range if this technique is to be applied, permitting sur-
face metal temperatures to 1600 F (1144.4 K).
AFB (Atmos2heric Fluidized Beds)
Engineering development work is continuing and is re-
quired in the area of peripheral solids systems to mini-
mize costs, complexity, and solids handling problems.
The regeneration of spent acceptor requires a consider-
able development effort and was not considered in this
study.
t..
i
For certain high-temperature cycles were heat transfer
surface requirements control fluidized bed size and vol-
ume, extended surfaces Caere not used in this study, as
they require further testing and development work.
0 PFB (Pressurized Fluidized Beds)
Engineering development work is continuing in the area
of peripheral solids systems to minimize costs, com-
plexity, and solids handling problems. These problems,
typical to fluidized bed combustion processes, are com-
pounded at pressure. The presence of alkali compounds
in the exhaust gases at hiczs temperature present serious
problems in dust collection and gas turbine design.
0 PF (Pressurized Furnaces)
Engineering development work is required in the area of
large minimum volume diffusion flame burners which pro-
duce low-NOX emissions. In order to take advantage of
the high transfer rates and gas temperatures typical to
pressurized furnaces, high metal temperatures are ex-
pected. The need for development of high-temperature
metals is greatest with this type of furnace. A weldable,
readily formed, wrought alloy is required which exhibits
reasonable design stress limits in the 1500 F to 1600 F
(1088.3 to 1144.4 K) temperature range. The only
material that has this characteristic at present is a
proprietary centrifugally cast material. The use of this
material is unproven in high-pressure service and it is
difficult to weld.
In reviewing the results of this study for combustors and
primary heat exchangers the following qualifications should be
applied:
1. The power cycles studied are not optimized with respect
to capital cost, thermal efficiency, or cost of elec-
8
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tricity. The base cases and parametric variations were
selected to ilidicat^.^ the potential of and sensitivity
to varying approaches, furnace types, and conditions
for the cycles. The objective was an approximate ex-
ploratory effort to reveal the main characteristics of
the power cycles studied.
2. This study represents different levels of familiarity
with and conceptual development for the various com-
bustion systems investigated. It is apparent that all
furnace/cycle combinations have not been thought through
to an equal level of development. Table 6-1 gives an
engineering eval,uatiou of the characteristics and op-
erating limitations of these furnace concepts.
PRIMARY COMBUSTOR AND HEAT EXCHANGER ARRANGEMENT
The following code list was used to represent furnaces and
equipment used in this study:
CF = Conventional fired units
CH = Combustion chambers
AFB = Atmospheric fluidized bed units
PFB = Pressurized fluidized bed units
PF = Pressurized furnace units
OC-MHD = Open-Cycle MHD, secondary combustion units
IHX = Indirect Intermediate Heat Exchangers
HTAH = High-temperature air heaters
AUX = Auxiliary equipment
.^ J
next in order of commercial availability. Where these furnace
i
types are applied to advanced power cycles with high working-
fl "d t
	
t	 d 't	 d	 d t take advanta e of theu	 empera ures an ^. is esa.re	 o	 g	 .
very high heat absorption rates that are possible, a major effort
would be required to develop high-temperature metals, partic-
ularly when used to heat gases and superheated or reheated steam.
The atmospheric fluidized bed furnace and pressurized
fluidized bed furnaces, respectively, are considered next in 	 4
order of commercial availability. Economic and efficient opera- 	 3
tion is projected from smaller--scale test units currently in 	
t
operation. The open-cycle MHD radiant furnace, intermediate-
temperature air heater, and heat recovery steam generator, al.-
though very similar in operational duty to conventional furnaces, 	 '- I
Of the furnace types considered in this study for the advanced
applications, the conventional furnace applications are the
nearest to commercialization. Where the conventional furnace
would be extended for advanced power cycles with high tempera-
tures, development work would be required. The pressurized or
supercharged furnace units firing clean fuels are considered the
g	 zi
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R.ngineering
*Cycle Conditions **Level Rank Stage
Std - 1000 F at 3500 psi -	 Standard I Established Complete
HP - 1000 F at 4000 psi -	 High pressure 2. Proven Advanced^
HT.- 1200 F+ at 1000 psi -	 High temperature 3 Certain Intermediate
HP+HT - 1200 F+ at 4000 psi -	 High pressure + 4 Probable Preliminary..
temperature 5. Feasible Conceptual
VHS' - 1400 F+ at 1000 psi	 - Very high
Q ^^
^rj I-
fE
is
A
Combustion
System
Fuels
Fired
Level.of Development
for Advanced Cycle
Conditions increasing
. Severity -.>-
Std* HP* HT* HP+HT* VHT
maximum
Furnace.
Temperatures
High-
Temp.
Mate-
rial.s
Main Limitations..
Ash-Seed	 Velocity,
Corrosion	 Bed Volume
CF Coals 1**	 2	 4	 4	 5 3500 F x x
SRC 1	 2	 3	 3	 5 3500 F x
Gases 1	 1	 2	 3	 5 3500 F X:
kFB	 1-stage Coals 2	 2	 3	 4	 5 1400-1600 F x
2-stage Coals 4	 4	 5	 5	 5 1600.-2000 F x
?FB	 I-stage Coals 3	 3	 4	 4	 5 1600-1800 F X
2-stage Coals 5	 5	 5	 5	 . . 5 1800-2000 F X X
PF Gases 1	 2	 3	 4	 5 2200-2800 F X
irequire special attention and consideration because of unknowns
s
surrounding the combination of coal-ash corrosion, seed material
corrosion, and slagging.	 Combustion conditions in the open-cycle
MHD furnace are controlled near stoichiometric and are substoi-
chiometric in the major part of the radiant furnace. 	 The correct
combination of outside tube metal temperature limits, protective
tube coatings or materials, and furnace design must be found for
the real environment of MHD channel exhaust gases.	 The closed-
cycle inert gas MHD furnacesor combustion chambers must be large
in order to control slag and ash pickup and carryover when burn-
ing substoichiometrically in the main part of the furnace.	 This
is necessary for control of nitrogen oxide emissions.
Indirect intermediate heat exchangers and heat recovery steam
boilers used with the advanced cycles of this study require addi-
tional attention to ensure economic designs.
The high-temperature air heaters (for furnace applications
other than open--cycle MHD) required.with these advanced power
cycles similarly require additional attention to ensure economic
design.	 Tubular type air heaters were utilized in all h1gh-
temperature applications.	 Where the working fluids and gas
streams handled are relatively clean, .compact recuperative heat
exchanger surfaces could be considered'in future studies.
The auxiliary equipment considered in this study to support
conventional furnaces and combustion chambers, atmospheric
fluidized beds, pressurized fluidized beds, and pressurized
furnaces were developed from - the standpoint of minimum process
requirements.	 The solids feeding and disposal systems for the
fluidized bed units require process development, optimization,
and integration into the overall power-plant cycle to ensure
economic and reliable operation.
These furnaces and equipment are described in this subsection.
The characteristics, scope of equipment included, development
requirements, main advantages, major problems, limitations, and
special design considerations are indicated. ► ^
CONVENTIONAL FURNACE
The main characteristics of conventional furnaces firing
coal, the auxiliary equipment included in this study, and indi-
cated development requirements are summarized on Table 6--2. 	 The
main advantages, major problem areas, limitations, and special
design considerations are summarized in Table 6-3. 	 Coal-ash cor-
rosion is a major problem when firing coal in a conventional
furnace.. The projected corrosion rates due to coal-ash corrosion t
over a temperature range from 600 to 2000 F (588.9 to 1366.7 K) 	 tF
are indicated approximately in Figures 6-1 and 6--2. Figure 6-2
indicates a zone of outside met.al temperatures from 1350 to 1550 F
(1005.6 to 1116.7 K) in which kigh-temperature cycles could possi-
bly operate with reduced corrosion rates. However, operation in
this temperature range is seen to be extremely risky when the 	 --.
oircuiation, lower--temperature air preheater (AP), low-
turbulence burners.
• RE-quires control of particulate emissions (electrostatic:
precipitatorsor high-efficiency wet scrubbing with gas
reheat).
Auxiliary Equipment Included
+ Feeders and pulverizers (coal firing) 	 I
• Air preheaters (recuperative type)
• Sootblowers (coal and oil firing)
e Forced draft (FD), induced draft (ID), and primary
air fans (coal firing)
• Combustion and burner controls 	 ty^
.r..	 3
+ Valves
Development Requirements
Al
• None for fluid temperatures to 1000 F i
e Materials subject to liquid slag corrosion from 950 to
1350 F and.above 1500 F fluid temperatures.'
e Present high-temperature alloys offer limited.suitabil.ity
in furnace for high-temperature cycles;.
12
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Table 6-3
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
(Conventional Furnace)
Main,Advantages
Technology proven for combustion control, saxery, etc.
High availability for fluid temperatures to 1000 F maximum.
Major Problems
NOX, SOX, dust emissions require cleanup with dirty fuels
Slagging, ash corrosion, erosion
Ash disposal
High-temperature cycle--materials
Fabrication, cost, availability, expansion, stress anslysis,
etc.
Limitations
Largest water-walled panel sections shipped about 12 ft wade
by 100 ft long..
Maximum furnace widths about 100 ft maximum as limited by
staying and expansion problems.
Large furnace size and weight set by combustion efficiency,
slag control.
Gas recirculation for required NOX control in certain extreme
cases.
Staged firing for NOX control preferred, but sufficient
residence time at high temperature must be maintained in
the furnace volume to ensure complete combustion after in-
jection of the balance of combustion air.
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unknown, factors influencing coal-ash corrosion and oxidation are
considered.
	 Every time a unit starts up and shuts down it must
transition through the 1000 to . 1400 F (811 to 1033.3 K) range
where accelerated coal.-ash corrosion occurs.
	
starting up and
shutting down with auxiliary fuels or clean fuels might be a poste
sible approach, but this solution is not very attractive economi-
cally.
- In applications for the advanced steam power cycle firing f
coal, metal, temperatures fall in the range from 1350 to 1550 F
(1005.6 t. 1116.7 K), or in this high temperature window.
	
How-- ^.
ever, su,.able materials and/or protective coating may still have r
to be co..isidered, to permit actual operation. 	 Hastelloy K tubing
was utilized for this cycle from the standpoint of stress, cor-
rosion, and oxidation resistance.	 The creation of this high-tem-
perature window presents limitations on operating flexibility of
the boiler, as metal temperatures must be maintained in this
range with little room for error. 	 Where metal. temperatures ; will
be higher than 1400 to 1600 F	 (1033.3 to 1144.4 K), i.e., above
the vapor point of most .corrosive liquid-phase.alkali-iron--
sulphate complexes, metal depletion allowances will have to be
made.	 The assumption. is also made that the units will 1) be base
load units and will not experience more than one to two shutdowns
per year and 2) be maintained at a sufficiently high lead level
to maintain metal temperatures above this critical ash corrosion
temperature.	 Above 1600 F (1144.4.K) coal-ash corrosion.rates
accelerate for most ferrous tube materials while ash is still
molten. y
Furnace design policy, permitting the use of economic
materials, indicates that the gas should be chilled below the ash
solidification temperatures (1900 to 2400 F (1311.1 to 1588.9 K])
before passing over high -temperature surfaces operating above
1100 F (866.7 K) metal temperatures.	 This philosophy indicates
that cooling in the radiant furnace enclosure should be accom-
plished with cycle working--fluid temperatures lower than 950 F
(783.3 K). {	 '
a.
{
In all cases where coals and high-sulfur fuels are fired r;
	
I•
directly, sulfur removal equipment is required. 	 In this study IT
these cleanup processes were considered to be a part of the u	 '
balance of plant.
	
The cost of these cleanup systems is not re-
flected in the study described in this section.
Figure 6-3 presents an example of the determination of
nitrogen oxide emission; the effect of off-stoichiometric firing
.f.
.iis indicated in Figure 6-4.
	
Present furnace design policy for
firing coals prefers the use of off-stoichiometric firing as the
main means of NOX.limitation and control.	 With this control
system, fuel is burned substoichiometrically in lower stages of
the furnace, with the bal.ance.of combustion air added at the top
of the furnace after the gas has a chance to cool below accel-
erated formation.temperatures for nitrogen oxide. 	 In addition to
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recirculation of off-stoichiometric firing flue gas, low-
temperature air heat and low-turbulence burners may also be used
to depress nitrogen oxide formation in the furnace.
The effect of sulfur content in coals fired in a conventional
furnace on fly-ash resistivity is indicated in Figure 6-5.	 With
the firing of low-sulfur coal, there is a tendency for resistivity
to increase considerable over the average experienced for sulfur-
content coals.	 As precipitator temperature is raised, resistivity
tends to be reduced -to a more desireable range. Higher precipita-
tion temperatures may therefore be indicated for more economical
precipitator design.
The effects of furnace chemistry and iron on sodium content
in coal fly ash on ash softening temperatures are indicated in
Figures 6-6 and 6-7.	 As a furnace design policy it is desirable
to cool combustion gases below these ash softening temperatures
before passing gases over high-temperature convection surfaces.
The impact of this condition for coals with low ash softening
-
temperatures is to increase the radiant furnace size in propor-
tion'to the rest of the boiler.
	 Molten slag on metallic surfaces
should be avoided in regions where alkali, iron and nickel sul-
fates, and pyrosulfates might form.
	 (Temperature range is from x"
1100 to 1400 F
	 [866.7 to 1033.3 K]).
The conventional furnace was considered only for the
advanced steam energy conversion system.
	 This furnace configura-
tion is shown in Figure 6-8.
ATMOSPHERIC FLUIDIZED BED FURNACE
The atmospheric fluidized bed (AFB) was employed for the
base cases in the closed-cycle energy conversion systems.	 The
characteristics (auxiliary equipment included) and development M"
requirements for this type of furnace are presented in Table 6-4.
Its main advantages, major problem areas, limitations, and special
design considerations are given in Table 6-5. •
Figure 6-9 is a general--flow schematic diagram for an AFB ky
steam power plant.
	 An example of the AFB modules are shown in
Figures 6--10 and 6-11 for two applications:
	 advanced steam cycle x
and closed helium gas-turbine cycle, respectively.
The sulfur dioxide emissions reduction attainable in atmos-
heric fluidized
	
-12.p	  beds is shown in Figure 6^^	 There is a
temperature range in which acceptable S02 reduction can be
achieved; for this application, the temperature range is 1480 to ,	 f
1560 F
	 (1077.8 to 1122.2 K).
	 figure 6-12 represents the S02 re- "<
duction attainable with a lime-to-sulfur stoichiometric ratio
of approximately 2 to l and fluidizing - conditions typical of
those being considered in this study.
	
This characteristic
presents a very real limitation on the application of fluidized
beds to very high-temperature cycles where sulfur must be re-;,
moved and captured. `r-
.a
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Carbon burnup cells are employed to complete combustion of 	 l
particles that escape the main bed and are removed from the ex-
haust gas stream by the cyclone separators. The normal carbon
burnup cells provide only about 10 percent of the total thermal
output of the L;;3 system; they operate at about 2000 F (1366.7 K)
and accomplish very little sulfur removal. This characteristic
suggests the development of a two-stage furnace bed system in	 E
which a lower stage operating at elevated temperature would ex- 	 I
haust gas into an upper-stage bed operating under optimum sulfur
capture conditions.
f,
An example of NOK emissions from atmospheric fluidized beds
is presented on Figure 6-13. This curve indicates the effect of 	 :p=
fuel nitrogen content and bed operating temperatures on NOx	
}
emissions. Practically all of the nitrogen oxides produced in
fluid bed combustion are derived from fuel-based nitrogen, with .0
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Table 6- 4. 9
ATMOSPHERIC, FLUIDIZED BED ARRANGEMENT
(Basic .Furnace--Most Cycles) .
3
Characteristics
Reduced size (about 40% plan area of conventional
furnace)
• Crushed aoa], fired (1/4 inch - 0}
• Limestone bed material for SO2,control ( 1/8 inch - 0)
Low NOX emissions (half specified limit)
A Requires control of particulate emissions
® Low cold-end dewpoints
® Good heat transfer characteristics
0 No coal-ash Corrosion -^
Auxiliary ES4'ipment Included t
a Coal transport, storage, drying, crushing, feeding, and
injection system
o Limestone transport, storage, drying, crushing, feeding,
and injection system
* Bed material extraction, transport, and cooling system
® Mechanical and electrostatic dust collectors
® Air preheaters
• Forced draft, induced draft, primary air and exhaust fans
s Combustion control and safety interlock system
• Valves
Development Requirements of
• Alloys for high--temperature cycles i,	 J
• Process development for solids handling
• High-temperature-solid transport equipment
• Mechanical development for tower construction
• Multi-tower (multibed) integrated steam and combustion
• Control system development a
I	 22
Table 6-5
ATMOSPHERIC FLUIDIZED BED-GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Main Advantages
e Reduced furnace size and weight
o No coal-ash corrosion
o No-SOX tailgas cleanup
0 No molten-slag-related problems
o Maximum modular shop fabrication
	
E	
® Burn any solid fuel
	
I	 o Reduced coal grinding and drying
a Low NOX emissions
Major Problems
	
-	
® High dust emissions require cleanup (mechanical and
electrostatic collectors)
r High-temperature tube sulfiding, corrosion-erosion
® Solids handling, higher solids heat losses
Increased alkaline spent solids disposal (dry)
I
® CO emission control, higher carbon losses
3 ® High-temperature cycle materials
• Fabrication, cost, availability, expansion, stress
analysis, etc.
Limitations
	
i	 o Maximum surface packing about 10 ft 2/ft3 (bed volume)
with 1 inch o.d. tubes 1400--1600 F maximum bed tempera-
ture set by SOX removal at 1550 F maximum but below ash
softening temperature
® Minimum bed ignition, temperature 1000 F
g Minimum stable operation 1300 F
i o Bukn coals only in this study
Special Design Considerations
® Tube vibration and support
o Corrosion and erosion  
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Figure 6-12. SO2 Reduction from
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Beds
very little thermal NOX produced from the reaction of gas-phase
	 1
nitrogen and oxygen. This is a result of mean bed temperatures,
which are unfavorable to promoting this reaction.
e
The resistivity of fly ash from fluidized bed combustors
as it varies with temperature is shown in Figure 6-14. The low
acidity and free sulfur.of dust emitted by fluidized beds results
in high resistivity relative to conventional fly ash, and higher
precipitation temperatures are definitely indicated. 	 f."
Typical parameters for fluidized bed arrangement for 	 ^ty
atmospheric units operating at one atmosphere are presented in
Figure 6-15 and Table 6-6. it was not possible to maintain these
conditions for every energy conversion system, because of very
real limits on the ability to install required heat transfer sur-
face in the fluidized beds and still maintain a size that pro-
vided a shippable module configuration. The maximum surface
density or asking achievable with 1 inch (2.54 cm) tubes is
about 10 	 (32.75 m2 ) of heat transfer surface per cubic f oot
(m3 ) of active bed volume.
The fluidizing conditions given in Table 6--6 are indicated
for a conventional steam boiler with the heat transfer surface_
requirements required by that cycle when contained in the given
26
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bed configuration. For high-temperature cycles in which the
temperature differences for heat transfer are small (relative to
conventional steam conditions), a problem is experienced in at-
tempting to fit the required heat transfer surface into the bed
volumes indicated in this table. This led to a compromise in
operational conditions. Wherever more than seven beds of the
indicated size were used in this study, the fluidizing velocities
had to be reduced to provide sufficient volume in the beds proper
for the required heat transfer surface. In certain cases the
bed depth had to be increased, resulting in increased fan power
consumption for the units in which there was a limit on the
fluidizing velocities.
Atmospheric fluidized bed units were not designed for
fluidizing velocities lower than about 2 ft /s (0.61 m/s). With
a low range of fluidizing velocities, a smaller mean particle
size results in the bed. This causes improved heat transfer and
27
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Fluidized Bed Combustors
combustion efficiency. As fluidizing velocities are reduced to
low levels, however, bed agitation is reduced and a tendency of
coal material to conglomerate and stick to bed material is to
be expected.
The following are general characteristics of the AFB com-
bustion systems as employed in this study:
1. Modular construction reduces field labor considerably.
2. Reduced size the APB furnace utilizes approximately
40 percent of the furnace plan area occupied by a con--
conventional furnace.
3. Crushed coal is fired. The crushed coal in an atmos-
pheric fluidized bed boiler is sized 1/$ inch (0.318 cm)
to 0, as compared to 70 percent less than 200 mesh for 	 j
a conventional.furnace. This sizing requires consider-
ably less grinding power.
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Table 6-6
a{{
TYPICAL PARAMETERS FOR FLUIDIZED BED ARRANGEMENT
(Atmospheric Units)
i
CARSON BURNUP
CONDITIONS MAIN BEDS CELL (CSC)
Bed Temperature (TB), °F 1550 F 2000 F j
Excess air (XSA), 1 20 20
Particle size Fed* 1/8 in.-0 1/8 in.-0
Velocities
Um
	ft/s** 4.7 5.2
9
aI min. fluidizing)
Uc,	 (control) 5.0 5.3
Ud,	 (design) 14.0 8.0
I Ut,	 (terminal) 26.0 32.0 {
Transfer coefficient
Btu
U4,
Tube 40 40
hr-ft2 F Wall 50 50
-
Heights
hs	 (static),
	
ft 2.0 2.2
he	 (control),	 ft 2.5 2.4
}-. hd (dense phase)., ft 3.8 3.5
hb (design bed), ft 4.0 4.0
_ Bed densities
P
	
(bulk), lb/ft 3 89 89
pp (particulate), lb/ft 3 16.4 164 I
i
Geometry
hn,	 ft 0125 0.25
ho, ft 1.5 (1.5)
he - hb**, ft 4.0 4.0
hf,	 ft 6 6
Ab/n,
	
(ft 2/injector) 9 3
PB
	(in. H20)	 bed 34*2=36 36 1
PG	 (in.	 H2O) grid 12 12
28
	(in. H2O) total 48 48
PS	 (in.	 (psi)	 t.3tal 1.73 1.73
Example
200 MW N	 (beds) 6 1 yf
Tower
'..
	
m
Fluid W (width) ft 12 12
Bed
Size L (height)	 ft 30- 30-
Ab (area) ft2 360 360
n injectors	 40 120
Fluidizing condition estimates are based on a single 0.05 inch
mean particle size.	 Umf will vary roughly with mean particle a
size to the 3/2 power. I	 e
** Certain high-temperature cycles are surface-controlled and
fluidizing velocities decreased, with bed heights increased {•to fit required heat transfer surfaces into beds.	 Maximum
surface packing is about 10 ft 2 per cubic foot of bed volume
when 1 inch o.d. tube, is used, j
! t Parameters defined in Figure 6-15.
3 U
PC OR
a
4. Dry Limestone bed material was used for S0 2 control.
This material is sized 1/8 inch (0.318 cm) to 0 and re-
quires only nominal grinding power and drying to render
it suitable for use in an AFB boiler. Limestone selec-
tion is SCR case 1359 or its equal and limestone con-
sumption was estimated using a 2/1 lime-to-sulfur stoi-
chiometric ratio to achieve an 85 percent sulfur removal
efficiency. S02 emissions were controlled within the	 3
study limits.
5. Low NOX emissions are typical in the atmospheric 	 {
fluidized bed. Approximately one-half of the allowable
limit is emitted. Practically all of the nitrogen 	 r`.
oxides formed are derived from fuel-based nitrogen.
Very little thermal NOX is formed in the combustion
process, because of low combustion temperatures. The
main fluidized beds operate at 1500 F (1116.7 K) and
the carbon burnup cell operates at 2000 F (1366.7 K),
and the carbon burnup cell operates at 2000 F (1366.7 K).	 j
6. The atmospheric fluidized bed requires greater control
of particulate emissions than does the conventional
furnace. In the combustion process approximately 0.26
pound (0.117 kg) of limestone per pound (0.45 kg) of
fuel is required. in addition to the stone reaction
products that are formed, the coal fly ash must be
collected and removed. Mechanical collectors from the
main combustion cells and the carbon burnup cell are
required before the gas is emitted to the electrostatic
precipitator. Approximately 0.15 pound (0.07 kg) of solids
per pound (0.45 kg) of fuel is tapped from the unit as
granular bed material. Approximately 0.16 pound (0.07
kg) of dust per pound (0.45 kg) of fuel is collected
from the carbon burnup cyclone and approximately 0.02
pound (0.009 kg) of dust per pound (0.45 kg) of fuel
is collected at the electrostatic precipitators. The
total solids produced by the atmospheric fluidized bed
are approximately 0.33 pound (0.15 kg) per pound (0.45
kg) of fuel. This material is alkaline and should be
handled in a dry state.
7. The AFB operates in an alkaline environment at reduced
temperature level, and very low sulfuric acid cold-end
dew points are attainable. This realistically allows
for the reduction in stack gas temperature and con-
sequent improvement in efficiency.
S. The AFB achieves on average improved heat transfer
coefficients, as compared with a conventional furnace,
resulting in lower installed heat transfer surface and
weight.
31
9.	 There is no coal.-ash corrosion problem. 	 The ash products
produced are soft and will not adhere to heat transfer
surfaces.	 With proper combustion control, the classic
coal--ash corrosion problem will not occur in fluid bed
combustion processes.
i
The fuel diagram for the AFB furnace is shown as Figure 6-16.
The auxiliary equipment required with a fluidized bed unit, which
is discussed in later sections, comprises the following items:
I.	 Coal handling, drying, crushing, and feeding system.
2.	 Limestone handling, drying, crushing, and feeding system.
r
1
3.	 Hot-bed-material handling and cooling system.
	 In this
system, heat is recovered from the spent bed material
with an airstream and is used to accomplish the coal f
and limestone drying duty. i
4.	 Mechanical and electrostatic dust collectors.
5.	 Recuperative air heaters, where required for low-level
heat recovery, were considered with a Leakage rate of j....°':
approximately 7 percent.	 This Leakage rate is believed
to be somewhat optimistic, but obtainable with advanced
design.	 If air leakage rates of less than 10 percent
cannot be economically obtained in recuperative air
heaters, the use of an extended surface tubular air !^
heater of advanced design would be indicated.
a
6.	 Forced draft, induced draft, primary air, and drying
air exhaust fans are required.	 The power consumption
of the fans on a fluid bed unit is typically higher than
a conventional furnace.	 This is offset to some extent F	 ,;
by reduced grinding power consumption.
i7.	 A combustion control and safety interlock system is re-
quired.	 Because of the multiplicity of heat transfer
circuits and combustion stages or beds required with
this system, a more complex startup system, control i
valve arrangement, and safety interlock system are
required.
Development Requirements
The AFB is an advanced furnace concept. 	 Development work
is required in the following areas to reduce the cost and com-
plexity of the AFB:
1.	 A major effort is indicated in establishing requirements
for the solids handling system associated with the fluid
bed boiler.	 Much progress has been made in this area,
but optimization relative to the whole system and its
implied availability is not complete.^'^'
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Figure 6-16. Solids Handling and Hot Gas Cleanup Train
for AFB Furnace Design
1! 
2. Further evaluation of heat transfer surfacing of the
individual beds in the unit relative to circulation re-
quirements, pressure drop limitations, and integration
into the overall unit control system is indicated.
3. Mechanical development areas:
a Shutter type dampers for air inlet control.
0 Partial dampers under fluidization grids to permit 	 i
segmental fluidization of beds.
»	 a Mechanical support of long tube bundles.
a Header covers for headers in hot gas streams and in
fluidized beds.
• Solids drop lines and valves.
• Bed startup and fuel injection systems. i
Boiler Efficiency and Performance
t-
Performance analysis indicates the need for further im-
provement in thermal efficiency, with additional solids cooling
t:- 	 and heat recovery for coal drying. There is additional room for
improvement in recovery of heat from solids and in reducing un-
burned combustible losses for the system. One of the more im-
portant uncertainties in fluid-bed boiler design is combustion
loss and heat release patterns in the main combustion cells,
Depending upon bed operating condition and the type of fuel
fired in the main combustion cells, the amount of heat released 	 -
in the combustion bed itself and the amount of heat released in
the freeboard above the bed can vary significantly. Of the heat
released in the main bed, 90 percent occurs in the bed and 10
percent in the freeboard. This was assured by assuming enough
residence time and sufficient oxygen at high temperature to burn
off most of the hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide, and methane being 	 i
emitted from the bed. d
Estimated Emissions
In these analyses, a lime-to-saIl'il' stoichiometric ratio of
2 to 1 was provided. No addition of :,,ai.t was employed to acti-
vate the bed material. With data available, this appears to be
a reasonable estimate for the expected sulfur capture of 85 per-
cent, but a slightly higher lime--to-sulfur stoichiometric ratio
may be required in practice to permit some flexibility in bed
temperature control. The effect of the additon of salt catalyst
may permit the use of lime-to-sulfur stoichiometric ratios of
less than 2 to 1, but this requires further development testing.
The effect of salt and resulting HCl partial pressure in the bed
34
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}and their effect on highly stressed stainless steel tubing are
not fully known at this time. The estimated emissions from the
atmospheric fluid bed are within the specifications of the study
with NOX emissions approximately one-half of the level of that
permitted.	 f
PRESSURIZED FLUIDIZED BED
The main characteristics, auxiliary equipment included, and
development requirements for pressurized fluidized bed (PFB)
furnaces are summarized in Table 6-7. The main advantages,
major problem areas, limitations, and special design considera-
tions for pressurized fluid bed units are summarized in Table
6-8. A schematic diagram for a PFB steam power plant is shown
as Figure 6-17.
i
Examples of this furnace module are shown in Figure 6-18,
for the advanced steam cycle, and in Figure 6-19, for the closed-
cycle gas turbine. The advanced steam example is a tower module
with internal waterwalls which would contain the fluidized beds.
The closed-cycle gas turbine example is a barrel type with in-
ternal refractory lining containing the fluidized beds. In the
latter arrangement, post feeders and risers with stick-type tubes
are used to limit gas-side pressure drops for the working fluid.
This unit operates at lower fluidizing velocities than does the
advanced steam module and permits the installation of more heat
transfer surface in a given bed. This reduces the number of bed
control systems and working-fluid control circuits. Within a
13 1/2 foot (4.12 m) outside diameter for transportability, the
maximum bed height achieved with this type of configuration is
about 6 feet (1.83 m). Larger sizes would require considerable
field fabrication of the containment shell with refractory lining.
When heat transfer surface requirements could not be achieved
with this type of construction, the vertical tower type was em-
ployed, but the bed depths were increased at the expense of many
more beds. An increase in barrel diameter (to greater than 13
feet) to achieve more bed height means field fabrication of
shells and was not considered in this study.
An air, gas, and solids diagram in support of the PFB com-
bustion system is presented in Figure 6-20.
An example of SO2 reduction from pressurized fluidized beds
is indicated in Figure 6-21. Dolomite appears to be a more ef-
ficient acceptor of SO2 than limestone for a lime-to-sulfur
stoichiometric ratio of about 2 to 1. This curve does not re-
flect the increased dolomite elutriation or explosion losses
that may be experienced in pressurized fluidized bets. With
dolomite injection, acceptable sulfur recoveries aria achievable
over a wider temperature range (up to ti 1900 F [131:..1 K]).
Under PFB operating conditions, a sufficiently high bed tem-
perature must be maintained to calcine the calcium carbonate
if
f'
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* Reduced size (about 10 percent plan area of conventional
furnace)
Crushed-coal-fired (1/4 inch to 0)
® Dolomite bed material for S02 control (1/4 inch to 0)
Reduced N0X emissions (1/3 specified limit)
Significant particulate removal control required
® Low cold-end dew points
s Good heat transfer characteristics
m No coal-combustor ash corrosion
Auxiliary Equipment Included
• Coal transport, storage, drying, crushing, feeding, and
pressure injection system
• Dolomite transport, storage drying, crushing, feeding,
and pressure injection system
• Bed material extraction, pressure letdown, transport,
and cooling system
Ot Particulate removal equipment (mechanical and sand bed
filters)
a Primary air system, cooling air, and exhaust fans
o Combustion control and safety interlock system
® Valves
Development Requirements
Alloys for high-temperature cycles
® Process development for solids handling
® High--temperature, high-efficiency particulate removal
system
Mechanical development for tower construction
Solids feeding and injection systems at pressure
• High-temperature solids transport equipment i
L
Table 6-7
PRESSURIZED FLUIDIZED BED ARRANGEMENT
Characteristics
^^^^
	 TT
	 * 
s
PRESSURIZED FLUID BED-GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Main Advantages
	
s	 Compact furnace-reduced size and weight
A No coal-ash corrosion
0 No SOX tail gas cleanup
0 No molten slag problems
O Maximum modular shop fabrication
m Burns any solid fuel
® Reduced coal grinding and drying f
Major Problems
0 Startup and control of furnace and gas and steam turbines
®	 High alkali metal content in gases at high temperatures
	
i`	 ®	 High dust emissions require extreme high-temperature gas
cleanup for gas turbine; high dolomite elutriation losses,
CaCO3 recombination
m	 High-temperature-tube sulfiding, corrosion - erosion
	
.ti	 Solids handling at high-pressure-injection, extraction
Increased alkaline spent solids disposal (dry)
•	 High-temperature cycle--materials fabrication, cost,
availability, expansion, stress analysis, etc.
Limitations
® Maximum surface packing, l0 ft2/ft3 bed volume with
1 inch o.d. tube
0	 1600-1800 F maximum bed temperature set by dolomite
calcination and by SOX removal at 1750 F maximum; below
ash softening temperature
	 = f
®	 Burns coal only, in this study
® Turbine exhaust heat recovery required
®	 1000 F minimum bed ignition temperature; minimum stable
operation 1300 F
Special Desicrn Considerations
•	 Tube vibration support, corrosion - erosion
Q	 Differential thermal expansion
®	 Startup (auxiliary gas-turbine combustor)
®	 Unit access
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Figure 6-17. PFB Steam Power Plant—Schematic Diagram
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Figure 6--21. SO2 Reduction from Pressurized
Fluidized Beds
present in the feed material. 	 This feature is indicated on the
equil ibrium decomposition diagram of calcium carbonate in Fig-
ure 6-22.	 For the conditions selected in this study, bed tem-
perature of 1650 F (1172.2 K) is indicated to assure satisfactory
calcination and reaction with excess air in the range of 20 to
300 percent.
As the bed operating temperature is raised, alkali vapors
would increase in the gas.	 This will result an corrosion prob-
lems for the pressurizing gas turbine and may tend to be a
practical limit. ,,t
4	 ^.
In order to ensure a gas-turbine-quality gas, considerable
a	 research and development work must be exerted in the removal of
e	 high-temperature particulates from the exhaust gas stream from
these units.
	 Additives and modified combustion conditions must
be experimented with to reduce the alkali compounds coming off
in this exhaust gas stream.
	
Equilibrium analyses of typical
pressurized fluidized bed effluences are definitek ,  .-:.cjuired	 .^. 4
indicate how effl17or! ^hemistry m.i.cjht be altered by modified
combustion conditions. A
An example of nitrogen oxide emissions from pressurized
fluidized beds is indicated in Figure 6-23.	 The NO	 emissions
	 X
also tend to increase as the lime-to-sulfur r.7- 	 r_o^chiometri ,,•
 ratio
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increases, and as bed operating temperature rises. The effect
of higher lime-to-sulfur stoichiometric ratios on increased NOx
emissions is not fully understood but is thought to be related
to the increased Cot partial pressure present from the products
of calcination of the feed, dolomites, and limestones tested.
Higher acceptor circulation rates also diminish the exposed coal-
ash species which adhere to the surface of the bed material and
are thought to have a catalytic effect on this process.
Typical parameters for fluidized bed arrangement for
pressurized units operating at 10 atmospheres (6.89 x lo o N/m2)
are presented in Table 6-9. These conditions reflect desirable
10
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Figure 6-23. NOg Emissions from Pressurized
Fluidized Beds
operating conditions for a steam boiler module. As with the
atmospheric fluidized bed, high-temperature advanced power cycles
with lower log mean temperature differences than exit with the
steam cycle require that considerably more heat transfer surfaces
be installed in the bed combustion systems. The barrel, type of
pressurized fluidized bed, previously discussed, permitted the
installation of more heat transfer surface in a given bed.
The following are general statements of characteristics of
the PFB combustion system studied:.
1. Compact modular construction minimizes field labor.
2. Reduced size; the pressurized fluid bed furnace is ap-
proximately 13 percent of the furnace plan area occupied
by a conventional furnace.
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t
Axce5s.azr, *
Particle size feed
Velocities
Minimum Fluidizing (Umf), ft/s
control (Uc), ft/s
Design (Ud ), ft/5
Terminal (Ut ), ft/5
Transfer Coefficient
Uo, Btu	 Tube
hr-ft2 F Wall
Heights
Static (he), ft
Control (hc), ft
Dense Phase (hd), ft
Design Bed (hb ), £t
Bed Densities
0 B - lb/ft 3 - Bulk
P P - lb/ft3 - Particulate
Geometry***
hn, ft
ho, ft
he
 = hb, ft
Ab/n, ft2/injector
Pressure Drops
Bed (APB), in. H2O
Grid (APG), in. H2O
Total APg, in. H2O
Total APg, psi
Example
LU	 GL
1/4 inch - 0	 1/4 inch - 0
f	 _
1.3
	
1.4*
2.0	 1.5
7(4.0)**	 4.6(3.0)**
8.0	 8.7
50	 50
60	 1	 60
6.0* 6.2*
6.5
1
6.4
7.6 7.5
8.0** 8.0**
66	 I	 66
120	 I{	 120
.50.50
1.5	 1.5
8.0*	 8.0*
9	 1	 3
64 B4
28 28
1
112 112
4.04 4.04 iJ
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200 MW,
	 Beds**	 4	 1
Tower	 diameter, ft	 13.5	 13.5
Fluid	 width, ft	 9.5	 9.5
Bed size
	
depth, ft	 9.5	 9.5
area, ft 2	90	 90
No. of injectors, min. 	 9	 9
* Fluidizing condition estimates based on a single .05 inch
mean particle size. Um^ff will vary roughly with mean
particle size to the 3 /2 power.
** Certain high-temperature cycles are surface -controlled,
fluidizing velocities decreased, and bed heights increased
to fit required heat transfer surfaces into beds. Maximum
surface packing about 10 ft2 /ft3 of bed volume, when 1 inch
o.d. tubes are used.
*** The parameters are defined in Figure 6-15 for AFB and PFB.
'C' ;.	 {'F TN t;or
3
Z .-
i
3. Crushed coal is fired. The crushed coal in a PFB unit is
sized 1/8 inch (0.318 cm) to 0, as compared to 70 percent
less than 200 mesh for a conventional furnace. This siz-
ing requires considerably less grinding power but must
be injected at high pressure. Injection air supply runs
about 100 psi (28.69 x 106
 N/m2 ) above module pressure.
4. Dry dolomite bed material was used for SO2 control. This
material is sized 1/4 inch (0.635 cm) by 28 mesh and re-
quires only nominal grinding power and drying to render
it suitable for use in a pressurized fluidized bed boiler.
Dolomite selection was BCR case 1337 or its equal, and
consumption was estimated by a 2:1 lime-to-sulfur stoi-
chiometric ratio, achieving a 90 percent sulfur removal
efficiency. Dolomite must be injected at pressure similar
to the coal.
5. Low NOg emissions are typical to the pressurized fluid-
ized bed. Approximately one-half of the allowable study
limitation is emitted. Practically all of the nitrogen
oxides formed are derived from fuel-based nitrogen. Very
"little thermal NOX is formed in the combustion process,
because of low combustion temperatures. The main fluid-
ized beds operate at 1650 F (1172. 2 K) and the carbon
burnup cell operates at 2000 F	 (1366.7 K).
6. The pressurized fluidized bed requires greater control of
particulate emissions than does the conventional furnace.
In the combustion process approximately 0.46 pounds
(0.21 kg) of dolomite per pound	 (0.45 kg) of fuel is re-
quired.
	 In addition to the stone reaction products that
are formed, the coal fly ash must be collected and re-
moved.	 Mechanical collectors are required following the
main combustion cells and the carbon burnup cell before
the gas is emitted to the granular bed filters.	 Approxi-
mately 0.19 pound (0,86 kg) of solids per pound (0.45
kg) of fuel is tapped from the unit as granular bed
material.
	
Approximately 0.22 pound (0.1 kg) of dust per {i
pound (0.45 kg) of fuel is collected from the carbon K4
burnup cyclone, and approximately 0.02 pound (0.009 kg)
of dust per pound (0.45 kg) of fuel is collected at the
granular bed filters. 	 The total solids produced by the
pressurized fluidized bed is approximately 0.43 pound
(0.2 kg) per pound	 (0.45 kg) of fuel.	 This material is
alkaline and should be handled in a dry state.	 Recupera-
tion of spent bed material, which was not considered in
this study, requires further development. f"
7. The pressurized fluidized bed operates in an alkaline en-
vironment at reduced temperature level, and very low
sulfuric acid cold-end dew points are attainable.
	
This
realistically allows for the reduction of stack gas tem-
perature and improvement of efficiency..''
=%
{{
S. The pressurized fluidized bed achieves much improved heat
transfer coefficients on the average, as compared	 o ar	 tg	 P
conventional furnace. 	 This permits lower installed heat
" transfer surface and weight.
9. There: is virtually no coal-ash corrosion problem within
the pressurized combustor typical to fluidized bed com-
bustion.	 The ash products produced are soft and will not
adhere to heat transfer surfaces, as with conventional
firing techniques, at very high temperature.
	
Corrosion "-,
of pressurizing gas turbine and particulate removal equip--
_ ment requires further study.
The auxiliary equipment required with a fluid bed boiler,
which will be discussed in a later section, comprises the follow-
ing:
1. Coal handling, drying, crushing, and pressurized feeding 3
system.
2. Dolomite handling, drying, crushing, and pressurized
... feeding system. =-
3. Hot-bed-material handling and cooling system.	 In this
system, heat is recovered from the spent bed material with
an airstream and is used to accomplish the coal and lime -
^' stone drying duty.
4. Mechanical dust collectors. These mechanical collectors
must be highly efficient to produce gas-turbine-quality
gases at high temperature and pressure. Gas--turbine
dust limitations are severe, and performance of com-
mercial dust removal equipment must be demonstrated be-
fore major development proceeds. Combustion at pressure
results in higher alkali metal compositions than in at-
mospheric units and turbine blade corrosion-erosion is
potentially a serious problem. Further experiments with
modified combustion conditions are indicated.
5. Gas-turbine air compressor, primary air recompressor,
and drying air forced and exhaust fans are required. The
power consumption of the compressors and fans on a pres-
Gurized unit is much higher than in a conventional
furnace, but is offset somewhat by reduced grinding power
consumption.
6. A combustion; control and safety interlock system is re-
quired. Because of the multiplicity of heat transfer cir-
cuits and combustion stages or beds required in this sys-
tem, a more complex startup system and control valve
arrangement is required than for a conventional furnace.
F
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Development Requirements
z
The P.':'B is an advanced furnace concept.
	 Development work
is required in the following areas, to reduce the cost and com-
plexity of the PFB combustion systems:
1. Need for a major effort is indicated in establishing re- {	 ''=
quirements for the solids handling system associated with
the fluid bed unit.	 Much progress has been made in this
area, but optimization relative to the whose system and
its implied availability is not complete.
2. Further review of the surfacing of the individual beds
in the unit relative to circulation requirements, pres-
sure drop limitations, and integration into the overall
unit control system is indicated. 3
3. The exhaust gas cleanup system which will produce a gas-
turbine-quality gas is required.
4. Mechanical Development Areas:
6	 Shutter type dampers for air inlet control.
f	 Y	 Mechanical support of tube bundles
i ®	 Header covert for headers in hc+ gas streams and in
fluidized beds
E	
0	 Outlet nozzles for high-temperature gas, allowing for
differential thermal expansions
', f
9	 Solids drop lines and valves
•	 Bed startup and fLt°_1 injection systems
E	 Boiler Ffficiency and Performance •'
Performance analyses indicated the need for further improve-
ments in thermal efficiency, with additional solids cooling and
heat recovery for coal drying.
	
There is room for improvement in
recovery of heat from solids and in reducing unburned combustible
losses in the system.
	 One of the more important uncertainties
in fluid-bed boiler design at this point is comtustion loss and
heat release patterns in the main combustion beds of the boiler.
Depending upon bed operating depth and the fuel injection pattern
in the main combustion cells, the amount of heat released in
the lower bed and the amount of heat released is the upper bed
can vary significantly, resulting in temperature gradients.
	 With
deeper beds, higher temperatures, and higher oxygen partial pres-
sures, combustion is expected to be more complete than in at-
mospheric units. 	 Very low unburned hydrocarbon and carbon
monoxide emissions are expected.
	
Development testing may -.
c
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indicate the need for multilevel fuel injection and distribution
rather than simple injection at the base of the bed.
Estimated Emissions
The estimated emissions from the pressurized fluid bed are
within specified study limitations, with NOg emissions approxi-
mately one-third of the permitted level. In this study a lime-
to-sulfur stoichiometric ratio of 2 to 1 was provided. No salt
was added to activate the bed material.
Present experiment data indicate that this is a reasonable
arrangement for achieving a 90 percent sulfur capture. A
'	 slightly higher lime-to--sulfur stoichiometric ratio may be re-
quired in practice, to allow some flexibility in bed tempera-
ture control. The effect of the addition of a salt catalyst may
permit the use of lime-to--sulfur stoichiometric ratios of less
than 2 to 1, but this requires further development testing. The
effect of salt and resulting HCR partial pressure in the bed and
their effect on highly stressed stainless steel tubing are not
fully known at this time.
Via,..... 	
PRESSURIZED FURNACE ARRANGEMENT1
The characteristics, auxiliary equipment included, and de-
velopment requirements for pressurized (or supercharged) furnaces
"---	 are summarized in Table 6-10. The main advantages, major problem
areas, limitations and special design considerations for pres-
=:.:rized or supercharged furnaces are summarized in Table 6-11.
An example of the pressurized furnace for one energy con-
!	 version system application, advanced steam cycle, is presented
in Figure 6-24. In this type of furnace conventional type steam
bundles were used with internal refractory lining and support of
tube bundles from inlet and outlet headers. The pressurized
furnace (Figure 6-24) was used for low-Btu gas firing and featured
3	 three stages of firing to control maximum gas temperatures and
velocities within the containment shell to limit absorption rates
and metal temperatures resulting in the heat transfer circuits.
The pressurized furnace shown in Figure 6--25 is an example of
another application to the closed-cycle gas turbine. This shows
the post and stick type tubing arrangement on the working fluid
side to control pressure drops. The pressurized furnace shown
in Figure 6--26 fires high-Btu fuel in the closed gas-turbine
j	 cycle. In this pressurized furnace, 6 stages of firing were
used to control gas temperatures and velocities within the module
i and hence absorption rates in the tubing.
A very real problem is experienced in these furnaces -in
the inability to take advantage of the maximum absorption rates,
because of serious metal temperature limitations.
`a7
•SDK:
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ETable 6-10
PRESSURIZED FURNACE ORIENTATION
Characteristics
Much reduced size
High heat transfer rates attainable
Clean gas fuel only (no particulates or sulfur)
NOX control by staged firing
Maximum s)-iop assembly
Fast control response
Auxiliary Equipment included
Valves
Combustion and burner controls
Development Requirements
Diffusion burners
Serious materials limitations for high-temperature
•^ cycles, limiting absorption rates
For high-temperature advanced power cycles, the need to
develop metals with 1500 to 1800 F (1088.9 to 1255.6 K) opera-
ting temperature and 6000 to 8000 psi 	 (4.14 x 107 to 5.52 x
107 N/m2 ) allowable design stress is definitely indicated. 	 Fig-
ure 6-27 indicates the general, effect that pressure will have on
heat transfer surface requirements in pressurized or super-
charged furnaces.
OPEN-CYCLE MHD RADIANT FURNACE
In support of the open-cycle MHD process the following
units were s•Ludied:
*	 Radiant furnace section
0	 Heat recovery boiler, including a superheated steam
section and a reheat steam section
0	 Intermediate-temperature air heater
S
i.
0 Heat recovery economizer
Only the radiant furnace is discussed in this subsection.
Although the main characteristics of the radiant furnace section 	 _	 }
are similar to conventional furnace types discussed earlier, it
also includes special design features. A two-second holding time 	 =-
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Table 6-11 3
PRESSURIZED FURNACE-GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS i
Main Advantages	 I
F
Much reduced furnace size and weight
No coal-ash corrosion
Technology in hand
Good controllability
i
Fast response
Maximum modular shop fabrication
No gas cleanup
Major Problems
i
f
NOX control
Combustion control
High-temperature cycle--materials 	 i
Fabrication, cost, availability, expansion, stress analysis,
etc.
Limitations
Clean fuels only
Low sulfur, no ash
AFT 2200-2800 for NOX--control staged firing, and absorption
rate control.
Turbine exhaust heat recovery required
Special Design Considerations
Tube vibration and support
Startup (auxiliary gas-turbine combustor)
Unit access
must be provided for the gases leaving the MHD channel, to per-
mit reactions started at the exit channel to go to completion.
As indicated in Section 2.8, this two-second holding time re-
duces the nitrogen oxides and allows time for seed reactions.
Upon completion of this holding time, the secondary air necessary
to complete combustion is introduced.
The secondary air must be introduced at the top of the
furnace in such a fashion that it mixes more or less thoroughly
before the combustion products are ducted through the regenerative
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Heat Transfer Surface Requirements
high-temperature air heaters, and an additional mixing volume
providing additional residence time must be provided for this
purpose. Conditions in the open-cycle MHD combustion gas stream
are maintained near or slightly above stoichiometric conditions;
that is, oxygen content not exceeding about one-half percent.
This is required at the higher temperatures to prevent the forma-
tion of potassium pyrosulfates, which in a running liquid condi-
tion can be highly corrosive to ferrous and nickel bearing ma-
terials.
Special coal-ash and seed corrosion conditions are expected
to exist in the radiant furnace section. The environment in the
lower furnace is a reducing atmosphere, and slag deposition on
the tubes in the radiant furnace is expected to occur. Soot-
blowers and wall blowers must be provided in the radiant furnace
section to allow for cleaning and maintenance of heat transfer
surface. It is important that metal temperatures in the radiant
furnace section not exceed the 1000 to 1100 F (811 to 866.7 K)
outside metal temperatures in the furnace environment.
The main advantages, disadvantages, limitations, and special
design considerations for the open-cycle MHD radiant furnace are
indicated in Table 6-12. Figure 6-28 is a sketch indicating the
design requirements of the radiant furnace.
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Table 6-12
OPEN-CYCLE MHD RADIANT FURNACE ARRANGEMENT
Main Advantages
Simple in principle
Uses conventional materials in most of furnace
Disadvantages and Problems r-s
Large furnace size and weight
`	 Difficult NOX control; substoichiometric combustion
Seed corrosion-erosion, slagging
-	 Coal-ash corrosion---erosion, slagging
Ash disposal, seed recovery required a
SOX, dust emissions require cleanup with dirty fuels
High-temperature cycle--materials, expansion, stress analysis
r	 Limitations
Air injection after holding gases 2 seconds for NO X reduction
^ Control gas chemistry below or near stoichiometric at all
f
I
times
Special Design Considerations
I	 Complex circulation analysis; difficult furnace heat balancing
Furnace cleaning, sootblowing
'I
Slag, seed, and fly-ash removal and separation
{NOX control by staged firing
t	 Secondary combustion stability, furnace mixing in .large scale
ECorrosion, erosion, refractory selection, and life
I	 Arrangement to suit special air preheating requirements
Development Requirements
Seed and coal-ash corrosion resistance
Materials at very high temperatures, velocities
*	 K 2SO 4
 melts at 1970 F
+	 K 2S 207 melts at 450 F
4	
11
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INTERMEDIATE INDIRECT HEAT EXCHANGERS AND
HEAT RECOVERY BOILER
The heat exchange between a prime-cycle working fluid and a
secondary--cycle working fluid is defined as an intermediate heat
exchange. When heat exchange occurs between products of com-
bustion and a secondary-cycle working fluid, the heat exchanger
is defined as a heat recovery boiler. No combustion occurs in
either heat exchange device. Table 6-13 summarizes the main ad-
vantages and characteristics, major problems, limitations, and
special design considerations for these types of exchangers.
The intermediate heat exchangers were evaluated for the follow-
ing components relating to steam generation:
• Condenser for the liquid-metal topping cycle
* Argon cooler for the inert-gas MHD cycle
o Helium cooler for liquid-metal MHD cycle
The heat recovery boilers were considered for:
r
O Tnsert- as MHD c c1 ( ft
	
mb tion i	 11 1g	 Y e a er co us	 n para e cycle)
• Open-cycle MHD (after high--temperature air preheating)
High-temperature fuel cell cycle.
Figure 6-29 demonstrates an intermediate heat exchanger
which was employed for the liquid-metal topping cycle. Figure.
6-30 demonstrates a heat recovery boiler for the li quid-metal
	 !	 ` s^-^
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MHD cycle. Sketches of other equipment considered in this study
of the various cycles are shown in the individual cycle summary
parts of this section.
	 t
`:	 a	 t
'fable 6-13
	j	 INTERMEDIATE INDIRECT HEAT EXCHANGER ARRANGEMENT
	
rl	 Main Advantages and Characteristics
Compact, leak-tight construction for gases, liquids
High transfer rates
	
IReduced size and weight
Modular design, maximum shop fabrication
Major Problems
'Y
Control difficulties, control systems
Very high heat fluxes, metal temperatures, and differential
temperatures
1	 c
Cyclic thermal stresses, flow stability, liquid--metal mass
transport
f	 High temperature cycle—materials
Fabrication cost, availability, expansion, stress analysis
Limitations
Unit geometry and arrangement limited by complex struc-
tural problems
Special Design Considerations
Ai7^ in leakage in vacuum units
Tube vibration and support
Structural analysis
Unit access
Cycles Requiring Intermediate Heat Exchange
r Workin fluid/steam
Liquid-metal topping—condenser
Inert-gas MHD--argon cooler
Liquid-metal MHD—helium cooler
m Combustiongases/steam
Inert-gas MHD
Open-cycle MHD
High-temperature fuel cells
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High-temperature air preheaters were employed for preheating
combustion air. These units were recuperative heat exchangers of
metal, tubular construction. The temperature ranges were from
700 F (644 K) to 1500 F (1089 K). The higher temperature ceramic
air preheaters employed for final preheat in the open-cycle MHD
system are not discussed in this section. The major advantages,
disadvantages, limitations, and special design considerations
for this type of equipment is summarized in Table 6-14.
	 !
Table 6-14
HIGH-TEMPERATURE AIR HEATER ORIENTATION
Major Advantages and Characteristics
improved cycle thermal efficiency
Available technology
Disadvantages
Large size and weight
Inefficient heat transfer (tubular designs)
Considerable field fabrication (large units)
Limitations
Material strengths and properties at high temperature
Module size limited at higher pressure by shell design
considerations
Special Design Considerations
Low heat transfer rates with low allowable pressure drops
Tube vibration
Gas-side safety; sootblowing
Maintenance accessibility a
Startup requirements
Sketches indicating the application of these air heaters to
proress cycles where required are indicated in Figures 6--31
thr •-ugh 6-34.	 Where high-pressure air must be heated by lower-
pressure gases coming from a direct combustion process, the
dirtier gas stream flowed downward into the tube bundles. 	 This
allows for a periodic cleaning of the inside of the tubes and is fi
a preferred arrangement for this type of exchanger. 	 Where gases 5
are relatively clean they may flow on the shell side of an ex-
changer of this type, as indicated in Figure 6-33.
HIGH-TEMPERATURE AIR PREHEATER
GAS IN —
AIR INi
GAS OUT
AIR OUT
}}
Used for the following cycles'
Supercritical CO2
	
(one/bed)
Closed gas turbine	 (one/bed)
Liquid-metal topping (one/bed) r`H
Figure 6-31.	 Low--Pressure/High–Temperature Air Preheater-
Typical Gas Inlet Tubes .'
Process requirements for the inert-gas MHD cycle indicated
that a special type of air heater/gas heater must be used. 	 In
this unit, recirculated gas was blended with preheated air in
the air heater itself to allow for Lower exit temperatures on
the unit and maintenance of the required combustor outlet tem-
perature for the process.
Figure 6-34 indicates an application of higher temperature a
air heaters to the open-cycle MHD case.	 This heat exchanger de-
velops running liquid slag through the tube bundle which, it was
hoped, would be compensated for by sootblowing as the seed soli-
dified.
	
The potassium sulfate seed in combination with coal ash.'
will be highly corrosive in the running liquid condition, tend-
ing to attack iron and nickel constituents of the tubes used in
construction.	 in future efforts this air heater should be cede-
signed to chill the gas stream and solidify these seed and ash k-,	 1
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Figure 6--32. High-Pressure/High-Temperature--
Typical Gas Inlet Tubes
constituents before they pass over convection surfaces at high
temperatures.
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
t
The auxiliary equipment required to support the different
combustion and heat exchange systems studied is summarized in
Table 6-15. The two furnace systems requiring the most extensive
auxiliary equipment system are the atmospheric fluidized bed and
the pressurized fluidized bed. These are described here in more
detail.
Solids Handling and Hot Gas Cleanup Process
Train for AFB Furnaces
-	 -	 P
In the APB process, coal and limestone are injected into a
fluidized bed on a continuous basis to provide steady combustion
conditions and environmentally acceptable S02 emissions. S0 2
 ab-
sorption and bed operating levels are maintained by continuously
4
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Table 6-15
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
Conventional Furnaces and Combustion Chambers
Regenerative ai--heaters (low-temperatures < 850 F [727.8 K]
gas inlet)
Steam coil airheaters (high-sulfur coal and semiclean
liquid firing)
Fans
Forced drat t
Primary air (coal firing)
Induced draft
Gas recirculation (inert-gas MHD coal combustors)
Burners, ignitors, burner front piping, and valves
Combustion control and safety interlock systems
(including control, safety, miscellaneous valves and
sensors, regulator and devices)
Pulverizers and feeders (coal firing)
Oil pumping and heating sets (semiclean liquid firing)
Sootblowers (coal, semiclean liquid firing)
Wall blowers and deslaggers (coal firing)
Open-Cycle MHD Combustors and Furnaces
Combustors
Pulverizers and feeders
Pressurized coal injection system
Booster compressor for coal injection
Coal processing equipment
Heat recovery furnaces
Combustion control and safety interlock systems
Steam temperature, pressure, and flow control systems
Soot and wall blowers
Pressurized Furnaces
a Combustion control and safety interlock systems
* Fluid temperature, pressure, and flow control systems
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Figure 6-33. High-Pressure/High-Temperature Air Preheater---
Typical Air Inlet Tubes
withdrawing spent sorbent materials from the AFB, whereas elutri-
ated bed materials are captured in the hot gas cleanup equipment.
Limestone Handling System. Limestone will be delivered to
the plant site by rail, unloaded, transferred to, stored in, and
reclaimed from a storage pile for drying and crushing prior to
APB injection (a balance--of-plant responsibility). The lime-
stone processing is similar to the coal handling process.
Coal and Blend Handling and Processing System. Coal will
be withdrawn on a continuous basis from a day storage silo and
dried to provide proper screening and blend transport properties.
Once the AFB's solids removal system has reached steady-state
operation, the hot exhaust gases from the spent solids cooler
is employed for the coal and limestone driers. The 2 inches
(5.08 cm) x 0 dried coal will then, be crushed to 1/8 inch (0.318
cm) x 0 by a Gundlach Cage-Paktor crusher with prescreening and
recirculation used to minimize the amount of fines. It has been
estimated that with the above arrangement the amount of coal less
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to Electrostatic
Precipitator
flower Locations
Air
Outlet
K2SO4 a Flyash Top
Note Some K,SO4 will Condense in the High Temperature
Air Heater and in the flue to the Low Temperature
Air Heater,
Figure 6-34. Low-Temperature Air Heater with Open-Cycle MHD
than 500 microns or 28 mesh in size can be reduced to 20 percent
or less.
After being crushed to size, the coal and limestone flows
are mixed in a blender and transported by belt conveyors and
bucket elevators to 4-hour blend holding hoppers positioned above
each steam generator module. The blended material is withdrawn
from the holding hoppers by vibrating feeders, which discharge
to vibrating conveyor/tables, positioned on each side of a module
and containing multiple outlet pipes that feed the module's
fluidized beds. Primary air is injected into the vibrating
tables to pneumatically assist the blend bed injection process.
in addition to the above described blend-feed arrangement a
separate limestone holding hopper and feeder is provided for the
carboi, burnup cell (CBC). This arrangement permits the latter
to be operated without coal injection in the event of high carbon
carryover from the other beds,
Spent Sorbent Handling System, Spent sorbent material will
be withdrawn from the AFB process by the use of a butterfly valve
and a high-temperature vibrating feeder. After being withdrawn
from the module the spent material is transported via a high-
i-amnarai'1 ra tri hrai-i nrr rn nvcvnr 4-n +-t•,o cnan-F—.qnl_idS r.nnl ar	 Tn
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300 F (422.2 K) in an air fluidized bed. The hot exhaust gases
from the solids cooler will be ducted to the dryer units to dry
the coal and limestone.
Hot Gas Cleanup Equipment. Solid material elutriated from
the AFB beds will be removed from the gas stream in two stages.
The first stage of gas cleanup equipment will consist of nulti-
tube cyclones, whereas electrostatic precipitators will be pro-
vided as the second and final stage cleanup device. Solid ma-
terial captured in the cyclones will be returned to the AFB pro-
cess by injecting suc.i^ into the 2000 F (1366.7 K) CBC for com-
bustion of previously unburned carbon.
i
	
	
The gases exiting from the CBC will pass through multitube
cyclones before mixing with the module's main gas stream, up-
stream of the electrostatic precipitators. Solid material cap-
tured in the CBC cyclones will be transported to the solids
cooler and removed from the process after cooling. High-temper-
ature, tubular air preheaters will be provided as required to
limit cyclone/precipitator gas inlet temperatures to 730 F
(661 K). Low-temperature recuperative air preheaters will be
provided as required to minimize stack temperature losses.
Forced draft, induced draft, and booster fans are included
to supply all necessary primary and secondary air streams.
Solids Handling and Hot Gas Cleanup Process
j for PFB Furnaces
In the PFB process, coal and dolomite are injected into a
fluidized bed on a continuous basis to provide steady combustion
conditions and environmentally acceptable SO2 emissions. The
SO2 absorption and bed operating levels are maintained by con-
1	 tinuously withdrawing spent sorbent materials from the PFB;
elutriated bed materials are captured in the hot gas cleanup
equipment.
Dolomite Handling System. Dolomite will be delivered to the
plant site by rail; it will then be unloaded, transferred to,
stored in, and reclaimed from a storage pile for drying and crush-
ing prior to PFB injection (a balance-of-plant responsibility).
Dolomite processing is similar to the coal handling process,
which is next described in detail.
car zn3ec "on system. Once the PFB s solids removal system has
	 p
reached steady-state operation, the hot exhaust gases from the
spent--solids cooler will be used for drying. The 2 inch (5,08:
cm) x 0 dried coal will then be crushed to 1/4 inch (0.635 cm) x
0 by a Gundlach Cage-Paktor crusher, with prescreening and recir-
culation used to minimize the amount of fines. Gundlach has
J
N'
Coal Handling and Processing System. Coal will be withdrawn
on a continuous basis from a day storage silo and dried to a sur-
face moisture of less than 1 percent, as required by the Petro--
b
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restimated that with the above arrangement the amount of coal less
than 500 microns or 28 mesh in size can be reduced to 20 percent
or less.
After being crushed to size, the coal will be transported
to a holding hopper located above the system.
	 Although coal is
withdrawn from this hopper in batch amounts, the coal drying and {
crushing is done on a continuous basis. 	 The coal storage in the
intermediate hopper will vary from a minimum of 2 hours to a max-
imum of 4 hours.	 Level indicators in this hopper will signal the
coal processing equipment to speed up or slow down to match with-
drawal rates, while still maintaining at least 2 hours of storage
at all times.	 Before entering the lock hoppers-, the coal will be
•	 put through a final stage of cleanup consisting of screening and
magnetic scalping.
Spent Sorbent Handling System.	 Spent PFB sorbent materials
will be withdrawn from the process and cooled to approximately
300 F (422.2 K) by the use of surge hoppers, lock hoppers, high-k	
temperature vibrating feeders and conveyors, and a fluidized bed
jcooler.	 The spent material will drain through a refractory lined
pipeline provided at the bottom of the beds and collect in a
pressurized lock hopper. 	 A butterfly valve will be provided up-
3 stream of the surge hopper to control the amount of solids drain-
ing out of the PFB by gravity.	 When a predetermined solids level s
is reached in the lock hopper, the butterfly valve will close
.^ momentarily, to stop the flow of solids as the upstream lock
hopper valve is closed to isolate such from process conditions.
Having completed the isolation, the butterfly valve will be
opened to its previous position to resume solids draining but
with such now collecting in the surge hopper.	 The lock hopper
will be depressurized, the outlet valve opened, and collected
material fed onto a high-temperature vibrating conveyor by a
vibrating feeder. 	 The lock hopper will fill during the first 30
minutes of every hour and empty during the last 30 minutes of the
hour.	 When the lock hopper's fill cycle starts up again, the ma-
terial collected in the surge hopper during the latter 30 minute
interval will discharge into the lock hopper. 	 Depressurized
solids material will be transported to an air-fluidized solids
cooler, where the unburned coal (PFB may contain up to 1 percent
coal by weight at any point in time) will be combusted and the
material cooled to 300 F (422.2 K). 	 To avoid loss of the heat
content of the solids, the exhaust gas from the solids cooler will
be ducted to the coal dryer.
Although this could be considered a conventional approach
for depressurizing hot solids, it does require the use of leak- a
tight valving at the lock hoppers.
	
The vaLving selected and
coated for this preliminary design possesses a water-cooled
stainless steel body and utilizes gas blast cleaning of the J
seats and a seat wiping movement of the plug. "=
3
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Hot Gas Cleanup Equipment. The hot gas cleanup equipment
selected and costed consists of Aerodyne two-stage cyclone col-
lectors followed by Ducon granular bed filters. The PFB and CBC
exhaust gases pass through the cyclone separators and into the
granular bed filters through refractory lined carbon steel pip-
ing. Solid material captured in the PFB combustor cyclones will
drain through trickle valves into a collecting hopper that feeds
by gravity to the CBC injector vessel. A butterfly valve pro-
vided in the interconnecting piping will control the hopper drain-
ing and, when closed, will permit the CBC injector vessel to be
pressurized and fluidized for fines injection into the carbon
burnup cell.
Solid material elutriated from the CBC and escaping from
the PFB combustor cyclones is expected to contain a negligible
amount of unburned carbon. As a result, fines captured in the
CBC cyclone and granular bed filters will not be injected into
the CBC, but instead will be depressurized in surge hoppers and
lock hoppers. Since these particles have already been elutriated
once, it is expected that an attempt to cool this material and
recover its heat by introducing it into the spent-sorbent-solids
cooler would result in re-elutriation and pneumatic transport to
the coal dryer. Solids elutriated from the coal dryer will be
captured in the dryer's cyclone system and returned to the coal
stream, going on to the Petrocarb unit and into the PFB combus-
tor. Rather than recirculate the CBC cyclone and granular bed
filter fines, these materials will be pneumatically transported
to a water slurry vessel for slurrying and transport to the
spent-ash pond.
FURNACE ANALYSIS CONSIDERATIONS
An analysis procedure was established for each of the fur-
nace types previously described. Their purpose was to develop
the furnace performance, size and weight, auxiliary energy re-
quirements, and capital costs. Table 6-16 is an outline of the
analytical procedures that were followed.
FURNACE SIZING, HEAT AND MASS BALANCES
The module sizes of the various types of furnaces investi-
gated depended on various considerations. The arrangement and
construction technique which is employed for each energy con-
version system is identified in a later subsection, where each
energy conversion system is individually discussed.
The sizes of the atmospheric fluidized bed towers were set
by the maximum shippable tube bundle module. This was not more	 A
than about 12 to 13 feet (3.66 to 3.97 meters) wide by 25 to 35
feet (7.63 to 10.68 meters) deep. The height of a tower unit
(consisting of multiple beds) was set by the number of beds, the
depth of the individual bed, the freeboard allowance, and the
height of the convection sections installed in each cell of the
	 .-
i
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Table 6--16
SEQUENTIAL ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE OUTLINE FOR
COMBUSTORS AND PRIMARY HEAT EXCHANGERS
I. Combustion Analysis (per unit of fuel basis)
A. Select excess air for good combustion.
Atmospheric fluidized bed — Coal 20%
Pressurized fluidized bed — Coal 20%
Pressurized furnace •-- LBtu	 15%
Pressurized furnace — HBtu 	 10%
Conventional furnace -- Coal	 200
Conventional furnace — SRC 	 200
Combustion chamber — Coal	 2000-
Combustion chamber — IBtu 	 1510L
Perform combustion analyses
4
B. Determine mass balance.
Air required, 1b/lb of fuel
N,
Gas produced, lb/lb of fuel
Solids out, lb/lb of fuel
C. Set unit exit temperature for gas and solids streams.
D. Calculate total sensible heat input.
Net heat released, Btu/lb of fuel
Heat content of air above 80 F, Btu/lb of fuel
E. Calculate: Furnace heat absorption or output to working
fluids, Btu/lb of fuel = D. - C.
F. Establish emissions.
SOX, lb/10 6 Btu
NOX , lb/10 6 Btu
rYn _	 1 h/ 7 n 6 Rt„
Y -r
T	 I.'
Table 6-16 (Cont'd)
H. Select number of firing stages to control NOX or heat
absorption rates or module size.
II. Determination of Flow Rates
A. Set: Output required to prime cycle and/or output per
	 s
standard module
B. Calculate: Fuel input required, lb/hr
C. Calculate: Flow rates of air, gas, and solids
f
t
III. Furnace Sizing
A. Select furnace gas velocities for good combustion,
absorption rates, NO X control, fluidization.
Atmospheric fluidized bed 5 to 10 ft/s
Pressurized fluidized bed 2 to 7	 ft/s
Pressurized furnace 30 to 40 ft/s
Conventional furnace 30 to 50 ft/s
Combustion chamber 30 to 35 ft/s
B. Determine furnace dimensions for gas passage at reas-
onable velocities.
C. Select containment shell type, casing type.
Heat transfer monowall
Refractory lined casing
Refractory lined casing with air gap
D. Calculate weights and select material compositions for
casings per foot of height.
:• :do
IV. Heat Transfer Surface Requirements
A. Define heat transfer services and determine duty of each.
B. Select location of each service in gas passage.
C. Calculate hot fluid temperatures, determine log mean
temperature differentials, and set overall heat trans-
fer coefficients.
D. Calculate surface area requirements.
69
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Table 6-16 (Cont'd)
E. Determine volume required for heat transfer surface.
F. Set dimensions of heat transfer surface and containment
shell or walls, allowing free space for access, staged
firing, sootblowing, etc.
V. Materials Selection and Weights
E
A. Determine or judge peak absorption rates and estimate f
inside fluid film and metal conductances for each heat
transfer circuit.
B. Determine or judge mean metal temperatures.
f
C. Select material to give practical tube wall thickness
and corrosion resistance for design pressures and temper-
atures.
D. Determine heat transfer surface weights and add 5 to 30
percent for tube stubs, headers, piping, etc., depending"
upon complexity.
VT. Cost Estimating
A. Combustors and heat exchangers:
i
+ surface weight X cost rate
+ casing, shell, etc. weight x cost rate
+ allowance for flues, ducts, valves, buckstays,
hanger, insulation,
	 lagging, etc.
+ allowance for burners, grids, needles
Heat exchanger costs
B. Auxiliary equipment:
Vendor costs for basic furnace systems
1
Proration of costs for cycle conditions
4
L ^^ 1 \, 
h
boiler. Additional allowance must be made for inlet and gas out-
let areas in each cell.
	 I
The size of the pressurized fluidized bed depended upon a
maximum shippable module that was 13.5 feet (4.12 meters) in out-
side diameter. Within this containment shell configuration, cer-
tain sizes of beds were permitted. 	 A 9.5 x 9.5 foot (2.9 x 2.9
meter) square bed with waterwall-type enclosures was permitted f
F for a vertical tower arrangement. 	 With refractory lining a Simi-
lar type construction was permitted. 	 The height of the pressur-
ized fluidized bed tower depended upon bed height, allowable
. freeboard height, space for convection tubes, and gas outlet and
`	 s air inlet areas of the unit.
A barrel type of design was also considered for the pressur-
ized fluidized bed.
	 The actual bed area installed in each barrel
is limited by maximum allowable gas outlet velocities in the out-
let sector at the top of the bed. 	 These units were limited to a
bed height of 6 feet (1.83 meters) and a reduced freeboard sec-
{ tion considered, with the lower fluidizing velocities used in
...
these designs.	 For a given quantity of fuel fired and gas gen-
erated at these tower fluidizing velocities, this type of fluid-
? ized bed permits the installation of more heat transfer surface
than the tower type with an equal number of beds.
	 The tower type
of design permitted maximum bed heights of 8 to 10 feet (2.44 to
3.05 meters) , as compared with the 6 foot (1.83 meter) maximum in
the barrel design.
f The pressurized furnace sizing was based on the maximum
} shippable diameter, with deductions for internal refractory lin-
ing and/or air-gap cooling in combination with refractory linings.
The height of the pressurized furnace was mainly determined by
the space required for installed heat transfer surfaces, burner
staging, and access areas.
i
The conventional furnace sizing depended on conventional `.
practice, the allowable input per unit of plan area and furnace
surfacing considerations governing height.
	 With the conventional
furnace type of construction, waterwall panels wider than 100
feet (30.5 meters) are to be avoided because of thermal expansion 1
and the difficulty in staying and bracing so long a span on the
boiler.
	 The height of the conventional furnace is determined by
the amount of heat transfer surface that can be installed and by
surrounding waterwalls, partition walls, and division walls in ?
the design, with allowance for burner zones within the furnace. 5
The combustion chambers considered for the inert-gas MHD cy-
clewere of special design concept.
	
in these furnaces fuel is
fired around the circumference, to create centrifugal forces that 3
will throw slag toward the refra,:7tory surfaces of the unit.
	 it
was assumed that a running liquid slag layer on a partially frozen
slag layer would be maintained within this	
	
type of unit.
	 The pro--
cess conditions required a 90 percent slag rejection_ in the com-
bustion chamber before passage of gases into the high-temperature
71
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Tworking fluid heaters. After this tangential injection in the
main furnace, gases recombine and drift upward at lower veloci-
ties, reducing the entrainment of slag, fog, and liquid droplets
to the upper zone of the furnace. The height of this unit is
set by the burner space required in the unit.
A detailed estimate of NOX
 emissions from the various fur-
naces was not made. It is felt, however, that such emissions
are within the capacity of the combustion systems described.
The basic weight, cost, and performance of the combustion systems
given are not expected to be affected by redesign which might be
required for NOX
 reduction from the evaluated design concepts.
REVIEW OF FUELS AND COMBUSTION
A combustion analysis was performed for all the fuels and
appropriate excess air rates under consideration. These analyses
were used to estimate enthalpies of the combustion gases.
To estimate the quantity of gases for AFB and PFB processes
a conventional coal combustion analysis was conducted which as-
sumes complete combustion of all species. The gas weight and
molecular weights were adjusted to compensate for the products
of limestone-sulfur trioxide reaction. For the AFB and PFB
cases, the moisture removed in the coal and limestone drying pro-
cesses was considered to be fired with the fuel in the boiler.
This is an approximation, the net effect being to raise the gas
quantity and percentage of moisture in the exhaust gases. Table
6-17 Lists the fuels that were analyzed. Table 6-18 summarizes
the results of the combustion analyses that were performed.
Table 6-17
FUELS FIRED
coals
o Illinois No. 6
o Montana Subbituminous
s North Dakota Lignite
o Semiclean fuel (solvent refined coal)
Low--Btu Gases (from all three coals)
Intermediate-Btu Gases (from all three coals)
High--Btu Gases (from Illinois No. 6)
Fuel Cell Waste Gas
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Table 6-18
SUMMARY COMBUSTION RESULTS
Coals Illinois No.	 6 Montana Subbituminous North Dakota Lignite Semiclean Fuel
HHV, Stu/lb fuel 10788 8944 6890 156e2
Furnaces CF AFB PFB CF AFB PFB CF AFB PFB CF CH
Lb combn air/lb fuel 9.9515 9.9521 9,9518 8,1755 8.1755 8.1756 6.3258 6.3262 6.3258+ 14.3611
Excess air,	 8 20 20+ 20+ 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
Lb gas/lb fuel 10.8555 10.8738 10.9729 9.1005 9.0993 9.1222 7.2638 7.2637 7.2832 15.3211
W/W, $ H2O 6.89 6.1 6.03 7.14 7.1 7.14 9.61 9.6 9.61 6.81
Lb ash/1b fuel 0.096 0.096 0.096 0.075 0.075 0.075 0.062 0.062 0.062 0.001
Lb stone products/lb fuel --- 0.233 0,3301 - 0.0519 0.0701 - 0.0445 0.0610 -
Total solids, lb/lb fuel 0.096 0.3290 0,4261 0.075 0.1269 0.1451 0.052 0.1065 0.1230 0,01
Acceptor Stone Dolomite Stone Dolomite Stone Dolomite
Lb/lb fuel G-2513 0.4475 0.0512 0.5451 0.0451 0.6166
Low-Btu Gas
Fuel Gases High Temperature
Illinois No.	 6 Montana Sqbbituminous North Dakota Lignite Fuel Cell
HHV, Btu/lb fuel 2340 2148 2047 1402
Furnaces PF PF PF
Lb combn air/lb fuel 2.8132 2.3371 2.1978 2.1596
Excess air,	 % 15 15 15 -
Lb/gas/lb fuel 3.8132 3.3371 3.1978 3.1596
W/W 8 H 2O 15.14 16.53 16.87
Intermediate-Btu Gas
Fuel Gases Illinois No.	 fi Montana Subbituminous North Dakota Lignite High-Btu Gas
HHV, Btu/Ib fuel 6873 6534 6333 22651 22652
LB combn air/lb fuel 5.0171 4.7264 4.5202 17,8949 18.2263
Excess air,	 % 15 15 15 8 10
LB gas/lb fuel 6.0171 5.7264 5.5202 18.8949 19.2263
W/W,	 P. E 20 11.15 11.34 11.35 12.52 12.33
i}
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Table 6-19
HEAT TRANSFER PARAMETERS FOR PRIMARY AND
INTERMEDIATE AIR PREHEATER HEAT EXCHANGERS
t
Uo(Btu/hr--tt 2- ,p ) T1-T2(°F) Gas Temperature
Range Utilized Ranges
AFB
Bed 35 - 45 40 1550
Convection 12 - 15 13 1550 - 730
PFB
Bed 45 - 55 50 1650
Convection 15 - 20 17 1650 - 1600
PF
Convection 5	 - 60 55 2800 - 1800
2800 --	 1150
CF
Radiation 15 - 25 20 4000 - 2000
Convection 12 - 15 13 2000 --	 700
HTAH
LP Convection 4 - 6 5 850 - 250
HP Convection 6 - 9 7 1700 - 730
VHP Convection 12 - 15 13 2200 - 700
Cycle Service Uo Range Utilized TI-T2(°F) Ranges
IHX
LM--MHD He - Cooler 55 -	 65 60 1300 - 200
K TOP K	 -- Cond. 210 - 230 220 1100 - 1000
IG-MHD Ar - Cooler 20 - 30 25 1800 - 260
WHB
IG-MHD Gas Cooler 15 - 25 20 1930 - 540
OC-MHD Economizer 12 - 15 13 700 --	 300
I
,t
5
J.
3
Carbon steel +
low alloy
-	 k
t	 Austenitic stainless
steel
Hastelloy X
Mo-Re 2
!	 2nconel 601
SUPER ALLOYS AND ALLOYS
Rough Chemicals
	 Density
Chromium Nickel
	 Other	 (lb/in )
0-5	 -	 --	 0.286
18	 8	 -	 0.290
22	 45	 19 Fe, 2 Co,	 0.297
9 Mo
34	 48	 16 W, 0.75 Si 0.330
0.3 Mn, 0.2 C
23	 I	 61	 1.5 Al, l Cu	 0.291
1D	
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Figure 6-35. Surfacing Arrangements for Fluidized Bed Cases
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HEAT TRANSFER AND SURFACING
A detailed determination of heat transfer ccjefficients for
each energy conversion system was not made. Judgments were made
as to the magnitude of heat transfer coefficients in individual
cases. As an example, the overall average coefficient throughout
the convection pass on a large utility boiler at atmospheric pres-
sure will be approximately 12 to 15. These judgment values were
employed for heat exchanger analysis. Boiling heat transfer co-
efficients were not the controlling thermal resistance and were
neglected for most determinations. Likewise, where gases heat
liquids the inside film resistance is not controlling and was
neglected. The metal selections were not optimized and practical
judgments based on experience were made.
Table 6-19 indicates the overall coe+.ficients used for the
various energy conversion systems in this study. Shortcuts taken
in estimating temperature differences or log--mean temperature dif-
ferences early in the study resulted in eventual changes when
time was available for reviewing the method of surfacing and tem-
perature difference calculation.
Where parametric variations affected only capacity, heat
transfer element weights and costs were prorated on a capacity
ratio. Where parametric variations affected only allowable pres-
sure drops through the banks, prorations of heat transfer surface
were made for changes in tube diameters, and resulting weights
were required to stay within new pressure drop limits.
Curves are presented in Figure 6-35 indicating surface pack-
ings and surface densities attainable in fluidized bed arrange-
ments. Where fluidized bed designs for heat transfer were lirr,-
ited, these curves were employed to establish the number of beds
and bed volume required to accomplish the required heat transfer
duty for the cycles.
METAL SELECTION AND PRESSURE PART WEIGHT
A brief procedure for estimating weights of heat transfer
surfaces and pressure parts incli}des the following steps:
1. Determine average absorption rates, considering overall
heat transfer coefficients and linear variation of
fluid temperatures, at hot end, middle, and end of
surface.
Increase absorption rates by a factor to determine
spot or local rates for metals selec^ion:
Furnace	 Typical Factors
AFB Bed	 1.4 - 1.6
AFB Convection	 1.4 - 1.6
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PFB Bed	 1.4 - 1.6
PFB Convection	 1.4 - 1.6`
PF Convection	 1.4 - 1.6
CF Radiation	 1.8 - 2.2
_	 CF Convection	 1.4 - 1.6
j
2.	 Estimate inside fluid film and metal. conductances.
{
3.	 Determine mean metal temperatures.
•	
f	
4.	 Select practical metal wall thicknesses for required
design pressures and temperatures, and pressure drop
limits.
5.	 Determine surface weights and material compositions.
6.	 Determine pressure part weights, adding 5 to 30 percent
to surface weights for manifolding, headers, piping,
}
r° etc., reflecting circuit complexity.
7
The composition and densities of the materials utilized for these
parts is given in Table 6-20.
The curves shown in Figure 6-36 indicate the allowable de-
sign stresses considered for the materials of construction in
this study.	 Figures 6-37 through 6--39 show the curves that were
used in estimating required ratios of average wall thickness to
diameter as a function of design temperature and pressure.
	
Some
representative minimum wall limits are also indicated on these
diagrams.	 The maximum practical ratio of average wall thickness
a^to diameter considered in this study was about 0.375. 	 The curve
presented in Figure 6-40 indicates the weight, in tons per mil-
Lion square fe9t, of outside heat transfer surface from the wall-
V
thickness selection procedure and the internal flow area for 1000
tubes of the sizes indicated and average wall thickness required
(see Table 6-21?. 	 No analysis of startup requirements and load
changing requirements were performed in this study. 	 In the heat
exchangers studied, no more than one metals change was consid-
ered within one tube bank. ?
Table r 21
HEAT EXCHANGER SURFACE WEIGHT AND FLOW AREA
Surface Weight Internal Flow Area
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COST ESTIMATING
The cost estimate procedure in this study was integrated
with the design evaluations. An outline for this procedure is
given in Figure 6-41. Table 6-22 summarizes the basic materials
and welding costs. It was assumed that one weld would be re-
quired emery 22 feet (6.8 meters). This permitted the generation
of a cost value per foot of welded pipe. When cost estimates
were obtained early ir, 1975, these were prorated back to mid-1974
conditions.
'fable 6-22
PRIMARY COMBUSTOR MATERIAL COSTS
In 1974 Dollars
Material $/Lb $/Weld* Remarks
SA-210 Al 0.40 14.20 Conventional
SA-213 T2 0.51 15.45 Conventional
SA-213 T12 0.54 15.45 Conventional
SA-213 T22 0.69 15.45 Conventional
SA-213 TP304H 3.12 14.90 Conventional
SA-213 TP347H 4.15 14.90 Conventional
Inconel 601 3.48 16.40 Heat to bend
Hastelloy-X• 6.90 17.90 Can cold-bend
MO-Re-2 7.50 25.00 Welding not recommended
Subject to cracks
Refractory 0.65 -- Clips, ties, barriers
included
1
A 
F
*Cost for 2-1/2-inch diameter, 1/4-inch wall tube or equivalent.
f
The selling price for a heat exchange device was derived
from the required heat transfer surface area and subsequent ma-
terial weight. A process cost between 30 and 120 man-hours per
ton of material, depending upon the difficulty and complexity
of the manufacturing process required for the material, was
added. A multiplication factor of 1.27 was utilized to cover
product engineering and management, general overhead and admin-
istration, and profit.
t.
Some typical examples of prime heat transfer surface costs
are given in Table 6-23.
	
4
Cost Analysis of Auxiliary Systems
In setting 
	 the solids processing trains for the atmos-=' -<p	 p	
pheric fluidized beds and pressurized fluidized bed systems the
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Input case
requirements
Preparr tr^sic
Analyze case requirements,
calculate amount of heat
Add for headers,
internal piping, Calculate material Adjust case equipf
s nfurnace de ig transfer surface required ducting, inter- and fabrication ment costs ri a mid-year "sell price."
configurations. by primary heat exchangers, connects iexcept costs.
high-temperature air heaters PFB and FIR etc.
IHX, and select necessary
tube materials and base de-
sign configuration.
Determine casing
size and material
necessary to enclose
the calculated heat
transfer surface.
Determine struc-
tural and insulating
requirements.
Adjust basic auxiliary
Determine basic Determine basic auxiliary equipment costs to re- Adjust case auxiliary
auxiliary equipment equipment costs via vendor flect case requirements, equipment costs to
requirements. quotes in hand experience. using mass flow rate, a midyear "sell price."
duty, and fan power as
rationing factors.
Figure 6--41. Cost Estimating Procedure for Heat Exchanger Systems
Total
cost
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Table 6-23
TYPICAL PRIME TRANSFER SURFACE COSTS
Material	 $/Ton
I
Carbon steel	 2800
Low alloy T2	 3200
Low alloy T22	 4000
i
Stainless steel TP304H 	 9432
j	 'Stainless steel TP347H	 12050
Inconel 601	 12050
Hastelloy X	 19050
Mo--Re 2	 19050
High-temperature air heaters (tubular) 	 2781 -- 3250
Low-temperature air heaters (recuperative) 1842 - 1972
I
approach was taken to build in surplus capacity in on-line equip-
sment, surge hoppers, and conveying equipment, to provide for the
?
	
	 worst coal and limestone and solids disposal conditions. 	 Thus,
when hoppers and bunkers were operating at full capacity, reason-
able down times could be permitted for equiprt.ent repair and ser-
vicing. Where repair times were long and components subject to
failure, full-capacity spare replacements were provided for such
components as crushers and dryers. A completely full train of
solid processing equipment was not installed.
AFB Furnace. Assuming coal and limestone flow rates of 158
and 40 TPH to a total of two modules, vendor pricing was obtained
for all major components, whereas on smaller items such as air
coolers and belt conveyors, where vendor pricing was already
available for similar process conditions, the referenced pricing
was scaled up or down to reflect new conditions in accordance
with capacity factors recommended by Guthrie (ref. 10. For the
most part the vendor prices obtained were of a budget type, as
opposed to firm price quotations. The major equipment costs to-
gether with overall system costs are tabulated in Table 6-24.
To account for variations in process flow rates, the com-
piled equipment costs were varied in accordance with the follow-
ing assumptions:
• Air fan casts were assumed to vary linearly with power
consumption.
® Low--temperature air heater costs were assumed to vary
linearly with heat transfer duty.
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Table 6--24
14AJOR EQUIPMENT COSTS TOGETHER WITH
OVERALL SYSTEM COSTS
FOR APB FURNACE
The major equipment cost items proved to Le:
i	 Limestone dryer system per train	 $ 296,700
Coal dryer system per train 679,000
Coal crusher per train 90,700 r'
.	 Spent-solids cooler per train 268,600
Blend bucket elevator per module 122,100
Blend distributor tables per module 393,200
Cyclone collectors per module 196,300
f	 Electrostatic precipitators per module 977,000
Low-temperature air heater per module 718,000
Forced draft, induced draft and booster
y	 fans per module 696,100
Control system and valving per module 572,000
System equipment costs per two-module train:
Limestone processing system	 $ 414,200
Coal processing and feed system 2,316,100'
Spent solids handling system 7911600,
Hot gas cleanup and air supply system 5,658,700 ii
Boiler control system and valving 1,144,000
Coal dryer system (spares) 339,500 r,:	 ,d
Solids cooler system (spares) 67,2001
•	
"i
Total Cost $10,761,300
($5,365,700 per Module) ^' i
3
z
•	 Steam generator control system and valving costs were
i
assumed insensitive to process conditions and flow rates. a
•	 All other equipment costs were assumed to vary linearly
with process flow rates.
PFB Furnace.	 Assuming coal and dolomite flow rates of 138
and 62 tons per hour	 (34.77 and 15.62 kg/s)	 to a total of two
modules, the costs of the depicted equipment was compiled by the
same techniques utilized for the AFB. 	 The major equipmen-,; costs
together with overall system costs are tabulated in Table 6-25. ;!
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Table 6-25
MAJOR EQUIPMENT COSTS TOGETHER WITH
OVERALL SYSTEM COSTS
FOR PFB FURNACE
The major equipment cost items proved to be:
Dolomite dryer system per train	 $
Petrocarb dolomite injection system
per train
Coal dryer system per train
Coal crusher system per train
Petrocarb coal injection system per train
Spent-solids cooler per train
Aerodyne 2-in-1 cyclones per module
Ducon granular bed filters per module
Fines removal system per module
Surge and lock hoppers per module
Booster air compressor for Petrocarb
per module
Control system and valving per module
System equipment costs per two--module train:
342,300
1,337,800
599,100
90,700
2,500,000
308,100
1,528,100
4,004,900
305,300
236,900
103,500
381,000
Dolomite processing system	 1,856,000
Coal processing system	 3,340,700
Spent solids handling system	 1,589,600
Hot gas cleanup system
	
12,084,100
High-pressure air system	 384,900
Boiler control system and valving	 762,000
Coal dryer system (spares)
	
299,500
Solids cooler (spares) 77,000
Total Cost $20,793,800
($10,396,900 per Module)
To account for variations in process flow rates, the compiled
equipment costs were varied in accordance with the following as-
sumptions:
e Since the coal and dolomite processing system costs are
dominated by the Petrocarb injectors, the system costs
were assumed proportional to mass flow rate raised to 	 ;.
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the 0.6 power, the latter cost relationship being rec-
ommended by the vendor.
* Control system and valving costs were assumed insensitive
to process condition and flow rates.
s All other equipment costs were assumed to vary linearly
with process flow rate.
r'
Conventional and Semiclean Liquid (SRC) Fueled Furnaces. The
costs -of-the auxiliary equipment associated with the 800 MWe fur-
naces were obtained from Foster Wheeler Energy Corporation (FWEC)
marketing curve averages for pulverized coal fired units.	 The
costs used were as follows:
Air heater $	 2,525,000
Forced draft and induced draft fans 1,525,000
Primary air fan 300,000
Combustion controls 643,800
Burner controls 406,300
Pulverizers and feeders 3,056,300
Valves 275,000
Soot and wall blowers 1,056,300
Preheater coils 106,300
Total $ 9,894,000
For the case of SRC fuel., the above pulverizer/feeder cost
was replaced by the cost of a No. 6 fuel oil pumping and heating
set, bud,;_.: priced at $456,500.
Pressurized Furnaces. The auxiliaries custed for the pres-
surized furnaces were burner controls, combustion controls, and
valving. Using FWEC marketing curve averages for pulverized coal
fired units, it was assumed that the above would cost approxi-
mately half of that required for pulverized units; a cost of
$191,000 was used and such was as:;umed insensitive to flow rate.
Closed-Cycle, Inert-Gas MHD. The auxiliaries included with
the closed-cycle inert--gas MHD process were the same as those
listed for the conventional and SRC furnaces. For costing pur-
poses, air fan prices wera obtained by scaling up 800 MWe con-
ventional furnace fan costs by the ratio of the cycle fan power
required to that of the conventional furnace. Pulverizer and oil
pumping and heating set costs were similarly varied, but with fuel
flow rates as the ratio factor.
Open-Cycle MHD. The coal processing system proposed for the
subject cycle was identical with that proposed for the PFB pro-
cess, with the exception that the Gundlach crushers were replaced
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by FWEC ball-mill type pulverizers to provide the 70 percent minus
200 mesh coal that would be pneumatically transported to the hold-
ing hoppers positioned above the Petrocarb injection system. 	 Bud-
get estimates were obtained from Petrocarb, Inc. for a 160 ton/
hour (40.31 kg/s) pulverized coal injector system for both 8 and
20 atmospheres	 and 2.02 x(8 . 1 x 1 0 5	 106 N/m-) operating pressures.
For other pressures, injector costs were determined by interpola-
tion/extrapolation as recommended by the vendor. 	 A 160 T/hr
(40.31 kg/s) flow rate injector is not currently available but
is envisioned as being a near term possibility as improved tech-
niques are developed.	 In order to achieve the larger mass flow
rates required by the open-cycle MHD process, additional injec-
tor units must be provided. 	 As a result 160 T/hr (40.31 kg/s)
coal processing and injector unit costs were scaled up, assuming
direct proportionality between cost and mass flov • rate.	 The sub-
ject cycle auxiliary costs also include allowances for steam con-
trol valving and sootblowers associated with the indirect-heated
steam generators.	 The following costs were used:
FWEC ball mill pulverizers for
160 T/hr	 (40.31 kg/s)	 $ 1,896,200
Petrocarb 160 T/hr	 (40.31 kg/s) pul-
verized coal injector for 8 atmospheres 	 2,282,200
Booster compressor for pulverized coal
transport air	 45,000
Cost of balance of plant coal
processing equipment	 1,294,300
$	 5,517,700
For 20 atmospheres	 (2.02 x 106 N/m2) coal injectors,
cost is $3,423,400.
SUMMARY-PRIMARY HEAT INPUT SYSTEMS
The primary heat input systems were evaluated for eight
energy conversion systems. 	 The furnaces were designed for the
base cases and critical parametric case; extrapolations were em-
ployed for the other parametric points.	 The performance and cost
data for these systems are given in Appendices A through C of
this part of Volume III.	 Four basic furnace types were employed
for the closed-cycle systems.
	
The conventional furnace was util-
ized only for the advanced steam case.
CONVENTIONAL FUPItACE
The conventional furnace has a temperature of 3500 to 730 F
(2200 to 661.1 K). In this types of furnace approximately 55 per-
cent of the heat transfer is accomplished before the gas tempera-
ture falls below 2100 F (1422.2 K), the approximate ash solidifi-
J	 __	 I
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cation temperature when firing Illinois No. 6 coal. In the gas
temperature region of 2100 F (1422.2 K), an attempt is made to
keep the outside metal temperatures well below 1100 F (866.7 K).
After the gases are chilled below the ash solidification tempera-
ture an attempt is made to match the high-temperature services to
the gas temperature.
In the advanced steam power cycle, however, heat balance
limits on the boiler resulted in employment of high-temperature
platens in the furnace. In these platens steam temperatures are
raised from approximately 1000 to 1200 F (811 to 922.2 K), indi-
cating that metal surfaces might fall within the coal-ash corro-
sion range and Hastelloy X surfacing was used for these platens.
ATMOSPHERIC FLUIDIZED BED
The atmospheric fluidized bed firing coal with limestone has
a temperature potential of 1550 to 2000 F (1116.7 to 1366.7 K)
in the carbon burnup cell. The hot precipitation of the alkaline
dust produced in the process was accomplished at 730 F (661.1 K).
Where the exit temperature from the bed is greater than 730 F
(661.1 K), heat was recovered in high-temperature air heaters
following the furnaces, to bring the exhaust gas temperature to
730 F (661.1 K). With a 730 F (661.1 K) end temperature, approxi-
mately 65 percent of the heat transfer is done in the fluidized
beds and the balance in the convection space. When 1100 F
(866.7 K) exit temperatures are indicated, approximately 77
percent of the heat transfer occurs in the beds and 23 percent
in the convection space. When 1420 F (1044.4 K) exit tempera-
tures are Indicated, as with the liquid metal topping cycle, ap-
proximately 91 percent of the duty is done in the beds and 9 per-
cent in the convection space. With 730 F (661.1 K) exit tempera-
tures, approximately 5.8 percent of the heat transfer occurs in
the 2000 F (1366.7 K) CBC bed. This changes to approximately
7.1 percent at an exit temperature of 1420 F (1044.4 K). There-
fore in all cases for the atmospheric fluidized bed not more than
about 8 percent of the heat transfer can occur above the 1550 F
(1116.7 K) temperature level which occurs in the main combustion
beds.
PRESSURIZED FLUIDIZED BED
The pressurized fluidized bed operates with a temperature of
1650 F (1172.2 K) in the main beds and 2000 F (1366.7 K) in the
CBC cell. With this furnace concept, no convection space heat
transfer is normally utilized. For the pressurized fluidized
bed not more than about 3 percent of the duty is available in
the CBC and only about 2 percent or less available above the
1650 F (1172.2 K) main bed temperature.
4
PRESSURIZED FURNACE
The pressurized furnaces firing only clean gases from coal'
were considered. The operational furnaces were 2200 to 14.50 F
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(1677„8 to 894.4 K).	 The maximum combustion gas temperatures in
this system are limited, to control the heat transfer rates to
the tubes in the pressurized furnaces and thus limit metal tem-
peratures and to stay within the study specified limit on NOX
production.	 For high-temperature cycles heat transfer rates are
primarily limited by metals temperatures and secondarily by cir-
culation requirements of boiling liquids.
HEAT EXCHANGER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Tube sizes and wall thicknesses were set by pressure, temper-
ature, and corrosion criteria, with materials selected to give s	 3
reasonable wall thicknesses and corrosion resistance.	 Flow pres-
sure drops were evaluated for the basic types of furnaces. 	 A
more detailed review of circulation requirements was not per-
- formed.	 This may indicate that different tube sizes should be
used and other surfacing arrangements considered. 	 The designs
are considered capable of meeting the individual cycle pressure
drop limitations, and any further changes are not considered to
f significantly affect the weight, cost, or approximate size of
the equipment studied.
The Advanced Steam Cycle had rather liberal pressure drop
fi
allowances for the supercritical steam surface and reheated steam 1
surface when going to higher temperatures.	 Heavy wall tubing and
headers result at supercritical pressures when advanced steam 
conditions are required. 	 This heavier wall tubing results in in-
creased costs and pressure drops in flow circuits. 	 For the lower
a
pressure reheat surfaces at higher temperatures, increased heat
transfer surface area is required, resulting in higher costs and ^	 ?
somewhat higher pressure drops. 	 It appears to be economic from
a furnace standpoint to reheat steam to higher temperatures at
moderate design pressures (up to 1500 psi [10.34 x 10 6 N/m21).
s•'
There appears to be no major limitation in producing re-
heated steam at 1200 F (922.2 K) temperature levels in fluidized r.'
bed combustion processes.	 In, conventional furnace designs this o'i.
also appears to be technically feasible, but with some increased
difficulty in circuiting and surfacing the furnaces to avoid`.
coal-ash corrosion. i
Pressure drop considerations for the Supercritical CO2 Cycle
were strict for the type of furnaces studie . 	 When heating gases
such as CO2, Aresoure drop limits limit the maximum working fluid
velocities, and therefore heat transfer coefficient, inside the
tubes.	 This subsequently controls the operating mean metal tem-
peratures of heat transfer surfaces.
	
When the allowable pressure
drop was reduced by 30 percent the heat exchanger cost increased'
by 20 percent.	 When the allowable pressure drop was doubled, the
cost reduction was 10 percent.
	
In the pressurized furnace cases
an'attempt was made to control heat transfer rates, hence metal
temperatures, by limiting maximum gas temperature and velocity
through the tube bundles by staged firing techniques. ^_`
The general type of circuiting in the supercritical CO2 cy-
cle to control pressure drop waa a "stick" tube with "posted"
feeders from inlet headers. This type of construction requires
considerable welding.
The Closed Cycle Helium Gas Turbine combustors and heat ex-
changers studied required similar circuiting and metals tempera-
ture control as with thM supercritical CO2 cycle. When heating
helium to 1700 F (1200 K) in a pressurized furnace, extensive
use of Mo-Re-2 material was required. This material is difficult
to weld and basically unproven in high-pressure service. Heat-
ing helium to 1500 F (1088.9 K) in atmospheric fluidized beds
resulted in low log mean temperature difference and required
disproportionately large heat transfer surfaces. For economic
heating . of gases as process working fluids, a 200 F (366.7 K)
temperature difference should be allowed between the working
fluid and the mean operating temperature of a fluidized bed in
order to limit the required heat transfer area.
Circulation requirements for th.: Liquid-Metal Topping Cycle
were perhaps the most critical. It is necessary with liquid me-
tal boilers to control the pressure drop from the boiling tube
elements to the discharge tube separators to as low a value as
possible. Potassium, for example, experiences roughly a 10 F
(	 K) increase for every 1 psi (6894.7 N/m 2)'of pressure drop
above the discharge pressure. Because of the limited temperature
differences available in atmospheric fluidized bed furnaces, and
to a lesser degree in pressurized fluidized beds, the amount of
heat transfer surface required varies directly with the boiling-
to-bed temperature difference. Circulating pumps were indicated
to ensure positive circulation, in all circuits.
Stable flow regimes were required in order to prevent the
formulation of a vapor blanket and cause overheating of the tube.
Considering elevation effects, pressure drop in headers and mani-
folds and tube bundles, and pressure drops in risers, separators,
and outlet headers and manifolds, a pressure drop of 25 psi (1.72
x 10 5 N/m2 ) was allowed for on each boiling circuit. The pressure
drop in the liquid-metal circuit varies very strongly with the
vapor specific volume. The lower the liquid-metal boiling tem-
perature and pressu e the higher the vapor specific volume is.
As a result, very high circulation ratios were required at the
lower boiling pressures and temperatures. As the boiling tem-
perature:was raised, the required circulation ratio decreased.
This resulted in lower auxiliary power consumption and cost for
these cases.
Circu,lati.on requirements for the Liquid-Metal MHD cycle are
complicated because of the necessity to . provide heating of three
separate fluids in the primary heat exchangers; heating helium
and sodium to the 1500 F (1088.9 X) and reheating steam to 1000 F
(811 K). This arrangement of multiple heat .transfer duties would
be very difficult to start up and control., and a detailed circula-
a
5
a
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tion and startup review was not performed on this system. 	 Heat-
ing helium to 1500 F (1088.9 K) in an. atmospheric fluidized bed
operating at 1550 F (1116.7 K) represents a rather severe temper-
ature pinch, and consequently raises the heat transfer require-
ments significantly.
Circulation requirements for the Inert-Gas MHD cycle are
similar to conventional practice and place no severe restrictions
on the process.	 The argon gas coolers required were not reviewed
for mass transport effects of cesium present in the argon being
cooled, although some condensation of cesium would be expected.
Slag carryover in the argon heaters could be a serious design
limitation.
The Open-Cycle MHD cases studied represent rather serious
circulation considerations for furnace design. 	 The steam circuit-
ing of these furnaces must provide a low-temperature fluid sink
with which to cool the combustion gases in the radiant furnace,
intermediate temperature air heater, and heat recovery boiler
below the seed solidification temperature of 1950 F (1338.9 K)
before passing the gases over compact convection surfaces. 	 It
r. is desirable to avoid "running liquid" seed and slag mixtures
on heat transfer surfaces because of the affinity of these liquids
to iron and nickel constituents of the materials of construction
used in surfacing the unit.	 With the series circuiting suggested,
it was difficult to accomplish this goal in the units and still
maintain outside metal temperatures below 1100 F (866.7 K).
The circulation of steam and water in the High Temperature
Fuel Cell heat recovery boiler is more conventional.	 The surface.
arrangement and circuitry of t]7,1-4 heat recovery boiler follows
more conventional designs for box type units firing natural gas
fuels.
REFERENCE
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Section 7
HEAT EXCHANGERS
Three types of heat exchangers were used in the cycles anal-
yzed in Task 1: conventional tube/shell designs, plate/fin design,
and refractory designs. The refractory exchangers were employed
when temperatures exceeded 1250 F (950 K), where the use of con-
ventional units was either impossible or, because of the need to
employ superalloys in their construction, their cost was prohibi-
tive. The plate/fin designs were used only for the open--cycle gas
turbine regenerator and are described in Section 2.1.
The refractory units were arranged as cylindrical columns
with checker-brick matrices of alumina for moderate temperatures
or zirconia for high temperatures and were designed and cloted
for the specific system by the cycle advocate. They were used in
the open MHD cycle, the inert gas closed MHD cycle, and the high-
temperature fuel cell, and are discussed in the sections of Volume
1T which describe these cycles.
The conventional tube/shell designs include regenerators,
precoolers and compressor intercoolers as prime-cycle components
and vapor generators, condensers, and regenerators as organic
bottoming cycle components. The organic bottoming cycle heat
exchangers were designed by Thermo Electron Corporation, Waltham,
Massachusetts. The prime cycle heat exchangers were designed by
General Electric (Heat Transfer Products Department), who, for
consistency, estimated the cost of all units.
Because of the large number of parametric variations studied,
it was not feasible to develop a design for each case. Conse-
quently, only a few specific configurations were actually selected
for detailed thermodynamic analysis and costing. The selection
was, however, organized so that the parameters which influence
heat exchanger design (i.e., pressure drop, temperature differ-
ence, and temperature and pressure levels) were varied over a suf-
ficiently broad range to enable cost estimates of all other cases
to be made by interpolation.
heat exchangers in prime cycles were designed as cross-
count .. flow units. Configurations included rectangular tube
bundles Iii a round shell, fixed tube sheets, conventional U-tube
and, when thermal expansion was expected to create problems dur-
ing startup, U-tube/U-shell designs. A schematic of the latter
is shown in Figure 7-1, and the component configurations for the
various cycles are listed in Table 7-1.
Shell size was dictated either by shipping limitations (max-
imum 12 feet diameter f3.7 m7) or tube sheet thickness (14 inches
[0.36 m7 maximum). Tube spacing was arranged in a staggered
(triangular) array and tube thickness was selected to suit the
pressure differential and 18 gauge material was adopted as a
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Figure 7 -1. U-Tube, U-Shell Heat Exchanger
minimum thickness because of mechanical design and construction
limitations. Generally the tube and shell. sides accommodated
high-and low-pressure fluids, respectively. However, in the case
of the closed-cycle.helium gas turbine regenerator, it was found
that better overall cycle performance could be obtained with this
situation reversed. Nominally the pressure loss was split in the
ratio 2/1 between the low-pressure (high-temperature) and the
high-pressure (low-temperature) sides, respectively. However,
this ratio was intended merely as a suggestion to cycle advocates,
who ultimately modified its value to give the best cycle per-
formance. Operating pressures and temperatures were within the
limits specified for the selected materials by the ASME Section 8
Code. Fouling factors of 0.0003 and 0.001 hr ft2 F/Btu (5.29 x
10-5 to 1. 76 x 10-4 ft2 K/watt) were assumed throughout for the
process side and water side, respectively. Standard heat transfer
and fluid flow correlations were used to predict heat transfer co-
efficients and determine heat exchanger configurations from given
input values of pressure drop. These correlations, which were mod-
ified to reflect manufacturing practice, are proprietary information
of the heat exchanger designer.
Cost estimates were based primarily on the total tube length
with allowances factored in for shells, channels, and tube sheets.
Estimates of heat exchanger costs for selected base case cycles`
are given along with a physical description of the heat exchangers
in Table 7-2. The material selection for the component parts of
all tube shell heat exchangers used in this study is given in
Table 7--3. Clearly there are large incremental changes in totaly;
Table 7-1
HEAT EXCHANGER CONFIGURATIONS
Heat-Exchanger
Configuration
Conventional. U-tube
(straight shell)
Fixed tube sheets
(straight tubes,
straight shell)
l^
j'•
I
4
Cycle/Component
• Closed-cycle gas turbine/Helium
regenerator (case 40)
• Closed-cycle gas turbine/Helium
precoolers and intercoolers
(cases 10-13)
• CO2-cycle/precoolers and intercoolers
• Closed-cycle liquid metal MHD/Helium
regenerator (case 17)
• CO2-cycle/high-temp & low-temp
regenerators
• Closed-cycle gas turbine/Helium
regenerators except cases 10-13
U-tube/U-shell
is
• Closed-cycle liquid metal MHD/Helium
precooler (case 17)
• Closed-cycle inert gas MHD/argon	 Rectangula-.: tube
precoolers	 bundle in round
shell
• Open-cycle air-cooled gas turbine
combined cycle/air intercooler
(case 20)
cost due to the different materials selected for different oper-
ating temperatures. Carbon steel was selected for temperatures
below 800 F (700 K). Between 800 F (700 K) and 1100 F (867 K)
stainless steels were used. ?above this range, inconel alloys
were necessary. The precoolers and intercoolers used in each
cycle were all fabricated with SB111 tubes and carbon steel shells,
channels, and tube sheets at a cost of between $3.3/ft ($10.7/m)
and $4.5/ft ($14.6/m) for unfinned tubes and about $7/f t ($22.7/m)
for finned tubes (finning on outside of tubes only). Price varia-
tions are due to different tube densities and tube sizes within
shells. Regenerators of carbon steel throughout cost between
$3.46/ft ($11.25/m; CO2 cycle) and $5.02/ft ($16.3/m; liquid me-
tal MHD cycle). When stainless steel tubes were combined with
carbon steel shells, regenerator costs increased to $12/ft ($39/m),
and to over $16/ft ($52/m) when stainless steel was used through-
out, as in the high-temperature CO2 regenerat or. In this task no
attempt was made to estimate the cost of composite regenerators,
i.e., single regenerators made up of both high- and low--temperature
alloys. If gas temperatures warranted the use of high-temperature
alloys, then these alloys were used throughout.
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*Finned tubes (outside only)
**Average cost per linear foot, of heat exchanger tube
Unit
Para-
metric
Case
Number
Size
Each
( ft)
(Hx{VxL)
Wt.
each	 No.
(lb)	 Units
Tube
Count
Per
Unit
Tube
Length
(in.)
Tube
D_.a.
(in.)
Area/
Unit
(ft2 )
Total
Cost
$ x 10-6 Is/ft
Cost**
Supercritical CO2
CO2
 regenerator (high temp) 1 4xl4x34 170,000 160 1342 582 0.5 9050 166.4 15.8
CO2 regenerator ( low temp) 1 7x23x42 300,000 32 4821 720 0.5 37800 32.0 3.46
CO2 precooler 1 8xex60 170 , 00fl 10 6522 554 0.5 39400 9.9 3.29
Closed Cycle 5 Gas Turbine
He regenerator/closed cycle
gas turbine l 7x24x45 200,000 20 1052 703 1.0 16100 15.2 12.33
He precooler/closed cycle
gas turbine 1 6xl8x28 45,000 10 1734 360 0.75 10206 2.3 4.42
Organic condenser/closed
cycle gas turbine 37 12x12x42 400,000 4 16379 384 0.625 849087x 6.8 3.24
Liquid Metal MHD
He regenerator/liquid
metal MHD 17 20x6x36 125,000 40 1992 480 0.75 14600 16.0 5.02
He precooler/liquid
metal MHD 17 12xl2x40 210,000 9 3844 324 1.0 70369* 3.0 7.23
Open Cycle Gas Turbine Combined
Air intercooler/open-cycle
air-cooled gas turbine
combined cycle 20 1Ox10x40 125,000 1 2700 312 1.0 47600* 0.5 7.12
Closed Cycle Inert Gas MHD
Argon precooler/inert
gas MHD 1 12x12x85 500,000 2 3696 840 1.0 351000* 3.6 6.95
o en Cycle Gas Turbine-
Recuperative
Organic boiler/open cycle
gas turbine 34 11.,-8x13 160,000 4 3120 276 1 . 0 72000* 0.8 2.78
organic regenerator/open
cycle gas turbine 34 7x7x45 200,000 2 783 480 1.0 96000 + 0.5 7.98
1
L
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Table 7-3
MATERIAL SELECTION FOR HEAT EXCHANGER COMPONENT PARTS
Heat Exchanger	 Tubes	
I	
Shell Channel & Tube Sheets
* All precoolers and intercoolers
* Supercritical CO2 Cycle
s High--temperature regenerator
Case 10
0 Low temperature regenerator
SB111
(90/10CuNi)
321HSS
inconel 800
Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel
321HSS
Inconel 800
Carbon Steel
* Closed-Cycle Helium Gas Turbine
Cycle
Regenerator
Cases 12,13,25,28,31 & 32
0 Organic boiler & condenser
Liquid Metal MILD Circle
304SS
304SS
Carbon Steel
Shells 1C--1/2MO Channel &
tube sheet 1/2Cr-1/2Mo
Shells 2-1/2Cr-IMO Channel &
tube sheet 304SS
Carbon Steel
All organic heat exchangers employed finned tubes and were
constructed of carbon steel. In the closed gas turbine cycle,
the organic fluid was contained within the tubes of the organic
boiler. The tubes were externally finned with a pitch of 2 fins
per inch (78 fins/m) and a fin height of 0.125 inches (0.0032 m).
The tube arrangement was staggered with a pitch of 1.375 inches
(0.035 m). The external flow was multipass cross-counter flaw.
The organic boiler for the open gas turbine cycle again
contained the organic fluid within the tubes, with exhaust gas
flow from the gas turbine on the shell, side. The tubes were
externally fanned (6 fins/inch (234 fins/ml, fin height 0.375
inches (0.0096 ml) and the tubes were arranged in a staggered
formation on a 2-inch (0.05 m) pitch.
in the organic condensers, the condensation process occurred
on the shell side. Again tubes were staggered on a 0.3375-inch
J	 pitch (0.024 m). Fin spacing was 19 fins/inch (741 fins/m) and
the fin height was 0.0625 inches (0.0016 m). The costs of the
organic boiler and the organic condenser were approximately the
same at about $3/ft ($9.75/m) of tube length.
An organic regenerator was used in the open gas turbine re-
generative cycle at a cost of about $8/ft ($26/m).
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BASIC FURNACE SIZING AND SURFACING CONSIDERA'T'IONS
ADVANCED STEAM CYCLE
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Table A-2I-t'o
BASIC FURNACE SIZING AND SURFACING C^'I3SDERATIONS
SUPERCRITICAL CO.. ZICLE
coal Coal-- Hi Temp APH Hi Temp APE
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BASIC FURNACE SIZING AND SURFACING CONSIDERATIONS
CLOSED--CYCLE HELIUM GAS TURBINE
Coal Coal. Hi. Temp A?H Hi Temp APH
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Gas T1/T2 (OF)
Working Fluid tIt 2 (OF)
IIl^o^ 
(;C
(3t3^/hr-ft2 oF)F)
4"cu/i fft2}
^ft
(O06- Btu/hr)
Surface Wt. (tons/106-ft2)
Tube size OD (in)
Weights
Pressure Part Wt.(tons)
Caring, etc. Wt. (tons)
Total Wt. (Mons)
Costs
Unit cost $ x 106
Cost rate $/ton
Cost rate $/ft2
Cost rate $/106 Btu/hr
Pressure Part Composition
Wt. % PM-RE 2
Wt. % Hastelloy X
Wt. n Inconel 601
Wt. TP 347H
Wt- % TP 304H
E"'
	
Wt. % T-22
Ul	 Wt. % T--2
Wt. % CS
AFB Module ' /-I.-High-Temperature Air Preheater
i
in
	 Flue Out	 i
I
Bed Height^ ,^I i
13.5'OD
12 ID
i
1
Ne au#	 IO Atm.	 He out
Air in
Figure A­10. Heli-am Gas Turbine Cycle in Pressurized Fluid Bed —Case 8
(Two per Module Required)
ir,'
E Pressurized
In :.. t ...
I
3 Stages
13.5 1 Outside Dia.
IA A 1. _•J. A:.
I
rr
r
Coal Coal Temp
APR	 Towar- PFB	 Tower PF 10 Btu PP hi Btu M + WHB HP	 1p
1 9 4 7 1 Condenser 1	 1
1.749 1.6063 1.859 1.173
15x360 = 5400 1340. 3 = 99 113 113
22.8
1550/113j.20 1650/1600 2200800 2200/1750 11130/1100
	 -1 4P-0/730 730/36
1400/1100 14136/3.100 1400/1100 1400/1100 1345/524 524/86
153 260 606 588 274 130	 241
38 45.8 60 50 220 5	 5e
5820 11.895 36.355 29.378 60.275 649	 1205
.256 .086 .0203 .0282 .0218 .522	 .171
1490 1023 738 827 1314 339	 206
3395 3512 4435 5510 -
11^u 1„ a 2-J„ 11 211	 Reg.
1129 392 104 202 98 835	 381
1535 561 273 404
2664 953 377 606 98 835	 381
27.005 9.649 2.982 6.739 •479 4555	 .660
10 3137 103125 7910 111121 4888 5455	 1732
105.49 112.20 116.9 239.97 21.97 8.73	 3.86
18.124 9432 4041 8149 365 13437	 3204
100 100 100 100
40
60 20
40 40
100
Surfacing
Cycle Point
Gas - Hot Fluid Flom: (106#/hr)
Sectional Area (ft2)
Furnace Velocity (ft/sec)
Gas Tl/T2 (OF)
Working Fluid t1/t2 (OF)
LDTTB -,T) Avg. (OF)
UO (Btu/hr-ft' OF)
a"o (Btu/^5r-i't2)
So 106-ft Z)
Qo 106- Btu/hr)
Surface Wt. (tons/106-ft2)
Tube size OD (in)
Weights
Pressure Part Wt.(tons)
CaMmg, etc. Wt. (tons)
Total Wt. (tons)
Qosts
Unit cost-8. x   106
Cost rate $/ton
Cost rate $/ft2
Cost rate $/106 Btu/hr
Pressure Part Composition
I	 Wt. % MO-HE 2
Wt. Hastelloy X
Wt. % Inconel 601
Wt. % TP 347H
Wt. TP 304H
Wt. % T-22
6	 Wt . % T-2
3	 Wt. o CS
ME
X/
ulj%j4 lylviul
In
Metal
	 Liquid Met(Vapor
Figure A-14. Liquid-Metal Topping Cycle in Pressurized 	 I	 -v
	
Fluid Bed--Case 9, 200 MWe Tower 	
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Table A-5
BASIC FURNACE SIZING AND SURFACING CONSIDERATIONS
LIQUID-METAL MHD
Coal Coal Hi Temp APH
AFB	 Tower PFB	 Tower PF to Btu PP E1. Btu 333X + MM LP
1 10 6 9 1 1
1.749 1.859 1.173
7x36o = 2520 7x90.3 = 632 113 3.13
9.21 54 28.9 22.8
1550/730 1650600 2200/1800 2200/1360 1278/197. 730/252
1300/6 10 1300/610 13001610 1300/610 1000/117 655/86
( (35 ((50(^60 ((50^) 16
135e
6716 20103 49690 23388 9540 575
.2293 .0484 .0129 .0366 .1086 .371
154.0 973 641 856 1036 23.3.5
5530 2913 6822 6776 3614 -
1. 11 + 1
-3/4' 1" + 1-3/411 2j" * 7 *1 Res.
1522 169 105 297 393 -
4.43 2.93 2.45 2.46 .606
2434 544 306 653 871 452
3.5.962 3.045 1.888 4.560 4.558 .782
6558 5598 6170 6983 5233 1730
69.61 62.91 146.36 124.60 42.25 2*11
10.365 3130 129N5 S Z 2 7 4429 3663
2 3
52 Bo 78 80
4 2 2 2 20
38 14 1L6 12 60
6 4 2 3 -
20 100
Surfacing
Cycle Point
Gas - Hot Fluid Flow (106 /hr)
Sectional Area (ft2)
Furnace Velocity (ft/sec)
Gas T1/T2 (OF)
Working Fluidtl/t 2 (OF)
bMTâ --,W) Avg. (OF)
Uo (Btu/hr-ft^ °F)
g"o (Btu/h^ -ft2)
So 106-ft2}
Q,o ^1o6- Btu/hr)
Surface Wt. (tons/106-ft2}
Tube size OD (in)
Weights
Pressure Part Wt.(tons)
Caving, etc. Wt. .(tons)
Total Wt. (tons)
Costs
Unit cost ,$ x 106
cost rate f/ton
Cost rate $/ft2
Cost rate $/106 Btu/hr
Pressure Part Composition
Wt . o NO RE 2
Wt. % Hastelloy x
Wt. o Tnconel 601
Wt - o TP 34TH
Wt. a TP 304H
Wt . % T-22
Wt. % T-2
„	 wt.	 r..q
i
---^	 t0 I
I7
L
C^
5
4
r
4Flue out
^7`
g<
:5r
r
74^
f
'^J4~
Shell Diu. 13.5'
Shell Ton. Height -120'
Fluid Bed Height - 10
Bed Area - 9.5' x 9.5'	 1
a	
i
i
No
	
in	 He
Reheat
Steam
Figure A--18. Liquid-Meta. MHD Cycle in Pressurized Fluid
Bed—Case 10
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Figure A-19. Liquid-Metal MHD Cycle in Pressurized
Furnace--Case 6, Tow-Btu Fuel.
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Table A-6
BASIC FURNACE SIZING AND SURFACING CONSIDERATIONS
CLOSED-CYCLE INERT GAS MHD
Hi Temp AYH
DMD-CC Coal XM-CC	 SRC M + WEB HP
16 1 1 16 1
11.407 6.621
- 11.407
9556 5027 1964 4600 -
20.7 22.87 30 40
3200
-
3200
-
1800/262
10001510
1930/ 40
100010
972/
897 125
- - 236 262 122
- - 25 16 7.5
- - 5945 4177 918
•494 1.117 1.225
9906 4713 2937 4666 1124
61 1941
- -
31
+ 1-3/411 lily + 1-3/-Err 11
- 1966 3864 2854
3266 2215 257 102 476
3266 2215 2223 3966 2854
15 .2+7 10.341 9.692 18.182 8.358
4699 4669 4360 4585 292n
19.62 16.28 6,.82
1539 2194 3300 3900 7436
BY,,, 63%
Refractory Refractory 15 20
35 40 20
25 20 20
17 	 1 17 	 1 25 20 60
Lr°
F^
^i
h
1
Surfacing
Cycle Point
Gas - Hot Fluid Flow (106#/hr)
Sectional Area (ft2)
Furnace Velocity (ft/sec)
a2 (OF)Gas
 FluidFti/t 2 (OF)
WTD - ©T) Avg.. (OF)
uo (Btu/hi -ft ^ °F)
q"o (Btu/h5-ft2)
So (100-ft )
Q. (106-- Btu/hr)
Surface Wt. (tons/106_ft2)
Tube size OD (in)
Weights
Pressure Part Wt.(tons)
Caring, etc. Wt. (tons)
Total. Wt. (tans)
Costs
Unit cost $ x 106
Cost rate $/ton
Cost rate $/ft2
Cost rate $/106 Btu/hr
Pressure Part Composition
Wt. f MO-RE 2
Wt. o Hastelloy X
Wt. % Inconel 601
Wt. o TP 34TH
Wt. o TP 304H
Wt . is T-22
1.ra	 ! m n
if
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Table A--7
BASIC FURNACE SIZING AND SURFACING CONSIDERATIONS
OPEN-CYCLE MHD
R&D. FURW. CONY. FM. Boom. LO - T APH
1 1 1 1
1o.8 6.97 10.8 3.83
5040 3096 2616 2368
58.2
3650/2950
19.9
225025
1.8
70000
28.4
2250/700
775/545 10001600 417/32 1400/621
2633 373 151 325
17 19.6 12 10
14764 7316 1812 3246
•0594(flat) .446 .565 .552
2659 3263 1024 1792
7475 10.111 1689 1919
lid' 11 -- W 2 « Ken Tube 2"
466 4749 !049 1171
23 13 48 478
489 4762 1097 1649
3.146 22.728 1. 645 12.256
6434 4773 1450 7432
52.96 50.96 2.91 22.21
1183 6965 1606 6839
7 20 36
21 62 20
57 18 42
15 1	 - I	 100 I	 -
Surf ac ing
Cycle Point
Gas - Hot Fluid Flow (106#/hr)
Sectional Area (ft2)
Furnace Velocity (ft/sec)
Gas T1/T2 (°F)
Working Fluid tl/t 2 (OF)
IXlD - AT) Aug. (°F)
Uo (Btu/hr-ft e OF)
411 0 (Btu 4h _ft2)
So 10°-ft )
% 106- Btu/hr)
Surface Wt. (tons/106-ft2)
Tube size OD (in)
Weights
Pressure Part Wt.(tons)
Caging, etc. Wt. (tons)
Total Wt. (tons)
Costs
Unit cost 8 x 106
Cost rate $/ton
Cost rate $/ft2
Cost rate $/106 Btu/hr
Pressure Part Composition
Service (Wt.)
Fluid Temperature
Wt. % MO RE 2
Wt. o Hastelloy X
Wt. o Inconel 601
Wt. o TP 347H
Wt . a TP 304H
H
	
Wt . o T-22
rn	 Wt. a T-2
Wt, . CS
Ii
ESP
4 fps
N
w
rn
Gas from
High-Temperatui
Air Heater
to Convection
SH/RH and
Low-Temperatur+
Air Heater
omizer
to Stack
^-	 —270'	 —`
7.5'
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Temperature Heater
i
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j.
Y 4
xr
f,
^j
)w Proportioning Dampers
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J
Uppe
inl
Lowe
Out
K2 SO4 B Flyash Tap
Figure A-27. Open--Cycle MHD in Convection Superheater-Reheater
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ORiG3^'v^ _	 :.OJ
to. Electrostatic
Precipitator
K2SO4 a Flyash Tap
Air
Outlet
Nate Some K2SO4 will Condense in the High Temperature
Air Heater and in the flue to the Low Temperature
Air Heater.
IIxFigure A-28. Open.--Cycle MHD in Low-Temperature Air Heater

s 4AiJ.L C: rl-- V
BASIC FURNACE SIZING AND SURFACING CONSIDERATIONS
HIGH-TEMPERATURE FUEL CELLS
F
CF GAS
1
=8616080x77
27.8
2033/540
1000/510
231
16.7
X87.9705
3294
- 2,11«
3677
4M
16.230
3852
16.72
3876
6
37
37
20
t
Surfacing
Cycle Point
Gas - Hot Fluid Flow (1061-
Sectional Area (ft2)
Furnace Velocity (ft/sec)
Gas	
0FWorking Fl	Cdtl./t2 (OF)
p
	
	
UnM -,6T) A
	 (OF)
Uo (Btu/hr-ft' OF)
q"o (Btu/q-ft2)
So (100-ft )
eo (106-- Btu/hr)
Surface Wt. (tons/106-ft2)
Tube size OD (in)
{	 Weights
Pressure Part Wt.(tons)
Caning, etc. Wt. (tons)
j	 Total. Wt. (tons)
1
j	 Costs
F	 Unit cost S. x 106
Cost rate $/ton
Cost rate 8/ft2
Cost rate $/106 Btu/hr
k
Pressure Part Composition
Service (Wt.)
Fluid Temperature
€	
Wt . o NO-RE 2
Wt. o Hastelloy X
Wt. o Tnconel 601
Wt.% TP 347H
Wt. o TP 304H
Wt. % T-22
Wt. % T-2
Wt. ^6 CS
r.
^r

APPENDIX B
EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE DATA FOR PRIMARY HEAT INPUT SYSTEMS
The technical data for each energy conversion system studa.ed
are supplied on a modular basis. The final number of modules
utilized for each parametric case are given in Volume II in the
section describing the specific energy conversion system. The 	 j
parametric point designation is also found in Volu-ne II.	 }
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Table B-1 (Page 1 of 5)
ADVANCED STEAM CYCLE
Furnace Type	 ARB
T
Case Number 3 4 5 6
Output per Module, 106 Btu/Hr 15W 1540 15110 153x0 1507 1481
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, Q,out/Q in 0.8828 0.8878 0.8878 0.8678 0.8878 0.8878
Number of Modules 11 3 6 8 4 11
Fuel Input, 106 lb/Hr G.1 608 0.1573 0.15117
Combustion Air Input, 10 6Lb/hr 1 6003 1.5659 1.5393
Combustion. Gas Flow, 10 6 Lb/Sr
Limestone or 1.7485 1.7l09 1.6819
Stone Input, 106
 Lb/14olomite
.01101c 0.0395 0.0389
Total solids Output 106 Lb/Hr
.o529 0.0529 0.0509
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash 53 53 53
S02 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input 1.08
X02 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input .27
C 0 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input .21
Solids at inlet to Final remml equip.
lb/l0 Btu
2.07
Final particulate removal off. reg'd. t
meet 0.1 lb/106 Btu solids emissions
0.9517
Pan Power Requirements, MWe 5.161 5.05 4.965
Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, MWe 3,G5*) 2.9811 2- 931
Heal.	 xchanger Width, Ft. 12 12 12 12 12 12
Heat Exch. Depth or O.D., Ft. 30 30 30 3) 29.4 28.9
Heat Exchanger Height, Ft. 150 150 150 1 50 150 150
No. Cells or Combustion Stages/Module 7 7 7 7 7 7
Heat exchanger weight, Tons/kodule 12GO 1200 1200 1200 1211 1	 1162
i
b
1
t	 ^
;I
S
a
Table B-1 (Page 2 of 5)
ADVANCED STEAM CYCLE
Flirttace	 _	 AFB --w
T6
Cane Number
Fuel Code
9 10 11 12
Output per Module, 105 Btu/Ifr 1421 1531 1540+ 1649 1606 1566
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, Qout/Q in 0.8874 0.8878 0.8878 0.8878 0.8878 0.8878
ITumber of Modulee 4 4 by GE 4 4 4
Fuel Input, 106 lb/Hr 0.1483 0.1598 0.1608 0.1722 0.1677 0.1635
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr 1.4764 1 .5'908 1.6003 1.7024 1.6688 1.6275
Combustion Gas Flow, 106 Lb/Hr 1.6132 1.7382 1 .7h85 1.8600 1.8233 1.7782
Limestone or
Stone Input, 10 6 LbfHr(Dol mite
.0373 •D402
.0404 .0430 .0421 .0410
Total solids Output 10 5 Lb/Hr
.0468 .0526 .0529 .0563 .0551 .0538
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash 53 53 53 53 53 53
S02 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input 1.08 1 O 1.08
NO2 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input ,27 .27
.27
C 0 at Exit, Lb/10 6 Btu input
.21 .21
.21
Solida at inlet to Final removal. equip.
ib/10	 Btu
2,07 2.07 2.07
Final particulate removal off. regt d. tc
meet 0.1 lb/"106 Btu aolida emissions
0
.9517 0.9517 0.9517
Fan Power Requirements, MWa 4.761 5.131 5.161 5.49D 5.382 5.249
Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, We 2.814 3-032 3.050 4.453 3.181 3.102
float Exchanger Width, Ft. 12 12 12 12 12 12
Heat Exch. Depth or O.D., Ft, 27.7 29.8 30+ 31.9 31.3 30.5
Heat Exchanger Height, Ft. % 1 fro 150 153 150 153
Us. Celle or Combustion Stdges/1lodule 7 7 7 7 7 7
Heat exchanger weight, Tons/I +[odule 1184 1293 1200+ 1091 1172 1137
v7- vinzr OF
is POOR
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Table B-1 (Page 3 of 5)
ADVANCED STEAM CYCLE
4	 '
ptunbrr 13 14 15 16 17 1
15500 1!171 15110 15110 6160Output per ttedule,	 106 Iltu/]lr 6160
!teat Fxch."ger Efficiency, gout/0- in 0.8878 0.8878 0.8216 0.8637 0.8793 0.83111
11wubcr of ttodulco 1, 11 11 4 1 1
rues. Input,	 106 av/111 0.07511o.1566 o.1536 0.2721 0.19911 o.65511
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/t€r 1.5592 1.5289 1 .7213 1.6302 6.5220 6.80211
Combustion Can flow, 206 ,b/Itr 1.7036 1.6705 1.97611 1.812111 7.111111 7.8112I.imnatone or
stone Input,	 10 6 Lb/llr l)olomito
.03911 .0$86 .0123 .0102 -- --
Total .,olidn Output 10 6
 Lb/]]r
.0515
.0-'b5 .0290 .0253 0.0629 0.0667
Forccnt Golido a.^. Tali or Bottom A-ch S3 53 25 211 25 25
1.08 0.30 0.27 .7.22 2.03502 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input
1102 at Exit,	 11b/106 Dt:l input
.27 0.26 0.26 0.70 0.70
C 0 at Exit,	 Lb/106 ]9tu int:ut
_21 .23 .22 -- --
:luliaa nt inlet to Final rrmoul e:luip. 2.07 1.117 1.39 8.90 9.00lb/10	 Btu
Fvvd	 particulate. rcwi	 vd	 off.	 reg I d.	 t
0.1	 1b/10fi IILu	 ler- , ct	 enll	 P_nildbilono
0.9517 0.9322 0.9282 o.985o 0.9852
5.029 11.93 5.9% 5.11611 5.37o ID 6.200IDFan Power lienuiremento, 1-14le
5.500F'D 5.700FDOtlwr Atut111(Iry Nquip. 1 10wor, WO 2.972 2.9111 3.281 3.229 8.069 11-710
1loaL l:xcwui6-ur WWLh,	 Ft. 81.712 12 12 12 711.5
11 r:at	 EAch.	 tlepth	 or	 0.1j.,	 ['t. 29.3 28.7 33.8 31.1 !16 !16
neat	 ExchLuiger Ilcielit,	 t't. 150 1.50 150 150 185 185
No. Cello or Combustion f;Ovo/Module 7 7 7 7 32 32
1[cat cxclitinAor weight, Tonc/1-iodule 1156
1	
1075 1353 12115 6000 6464
1
i
i
r
I
r
Furnace	 a OF PF PFH
Fuel Code MS 5G LT LN LM ICI
19 20 21 22 23,-- 24
972
( :,:.r	 rlunsbr ,'
Output per Mod,alc,	 10 6 lltu/Eir 61613 61 Gb 641 616 639
firmt Fxcli aaiVr Efficiency, Qout/a in 0.8739 •1 .9 1 55 o.4264 0 .4385 0.4430 0.6158
11waber of llodulrn 1	 } 1-
c).L291
	 1 1.488
4 !s L 4
0.1464F^tul Input,	 IU6 14011• 0.7881
_
0,623 0.599
Combu::tion Air Input, 10 Lb/11r 6,4432 6.2132 1.371 1.368 1.399 1.4568
Combuction Gan Plow,	 106 Lb/ilr 7,1721 6.64i6 1.8590 1 .9910 1.9980 1.6063I,imoutono	 01•
Ltom, 	1s,k,ut,	 10 1'	 1,b/Ilv^l snlonsit0
-_ -- -- --
-- 0.0655
Total
	
:,olidn	 Lh1LnuL	 ID (, 1,b/Hr 0.0591 0.0004 -- -- -- 0.0624
1'nrcvnL ^alido	 m, T;w ov 11nttom Arh 25 5 -- -- -- 51
302 at Exit,	 1.11/10 4 Rlu input 1.79 0.89 -- -- -- 0.72
11Ua at	 "xit,	 l.b/lU6 fists, 1nPuL 0.70 0.30 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.14
C 0 at V -L,	 Lb/106 Btu i,flsuL -- .._ -- -- -- 0.11
:olldj nL	 inlet	 Lo Final	 rr,nov^l "luils• 8.39 0.06 -- -- -- 1,09lb/10
	
11t,1
I-,u . ,l	 lf:sa - Lirul:,t+±	 ,c:nrfr:,s	 off.	 ref;'d.	 t 0.9841 NONE -- - -- 0,g475
t,	 cL U. 1 	 1,/10('	 I SLu	 P , l kph,	 f:nslu u l oo w
-
-Fan Power ]tcquirtAftuntu, Me 5.140n 8.2W - -
5,7001-
[lthor Auxiliary	 I:Rulp.	 k'r,wnr,	 PIWe 9.257 0.599 --
-
-- -- 2.182
ll- • nL	 I:xvhi u,?.vr	 1,'ldth,	 F I., 75.8 69.5 -- -- --
911r,:ft	 l,xch.
	 Depth	 or	 0.1). ,
	
V L. 46 46 13-502) 13.50 2 13 .5(12) 13.5
	
Y
9•heat Fxch.aigec Height,	 it. 185 185 42 42 42 84
Ito.	 Cello or Combu.31.ion 1;L;(Ce5/]Module 32 32 3 3 3 5
I1cat cxc1, wVr., r weiCht, Tunc/]•Modulo 6039 1	 5676 220 212 219 420
i
1
i
i
s	 -
c	 3
e
a
1
2
2	
l
ft
Ch:	 fltuubrr	 - 25 26 271 27 17A
OuLput per Module, 10 6 Btu/11r 902 960 105¢ 972 6424
11oat Fxchanger Efficiency, Qout/ Q in .5447 .60211 .6689 .6689 .8793
Ifwsbcr of Modulro 4 4 h 4 1
F1tu1	 1111)ut,	 106	 lip/11v 0.2L02 0.1781 0.1464 0.1348 •6}329
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/fir 1.5196 1 .!1561 1 . 4568 1.3349 6.8015
Combustion G.au Flow,	 10 6 I,b/hir 1.7496 1. 6247 1 .6063 1.4785 7.41931^if6rn tone or
SLone Input,	 106 Lb/lfr^llelomito
.0193 .01628 .0655 .0603
ToL.al ;;olidn OuLput 10 6
 Lb/11r
.0296 .0258 .0622; .057, .0656
FrrevaL Golidn an Tall or IloLtom Arh 32 31, 51 51 25
02 ELL Exit,	 I,b/10	 IJW inlJut 0.20 0.18 0.72 0.72 7.22
110 2 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input 0.13 0.13 O.i11 3.1 1.1 .7
C 0 .LL Bxit,	 lib/106 1ILu ifqput 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 -
Solids nt inluL	 to Final	 rrinovel e,huip. 0.81 0.711 i .o9 1.09 8.9
1b/10
	 1J L ti
Pi.n:tl
	
Tfartic"WaLn	 trmnv,il	 off.	 reg'd.	 L 0.8579 0.8611 0.9475 0.91175 •9850
niec t
	0. 1 	lb/IV'	 U Lts	 4101 1 11 n 	 eniluulattJ
Fan Powor Requirciacntu, t-51a - - - - 5.735FD
5.5271D
Mhur Attxillary F.ryuip. 	 Pciwor, MWo 2.076 1.808 2.182 2.009 8.415
lIvA	 Fxciuugar I+'itlLh, 	 1'L. __ -_ 77,7'
(9.8 (9. (9.2 (8.5
11ant EXCh. llepL)l or U.b.,
	
Ft. 13.5	 x 13.5	 x 13.5 x 13.5 x 46
9.8) 9.3) 9.2) 8.5)
11cat Exchanger Height, R. 8213E 84* 84* 8h 185
No. Cella or Combtmtion ;;L:6eo/Module 5 5 5* 5 1
Beat exch-tngcr weight, Toni/1•lodule 413 377 1127 423 5400
Same Rev.
Output Conv.
as case Steam
24
Furnace Type
-M
PFAPB
Fuel Code 16	 MS	 ND Ic LI
Case Number
Output per Module, 10 6 Btlytr 1517 1517 1520 1480 1056.2 704.4
Heat &changer Efficiency, Qdu./Q in .6714 .8744 .8520 .7941 .6685 .4687
Number of Modules 2.813 5.626 2.B51 3.121 4.103 6.081
Fuel Input, 106 lb/Hr .1606 .1608 . 1 994 .2504 . 1 464 .6771
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr 1	 60n3 1. 6003 1 .6302 1.7103 1 .4568 .8985
Combustion Gas .Flow, 106 Lb/Hr 1.7485 1 .7485 1. B144 1.9637 1.6063 1 .85g
Limestone or
Stone input, 10 6 Lb/Hr^Dolomite ,oW4 ,phoh
.01027 .01218 .06551 --
Total Solids Output 10 6 Lb/Hr
.0529 •0529 .0253 .02883 0 624 --
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash
.0283 .0283 .00614 .0072 .03184 --
S02 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input 1 .O8h5 1.0845 .2683 .^14B .7231 --
NO2 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input
.2741 .2741 .2645 •2575 .1371 .2
C 0 at Exit, Lb/10 6 Btu input
.2142 .2142 .2178 .2292 .1071 --
Solids at inlet to Final removal equip. 2.0703 2.0703 1.3919 1 .4745 1 .0936 --
lb/lO	 Btu
Final particulate removal eff. reg'd. t
.9517 .951;' .9282# .9322 .905 --
meet 0.1 lb/106 Btu solids emissions
Fan Power Requirements, Mwe 6.82 6.82 6.89 7.43 --- 42.678
Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, MWe 3.09D 3,0 50 3.229 3.261 2.182 --
Heat Exchanger Width, Ft. 13 13 13 13 - -
Heat Exch. Depth or O.D., Ft. 31 31 32.1 34.8 13.5
(10x27)
13.5
Heat Exchanger Height, Ft. 1 10 140 1110 I W 128 88
(Note 1)
No. Cells or Combustion Stages/Module 7 7 7 7 4 3
(Note 1)
Heat exchanger weight, Tons/Module 1753 1753 1845 1902 733 676
1
Table B-2 (Page 2 of 6)
SUPERCRITICAL CO2
 CYCLE
Case Number
Output per Module, 10 6 BtuvHr
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, Qout/Q in
Number of Modules
Fuel Input, 106 lb/Hr
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr
Combustion Gas Flow, 106 Lb/Hr
Limestone or
Stone Input, 106 Lb/Hr Dolomite
Total solids Output 10 6 Lb/Hr
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash
S02 at F"it, Lb/'()6 Btu input
NO2 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input
C 0 at Exit, Lb/10 6 Btu input
solids at inlet to Final removal equip.
lb/10 Btu
Final particulate removal eff. reg'd. t
meet 0.1 lb/10 6 Btu solids emissions
Fan Power Requirements, MWe
Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, MWe
Heat Exchanger Width, Ft.
Heat Exch. Depth or O.D., Ft.
Heat Exchanger Height, Ft.
No. Cells or Combustion Stages/hodule
.Heat exchanger weight, Tons/Module
698.2 672 990 827 1517
.4835 .1783 .71179 .5997 .8878
6.397 6.645 4.585 4.745 2.710 2.889
g
. rn93 .7213 .06071 .06071 .1608
.8429 .7972 1.1065 1.1065 1 .600 3
1.998 1.991 1.1731 1 .1 731 1.7485
^- -- -- -- .o529
-- -- -- --
.0283
4^
-- -- -- -- 1.OB45
.2 .2 .2 .2 .2741
-- -- --- --
.2142
2.0703
y
-- -- -- -- .9517 I
40.033 37.867 45.7h4 38.08 6.82
-- -- --
-- 3.05J
13'^
!
- - -13.5 31
87 86 1110 130 140
3 3 6 6 7
571 559 1060 1011 1773 1727
•
h
i
4
Case Number 1 1
Output per Module, 10 6 Btu/Hr 1517
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, Qout/Q in •8$78
Number of Modules 2.792 2.919 3.030 3.1h4 2.811 2.822
Fuel, Input, lob lb/Hr .1608
Combustion Air Input, 10 Lb/Hr 1.6003
I
Combustion Gas Flow, 10 6 Lb/Hr 1.7485 - — - —
Limestone or
Stone Input, 106 Lb/Hr(D olomite ,0 04
Total Solids Output 10 6 Lb/Hr
.0529
Percent Solids as Tap or bottom Ash .0283
S02 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input 1.08h5
NO2 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input
.2741
C 0 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input
.2142
Solids at inlet to Final removal equip. 2-0703
lb/10	 Btu
Final particulate removal eff. reg°d. t .9517
meet 0.1 1b/106 Btu solids emissions
Fan Power Requirements, MWa 6.12
Other k xiliary Equip. Power, MWe 3.0 50
Heat Exchanger Width, Ft. 13
Heat Exch. Depth or O.D., Ft. 31
Heat Exchanger Height, Ft. 140 — -
Ho. Celle or Combustion Stages/Module 7
Heat exchanger weight, Tons/Module 1832 1667 1588 1515 1532 1643
}
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Table B-2 (Page 4 of 6)
SUPERCRITICAL CO2
 CYCLE
Furnace Tyne I AFB -^
I •T 	
--
Case Number 19 20 21 22	 1 23 24
Output per Module, 106
 Btu/Hr 1517
Heat Exchanger Efficiency , /QQoutJ	 in • 8876
Humber of Modules 2.813 2.800 2 . 734 3.112 2.813 2.813
Fuel Input, 106 1b/Hr .1608
Combustion Air Input, 10 6Lb/Hr 1.6003
Combustion Gas Flow, 106
 Lb/Hr 1 .7585
Limestone or
_
Stone Input, 10 6
 Lb/Hr Dolomite Aoh
'dotal Solids Output 106
 Lb/Hr .0529
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash ,0283
S02 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input 1.0845
NO2 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input
.2741
C 0 at Exit, Lb/10 6
 Btu input .2142
Solids at inlet to Final remevgl equip. 2-0703
lb/10	 Btu
Final particulate removal eff. reg 1 d. t .9517
meet 0.1 lb/106
 Btu solids emissions
Fan Power Requirements, MWe 6.82
Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, MWe 3.050
Heat Exchanger Width, Ft. 13
Heat Exch. Depth or O.D., Ft. 31
Meat Exchanger Height, Ft. iho
No. Cells or Combustion Stages/Module 7
Heat exchanger weight, Tons/Moe-ile 1753 1753 1946 1839 1753 190 I
t-
153
°.	 a
a
154
9
Fuel Code 16
Case Number 25 26 27 28 29 30
output per Module, 10 6 Btu/Hr 1 517
Haat Exchanger Efficiency, Q,out/Q in .8878
I Number of Modules 2.816 2.848 2.845 2.864 2.833 2.856
Fuel Input, 106 lb/11r .160 8 if
Combustion Air Input, 10 6Lb/Hr '1.6003
I
Combustion Gas Flow, 10 6 Lb/Hr 1. 7185
Limestone or)
Stone Input, 106 Lb/HrtDolomite	 ) .CLO4 F
I
SolidsTotal	 Output 106 Lb/Hr .0529
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash .0283
Y
502 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input 1.08 5
NO2 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input 271
i
C 0 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input .21l^2
Solids at inlet to Final removal equip.
lb/10	 Btu
2.0 7]3
Final particulate removal eff. reg'd. t
.9517
meet 0.1 lb/106 Btu solids emissions
Fan Pourer Requirements, MWe 6.82
Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, MWe 3.050
Heat Exchanger Width, Ft. 13 i
Heat Exch. Depth or o.D., Ft. 31
Heat Exchanger Height, Ft. 1110
s
No. Cells or Combustion Stages/Module 7
1
Heat exchanger weight, Tons/Module 1643 1753 1679 1679 1753 1759
Table B-2 {Page 5 0^ 6)
SUPERCRITICAL COz CYCLE
Furnace	 a AF'B ---^
^i.
hI
{
Furnace LM9 AFB -
T6Fuel Code
31 3Case Dumber
Output per Module, 10 6 Btu/Hr 1517 1517
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, gout/g in .8878 .3878
Number of Modules 2.818 2.831
Fuel Inputs 106 lb/Hr .1608 .1608
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr 1.6003 1.6003
Combustion Gas flow, 10 6 Lb/Hr 1.7L85 1.7485Limestone or
Stone Input, 106 Lb/Hr Dolomite
.OL04 .0L04
Total Solids output 106 Lb/Hr
.0529 .0529
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash ,Q283 •0283
S02 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input 1,08L5 1.0845
NO2 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input
.2741 .2741
C 0 at Exit, Lb/10 6 Btu input
.21h2 .21L2
Solids at inlet to Final removal equip.
lb/l0 Btu 2.0703 2,0703
Final particulate removal off. reg°d. t
.9517
.9517
meet 0.1 lb/106 Btu solids emissions
Van Power Requirements, 101a 6.32 6.82
Other Auxiliary Equip, Power, MWe 3.0-50 3.050
Heat Exchanger Width, Ft. 13 13
Heat Exch. Depth or Q.D., Ft. 31 31
Heat Exchanger Height, Ft. iLO 1110
No. Cells or Combustion Stages/Module 7 7
Heat exchanger weight, Tons/Module 1753 1759
Furnace Type AM PF-LO --	 -
16	 14D	 Ms LI	 LM	 LIZFuel Code
^
2 3Case Number
Output per Module, 106 Btui6ir 1520 1561 1519 6111 6140 616
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, gout/o, in •8762 .B379 .8517 . 42 614 .112134 •438h
[cumber of I4odules 1 .84o 1.792 1 .8141 14.36!4 21.3711 14.5111
Fue% Input, 106 lb/Hr .1 f^8 .27DL .19914 .6771 .7093 .72!43
ConfDustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr 1 .6003 1.73(76 1.6--02 .8985 .81429 .702
Combustion Gas Flow, 10 6 Lb/Hr 1.7485 1 .9621 1 .81 2114 1.8590 1.998 0 1.9910i
Limestone or
Stone Input, 106 Lb,Hr Dolomito
.u2;^ E4 .0121$ .0932 -- -- _-
Totay SoliPrs output 10 6 Lb/Hr .0529 .028811 .02526 -- -- --
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash 514 25 25
S02 at Exit, VV/106 Btu input 1 .oB 45 .3048 .2663 -_ -- -
140 2 at sxit, Lb/106 Btu input .27141 .2575 .2645 .2 .2 .2
C 0 at Exit, Lb/10 6 Btu input .21142 .2292 .2178 -- -- --
Solida at inlet to Finns remml equip.
lb/10	 Btu
2.0703 1 .47L5 1.3919 -- -- --
Final particulate removal eff. reg'd. t .9517
.9322 .9282 -- -- --
moot 0.1 lb/106 Btu oolids emioaiotis
Fan Power Requirements, Me 6.62 7,143 6.69 0 0 0
Other Auxiliary Equip. f'owor, We 3.050 3.261 3.229 -- -- _
Mat Exchanger width, Ft. 13 13 13 -- - --
Heat Exch. Depth or O.D., Ft. 31 35 32 13.5(12)13.5(12) 13.5(12)
Heat Exchanger Might, Ft. 198 198 198 100 100 96
Ito. Celle or Combustion Stagee/Hodule 9 9 9 3 3 3
Heat exchanger weight, Tonsfrlodu.le 2162 2161 2195 51 L 512 496
t
r
a
i
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CLOSED-CYCLE HELIUM GAS TURBINE
a
I
ti ^.:.^^QL^,C.'^E.IYti•YVa \1\1	 ,`	
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i	 Table B-3 (Page 2 of 8)i
CLOSED-CYCLE HELIUM GAS TURBINE
I
Furnace Type PF-BI PFB AFB PF_EI
ELI 16 T
Case Dumber	 Fuel Code 9 10 11 12
Output per Module, 10 6 Btu/Hr 1010 1056 1520 1520 1528 990
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, Qout/Q in .7247 .6666 .8762 .8762 .8808 .7103
Number of Modules 2.769 2.640 2.761 3.681	 1 1.628 3.225
Feel Input, 106 lb/Hr
.06138 .1464 .1 cm .06138
Combustion Air Input, 106lb/Hr 1.1117 1.4568 1.6003 1.1117
Combustion Gas Flow, 106
 Lb/Hr 1.1731 1.6063 1.7485 1 .1 731
Limestone or
Stone Input, 106
 Lb/Hr Dolomite
-- .06551 ,01OL --
Total Solids Output 106 Lb/Hr
-- .06238 ,0529 --
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash __ 51 5L --
802 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input
-- .7231 1-081 5 --
NO2 at Exit, Lb/106
 Btu input .2 .1371 .2721 .2
C 0 at Exit, Lb/106
 Btu input -- .1071 .2142 --
Solids at inlet to Final removgl equip. - 1.0936 2.0703 -
lb/10	 Btu
Final particulate removal off. reg'd. t -_
.9175 •9517
meet 0.1 lb/106
 Btu solids emissions
Fan Power Requirements, MWe O --^ 6.920 6.820 6.820 C
Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, NWe
- 2.182 3.050 3.050 3 .0 50 --
Heat Exchanger Width, Ft. 2 13 13 13barrels
Heat Exch. Depth or 0,D-, Ft, 13.5(12) 1 3 5	 x 31 31 31 13.5(12)
210x31
Heat Exchanger Height, Ft. 132 144 198 198 154 212
No. Cells or combustion Stages/Module 6 L 9 9 7 6
Heat exchanger weight, Tons/nodule 735 677 2162 2162 1619 1129
157
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Fan Power Regairementa, MWe
Other Auxiliary Equip. rowar, MWe
6.820
3.0 50
Heat E;xchviger Width, Ft.
Elt';tt	 Uen. Depth or U.U.,	 Ft.
Pleat Exchanger Height, Ft.
No. Cel^o or Combuntion Stages/Module
Heat exchanger weight, Tons/Module
13
31
286
13
2820
212
11
2322
264
12
21459
26h
12
2443
198
9
2162
264
12
2163
158
j	 Table B-3 {Page 4 of 8}
CLOSED-CYCLE HELIUM GAS TURBINE
PF HIFurnace	 a AFH -
Fuel Code 16 RI
i Care Nwkcr 14 1	 20 21 22 23 2h
Output per Module, 10 6 Btu/I1r 1520 1540 15W 1520 1520 990
f{{i Heat Exchanger Efficiency, Qout/Q in .8762 .8878 .8878 ,8762 ,8762 .7103 +	 p
i Number of Modules 1.931 2.110 2 .798 1.438 1 .665 3.613
Fuel Input, 106 1b/tir .1608 .06138
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr 1 ,+5003 1.1117 
Combustion Gas Flow, 106 Lb/Hr 1,785 1.1731
I	 `	 Limestone or
6;tone Input, 10	 Lb/Elr^bolomite .OL04 -
Total Solids Output 106 Lb/Hr
.0529 -
_
Percent Solids au Tap or Bottom Ash 54
r" S07 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input 1.0845 -_
r
NO2 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input ,27111 .2
C 0 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input
I
'11s2 __
t Solids at inlet to Final remml equip. 2.01173lb/10	 Btu
Final particulate removal eff. reg'd. It ,9517
mnet 0.1	 1U/106 Btu uali-in eminuiono
i
Fan Power Requirements, MWe 6,820 0
Othor Auxiliary Equip. Power, We 3,050
!lent Exchanger Width, Ft. 13
Heat Exch. Depth or Q.D., Ft. 31 13.5(12}
heat Exchanger Height, Ft. 2611 220 198 286 286 196
No. Celle or Combustion St.6es/Module 12 10 9 13 13 6
Hest exchanger weight, Tans/Module 21x35 21 34 1751 2820 2_576 1035
K
d
i
159
A=.. tics	 a PF-HI AFB
B 16Fuel Code
26 27 28 29 3DCase dumber
Output per Module, 10i5 Btu/11r 990 1520 1537 1520 1520 1520
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, Qout/Q in .7103 .8762 .8860 .8762 .8762 .8762
Number of Modules 2.818 2.835 1.797 1:1138 1 .438 1 .2138
Fuel. Input, 106 ib/Hr .06138 .1608
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr 1.1117 1.6c03
Combustion Gas Flow, 10 6 Lb/Hr 1.1731 1.7485
Limestone or
Stone Input, 106 Lb/Hr Dolomite
_ .040h
Total Solids Output 10 6 Lb/Hr
_-
.0529
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash _ 51i
S02 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input
_ 1.o845
1102 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input
.2 .2741
C 0 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input __ .2742
:io: Lt:a nL inlet to Flital remov l aquip. __ 2-0703
lb/10	 Btu
Final particulate removal eff. reg'd. t
.9517
nlocL 0.1 lb/106 B tu 0011 d:1 omioclonu
Fan Power Requirements, MWe 0 6.820
Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, Me
Heat ExchanF;or Width, Ft.
-- 13
Heat kxch. Depth or O.U., Ft. 13-502) 31
Mieat Exchanger ][Light, Ft. 238 1 521 154 308 308 308
No. Cello or Combustion Stifgea/Plodule 6 7 7 121 111 111
Mleat exchanger weight, Tons/Module 1288
II
1	 1599 1629 2690 2690 2690
i
9
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Table B-3 ( page 5 of 8)
CLOSED-CYCLE HELIUM GAS TURBINE
Furnace me
Fuel Code
Case Number
PF-HI AM
HI	 HI	 HI I
31	 1 32 33	 _34 35 3
output per Module, 106 Btu/Fir 990 990 990 1520
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, Qout/Q in .7103 .7103 .7103 .8762
Number of Modules 2.652 3.127 3.516 1.438
Fuel Input, 106 lb/Hr .06138 .1608
Combustion Air input, 106Lb/Hr 1.1117 1.6003
Combustion Gas Flow, 106 Lb/Hr
Limestone or
1.1731 1.785
Stone Input, 106 Lb/Hr Dolomite .0W4
Total Solids output 10 6 Lb/Fir .0529
Percent Solids _s Tap or Bottom Ash 54
S02 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input 1.0815
1402 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input .2 .2711
C 0 at Exit, Lb/10 6 Btu input .2112
Solids at inlat to Final removal oquip.
lb/10	 Btu
2.0703
Final particulate removal eff. reg'd. t
meet 0.1	 lb/106 13tu uol i+ln eminaioltu
.9517
Fan Power Requirements, We 0 0 0 6.820
Other Auxiliary Equip. Powor, MWo 3.0 50
!lout Exchanger Width, Ft.
-
--
-- 13
1leat Exch. Depth or O.D. , Ft. 13-502) 13.5{1 2 13.5(1 2) 31
Heat Exchanger height, Ft. 25b 223 201 286 -
No. Cells or Combustion Stdges/14odule 6 6 6 13 - --^
Heat exchanger weight, Pons/Module 1385 1196 1062. 2820
-e.
i	 -
f
i	 Table B-3 (Page 6 of 8)
CLOSED-CYCLE HELIUM GAS TURBINE
Furnace Zue An -	 - s
Fuel Code	 26	 ?
Case Number 37 38 39 40 lt1 42
Output per Module, 10 6 Btu/Hr 1520 1537 1520
Heat Exchanger Efficiency,Qoutf 	 in .6762 .8860 .8762 --
Number of Modules 1.438 2.2'67 1.438
Fuel Input, 106 lb/Hr .1608
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/11r 1.6003
Combustion Gas Flow, 106 Lb/Hr 1.7165
Limestone or
Stone Input, 106
 Lb/E1x^Dolomite .01p k
Total Solids Output 10 6 Lb/Hr
.0529
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash 5L
Sat at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input 1 .08165
NO2 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input .27161
C 0 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input .2122
Solids at inlet to Final rcmov7 equip.
lb/lo	 Btu
2.0703
Final particulate removal eff. reg'd. t
meet 0.1 lb/10 6 Btu solids emissions
.9517
Fan Power Requirements, MWe 6.820
Other Auxiliazy Equip. Power, We 3.057
Heat Exchtuiger Width, Ft. 13
Heat Exch. Depth or O.D., Ft. 31
Heat Exchanger Height, Ft. 286 220 308 286
No. Cells or Combustion Stages/Module 13 10 14 13
Heat exchanger weight, Tons/Module 2820 2275 26517 2820
HL
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CLOSED-CYCLE HELIUM GAS TURBINE
M.
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Table 8--3 (Page 8 of 8)
CLOSED—CYCLE HELIUM GAS TURBINE
N
Furnace Tv pe AFB
T6	 —Fuel Code
43 J44 45 46Case Number
Output per Module, 10 6 Btu/Hr 1520 1537 1520 1520
Heat Exchanger Efficie:,.f, QouVQ in .8762 .8860 .8762 .8762
Number of Modules 1.138 2.267 1.438 3.371
Fuel Input, 106 lb/Hr . 1 608
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr 1.6003
Combustion Gae Flow, 106 Lb/Hr 1. 7485
Limestone or
Stone Input, 10 6 Lb/lir(Dolomite
.031a
Total Solids Output 7.9' Lb/Hr
.0529
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash 54
S02 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input 1.0845
NO2 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input .2741
C 0 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input .2142
Solids at inlet to Final removal equip. 2.0703
lb/10	 Btu
Final particulate removal eff. reg'd. t
.9517
meet 0.1 lb/106 Btu colid3 emissions
Fan Power Requirements, MWe 6.820
Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, We 3.05)
Heat Exchanger Width, Ft. 13
float Exch. DopLh or O.D., Ft. 31
Heat Exchanger Height, Ft. 286 220 308 176
No. Cells or Combustion Stlges/Module 13 10 14 8
Heat exchanger weight, Tans/Module 2820 2275 2690 1 515
it
r
a
Y
1
u
i^
rurnaco Tne AIS PF	 -
Fuel Code 16 AS	 ND LI	 L14	 i2i
1 2 3 h 5 6Case Number
Output per Module, 106 Btu,H 1507 1481 1444 746 748 723
(Includes Pump Work)
Leat Exchanger Efficiency, Q,out/Q in .8588 .6206 .7605 .6168 .5750 .5601
Number of Modules 5.	 11 5.599 5.748 8.072 8.056 8.31x2
Fuel Input, 106 lb/Hr i6o8 .1994 .2-04 .h875 .5987 .6226
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr 1.6003 1 •63D2 1.71o6 1.31 15 1 .3993 1 .368h
Combustion Gas Flow, 10 6
 Lb/Hr 1.7465 1 - 81W4 1 .9641 1. 8590 1.9980 1. 9910Limestone or)
$terse input, 106
 Lb/ffr Dolomite
	 }
,OW4 .0102 .0122 -- -- --
Total Solids Output 10 5
 Lb/Hr
.0529 .0253 .0288 -- -- --
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash 53.5 21+.3 25.3 -- -- --
S02 at Exit, Lb/10 	 Btu input 1.0815 .2683 .3048 -- -- --
NO2 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input
.27111 .2645 .2575 .2 .2 .2
C 0 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input
.2142 .2178 .2292
Solids at inlet to Final remml equip. 2
.0703 1.3919 1.47L5
-- -- --lb/10	 Btu
Final particulate removal eff. reg t d. t
meet 0.1 lb/106 Btu solids emissions
.4517
.9281 .9322
Fan Power Requirements, file 7.880 7.9 8
5 . 500
8, 85
Recirculation Pump Power, Mwe 5.450 5. 	 5 2.65 2.600 2.75
Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, We 3.,)50 3.229 3.261 -- -- -
Heat Exchanger Width, Ft. 13 x 31 13 x 32 13 x 35
-- -- --
Heat Exch. Depth or O.D., Ft.
-_ -- -_ 13,x(12
Heat Exchanger Height, Ft. 3X.. 333 330 91 92 90
No. Cells or Combustion Stages/I40d,;1e 15 15 15 3 ' 3
Heat exchanger weight, Tons/Module 2661, 261,2 2616 377 361 1	 373
i
Table B-4 (Page 1 o£ 3)
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LIQUID--METAL TOPPING CYCLE
164
3°
A9
}
i
ri urnaoe Type PF AFB PFB PF AFB
ffi 16 16 HI 16Fuel Code
9 10 11 1Case Number
Output per Nodule, 106 Btu/Hr 836 1507 1034 830 1504 1498
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, %,t/Q in .5878 .8588 .6179 .5878 .8611 .8536
Number of Modules 7.203 8.252 4.746 5.568 5.304 5.533
Fuel Input, 106 lb/Hr o621 .1 EO B .1464
.0555 .1 6o 8
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr 1.1110 1.6003 1.4568 .9922 1.6o03
Combustion Gas Flow, 106 Lb/Hr 1 .1 731 1 .71x85 1 .6063 1.0477 1.7485
Limestone or
Stone Input, 106 Lb/Hr Dolomite
-- .0404 .0655 -- .o W4
Total Solids Output 10 6 Lb/Hr
--
.0529 .0621! -- .0529
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash 53.5 51.0 -- 53.5
S02 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input 1.045 .7231 -- 1.OB45
NO2 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input
.2 .27111 .1371 .2 .2721
C 0 at Exit, Lb/10 6 Btu input
.2112 .1071 -- .2142
Solids at inlet to Final remova3 equip. __ 2.0 70 3 1 . 0936 __ 2,p W 3
lb/106 Btu
Final particulate removal eff. reg'd. t __
.9517 .905 -° . 9517
meet 0.1 lb/106 Btu solids emissions
Fan Power Requirements, MWe
-- 7. B80 -- -- 11.429 7.880
Recirculation Pump Power, Mwe 2.802 5.450 3.650 -804 3.200 5.450Other Auxiliary Equip, Power, MWe -- 3.050 2.182 -- 3.050 3.050
Heat Exchanger Width, Ft.
-- 13 x 31 -- -- 13 x 31 13 x 31
Meat Exch. Depth or O.D., Ft. 13.5(12) -- 13.5 13.-50-2 - -
9.5x9.5
Heat Exch	 r Height, Ft.^e	  r 161 330 183 195 510 330
No. Cells or Combustion Stages/Module 6 15 11 6 15 --7
Heat exchanger weight, Tons/Module 606 2664 953 812 5495 3475
r
i
,s
t.
3
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Table B-4 (Page 2 of 3)
LIQUID--METAL TOPPING CYCLE
Fnrnaco Type	 AFB
X V.GL LVUCCase Number
Yu
13 1h 15 16 17 18
Output per Module, 106 Btu,/Hr 1507 1507 1507 1507 1491 1491
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, Qout/Q in .8588 •8588 .8588 .8588 .8588 .8588
Number of Modules 5,501
Fuel Input, 106 1b/Hr ,1608
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr 1.6]03
Combustion Gas Flow, 106 Lb/Hr
Limestone or
1.7485
Stone Input, 106 Lb/Hr Dolomite .0L04
Total Solids Output 106
 Lb/Hr
.0529
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash 53.5
S02 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input 1.0 8h5
NO2 at Exit, Lb/10 6 Btu input .2741
C 0 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input .2142
Solids at inlet to Final remove equip.
1b/10	 Btu
2.0703
Final particulate removal eff. reg'd. t
meet 0.1 lb/106 Btu solids emissions
.9517
Fan Power Requirements, MWe 7.880 7.880 7.880
Recirculation Pump Power, Mwe
Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, MWe
5.150
3.05b
•300
3.050
•300"
3.050
Heat Exchanger Width, Ft. 13 x 31
Heat Exch. Depth or O.D., Ft. -- -- -- -- -- --
Heat Exchanger Height, Ft. 337
ho. Cells or Combustion Stages/Module 15
Heat exchanger weight, TonsA4odule I	 3501 3497 3501
f"
Table B-4 (Page 3 of 3)
LIQUID-METAL TOPPING CYCLE
Furnace Type AFB
Fuel Code I MS ND LI
Case Number 1 2
Output per Module, 10 6
 13tu/Hr 1540 1540 1540 641.0
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, Qout/Q in •8878 .8635 .9266 .5619
Number of Modules 2.766 1,383 5 . 532 2.766 2.766 6.646
Fuel Input, 106 lb/Hr
.1608 •1994 •2704 •13875
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr 1.6003 1.6302 1.7106 1.3175
Combustion Gas Flow, 10 6 Lb/Hr
Limestone or) 1. 7485 1.8144 1.)61}1 1.9590
Stone Input, 106 Lb/Hr Dolomite	 )
.0404
.0102 .0122 -
Total Solids Output 106
 Lb/Hr
.0529
-0253 •0288 -
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash 53.5 J 24.3 25.3
S02 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input 1.0845 , .2683 .3048 -
NO 2 at Exit, Lb/10 6 Btu input .2741
.2645 •2575 •2
C 0 at Exit, Lb/10 6
 Btu input
.2142 ,2178 .2292 -
Solids at inlet to Final removal equip.
lb/10	 Btu 2.0703 1.3919 1 . 4745 -
Final particulate removal eff. reg'd.
meet 0.3 lb/106 Btu solids emissions
Pan Power Requirements, 101a 6.82 6.89 7.43 -
Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, Me 3.050 j. 3.229 3.261 -
]feat Exchanger Width, Ft. 13 13 13 13 13
Heat Exch. Depth or O.D., Ft, 31 31 31 32 35 13.5{12
Heat Exchanger Height, Ft. 1% 196 196 196 196 75
No. Cells or Combustion Stages/Module 7 7 7 7 7 3
Heat exchanger weight, TonsAlodule 2434 2434 2434 2434 204 306
i
'f 1
2
3
4
. 5
6
7
9
9
10
11
12
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14
15
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19
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Table B--5 (Page 2 of 3)
-	 CLOSED--CYCLE LIQUID-METAL MHD,
Furnace Type FF	 ---; PFB	 I AFB ------^
Fuel Code 1111	 IN	 HI 16 B10---3
Case Number	 - a 10 31 12
output per liodule, 10 6
 Btu/Hr 639.5 616.1 855.6 472.5 1540
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, Qout/Q in •4973 •4834 ,6084 .6158 .8878
Number of Modules 6.662 6,915 4.980 4.381 2.687 2.786
Fuel Input, 106 lb/Hr .5987
.6226 .0621 .1464 .1608
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr 1, 3993 1.368t 1.I110 1.4568 1.6003
Combustion Gas Flow, 106 Lb/Hr 1,9980 1 -991C 1.1731 1.6063 1.7485Limestone or
Stone Input, 10 6
 Lb/Hr^Dolomite
_
-
-
.0655 •404
Total Solids Output 10 6
 Lb/Rr
.0624 •0529
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash
_
-
- 51 53.5
S02 at Exit, Lb/10 	 Btu input
_
- -
.7231 1.0845
NO2 at Exit, Lb/10 6 Btu input ,2 ,2
.2 .1371 •2741
C 0 at Exit, Lb/10 6
 Btu input
-
_ _. .1071 .2142
Solids at inlet to Final remma equip.
lb/10	 Btu 1-0936 2.0 07 3
Final particulate removal eff. reg'd. t
9475 •9517meet 0.1 lb/106 Btu solids emissions
Fan Power Requirements, IMa
_
_
-
- 6.82 }
Other Aisxiliary Equip. Power, lVe
-
_
- 2.182 3.050
Heat Exchanger Width, Ft..
- - - - 13
5
Heat Exch. Depth or O.D., Ft.
13.5(1 ) 13.5(1 ) 1 3 . 5( ) 1 3 . 59 31
(9- 5Heat Exch	 r Hei ht	 Ft.
^^	
g ' 75 72 138 120 273 1092
No. Cells or Combustion Stages/Modi e 3 3 6 7 7 14
Heat exchanger weight, Tons/Module 305 295 653 544 3843 11,216
1
^i.
i
a
i
,i
1
2
3
4
5
5
7
3
I!1
I1^^
12
13
14
15
16
17
13
19
20
21
ii
S	 l
Case Humber	 - -- 13 14 15 16 17
Output per Module, 106 Btq/Hr 1510
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, Qout/Q in .8878
Number of Modules 2.802 2.629 2.766 2.766 3.956
.Fuel Input, 106 1b/Hr 1.608
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr 1.6003
Combustion Gas Flow, 10 6 Lb/Hr
Limestone or
Stone Input, 10 6
 Lb/Hr(Dolomite 1.71485
.0404
Total Solids Output 106 Lb/Hr
.0529
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash 53.5
S02 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input 1.0845
NO2 at Exit, Lb/10 6 Btu input
.2741
C 0 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input
.2112
,.
Solids at inlet to Final removal equip. 2.07033b/10	 Btu
Final particulate removal eff. reg'd. t ,9517
meet 0.1 lb/106 Btu solids emissions
Fan Power Requirements, MWe 6.82
Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, DRie 3.050
Heat Exchanger Width, Ft. 13
Heat Exch. Depth or O.A., Ft. 31
Heat Exchanger Height, Ft. 3-47 1140 196 196 182
No. Cells or Combustion Stages/Alodule 7 7 7 7 7
Heat exchanger weight, TonsAModule 2044 1940 2434 21434 2154
19
1
7	 }
it
t•
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Table B-6 (Page 1 of Q)
CLOSED--CYCLE INERT GAS MHD (Argon + Cs Mist)
series - CtYeean Fuels
Furnace T
	
e CH
Fuel fnda SC ii MIT I IN
Case Number 1 2
1 Output per Module, 10 6 Btu/Hr 4713 9426 1277 5008 4931 4929
2 Heat Exchanger Efficiency, Qout/Q in .9079 •9079 •9411 .8215 .8217 .8226
3 Number of Modules .9194 •9193 .6421 .8652 .8787 .8791
4 Fuel Input, 106 1b/ .3310 .6620 .0865 .8869 .9114 •9462
5 Combustion Air Input, 10 6Lb/Hr 4.75 9.506 1.242 4.450 4 . 308 4.227
r (Excess Air %) (20) (20) (20) (151 (15) (15)
6 Combustion Gas Flow,	 Lb/Hr 5.084 10.165 1.329 5.337 5 .219 5.223
(Gas Recirculated f) (30.23) (30.23) (48.23) (25.08) (25.00) (24.90)
7
8 Total Solids Output 10 6
 Lb/Hr 331 662 87 - - -
9 Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ach(%) NILL --
10 802 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input .8919 - - -
11 NO2 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input .3 .3 8 .2 .2 .2 a
12 C 0 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input
13 Solids at inlet to	 Argi..L Heater .0638 -- - - -
"^_, lb/100 Btu j
14 Final particulate removal eff. reg'd 	 tc - - - - - -
meet 0.1 lb/106 Btu solids emiceions
15 Fan Power Requirements, Me 38.892 77.785 12.795 37.592 36 . 514 36.096
16 Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, Me .47 .93 .12
17
i.
16 Combustor Dia., Ft. 82 2-82 48 86 86 86 :-
19 Combustor Height, Ft. 130 130 30 130 130 130 ,'	 Y
20 Burnerz - Combustion Stages/combustor 24 24@ 4 24
21 Combustor weight, tons/module 2215 4430 407 2336 2336 2336
a
22 Intermediate HX size WxDxH, Ft 50*751 2-5011 501 501 501
75'
1
23 Intermediate HX Weight (tons) (2223) (4446 ) - (2223) (2223) (2223)
)
t
•	 ^J1
J
1!0 +'
Y
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}	 Table B-6 (Page 2 of 4)
CLOSED-CYCLE INERT GAS MHD (A3.gon + Cs Mist)
Furnace 'Type
	 CH 
os - ? n` EMIG
e
1
2
3
4
'	 6
7
8
9
10
11
t
I
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21•
22
23
Case Number
oc
8 10 11 12
Output per Module, 106 Btu/Hr 4713 5093 4303 4522 4673 5810
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, %' /R in •9079 .9265 •8939 •92P •9134 -8929
Number of Atodules .9194 .9089 ,9672 .9096 .8729 .8572
Fuel Input, 106 lb/Hr •3310
.3505 . 3070 ,3115 .3262 .4149
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr 4.753 5 .034 4 .409 4 . 731 4.021 5.958
(Excess Air Vin)
	 6 (20) (20) (20) (26.9)hi (3.0) 20.0)
Combustion Gas Flow, 10
	 Lb/Hr 5.084 5 . 385 4.716 5.04 347 .373
(Gas Recirculated 14) (30.23) (54.88) 14.71hi.) (0.0? ^0.0) (37.26)
Total Solids Output 10 6
 Lb/Hr 331 351 307 312 326 415
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash Nill
502
 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input .8919 .8919 .8919 .8919 .8919 .8919
1102 at Exit, Lb/10 6 Btu input
.3 •3- .6+ .6+ 1.2+ .3
C 0 at Exit, Lb/10 6
 Btu input - - - - - -
Solids at inlet to Final removal equip. .0638 .0638 .0638 .0638 .0638 .0638
lb/10	 Btu
Final particulate removal eff. reg'd
	 to - - - - - -
meet 0,2 lb/10 6 Btu solids emissions
Fan Power Requirements, Me 38.892 50.275 29.662 25.711 21.917 52.974
Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, We .47
-49 • 47 •43 -45 •57
Combustor Dia., Ft. 82 80 62 82 82 2 x 70
Combustor Height, Ft. 130 130 130 130 130 150
Burners - Combustion Stages/combustor 24 - 149
Combustor weight, tong/module 2215 1780 2492 2492 2676 4066
Intermediate H% size WxDxH, ft. 361OX130 42+¢ 133 50 '93E1 33  46 *72+ 52'1x52' 2-50'9x
Intermediate HX weight	 tone) (2223)	 1 (3101) (2727) (1715) (1355) (28853
b
y
^f
•
k
i
7
i
-.	
al
h	
`^
7
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Table B-6 (Page 3 of 4)
CLOSED-CYCLE INERT GAS MHD (Argon + Cs Mist)
_ 
YY U C7DIT Iycy OF THEU'^^?Lw(^i^ L^ T'^'^ j 
i
A.L P,^"^3i JS POOR
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S 1
i
2
j 3
,i 4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 11
12
.,^ 13
14
15
16
17
18
i9
20
22
23
Series - Cle=-Fuels Slagging Coala
CH _^Furnace T.Ype
Fuel rods
-so -
_
I	 Im	 ND
Case Number 13 14 15 16 17 18
Output per Module, 106 Btvhr "59 4509 4803 9906 9706 9398
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, Qout/Q in -9323 .9078 .9097 .8882 .8742 -8459
Number of Modules
-9195 -9308 -9042 .7834 -6132 .8499
Fuel Input, 106 lb/Hr
.3047 •3167 .3367 1.0338 1.2414 1.6125
Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr 4.376 4.548 4.83 0.37 10.062 9.2364
(Excess Air %) (20) (20) (20^ {22 (20) (30)
6Combustion Gas Flow, 10 4,661 4.865 5.172 1.407 11.304	 :1o.80
(Gas Recirculated %) (25.95) (27.73) (34.68} (4} (0}
Total solids OutpuL'96 Lb/Hr 305 317 337 99200 L931O5 95975
Ferccn6 Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash Nill 94yd
B02 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input .8919 8.8988 8.3855 8.9986
6
NO2 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input .3
+Fe203
.7 .7 .7
C 0 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input - - - -
Solids at inlet to Argon Heate3 .063$ 890 .840 .90o
lb/10°Btu t +Fe203
Final i,axticulat(^ remavai eff. reg'd
	 to - BY GE
meet 0.1 lb/106 Btu oolido "mi-asions
Fan Power Requirements, Kite 33.568 35 . 550 39.490 59.389 58 .065 54.023
Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, We -42 .44 .47 8.47 10.17 13.21
Combustor Dia., ft. 82 82 86 2-80 2-80 2-80
Combustor height, ft. 130 130 130 130 130 130
Burners - Combustion Stages/combustor 24 24 24 24®
Combustor weight, tons/module 2215 2215 2336 3266 3266 3266
Intermediate HX size W%DxR, ft. ' x93 5'x30' 51 'x75' Oxll5x3
Intermediate HX weight (tone) (1976) (2079) ( 2250 ) (3051 ) (3051 ) (3051)
^i
r
i
}
i^
Table 5-6 rage 4 of 4)
CLOSED-CYCLE INERT GAS MHD (Argon + Cs Mist)
is
i
s
a
}
Furnace	 a ---b
Fuel f:ncin 36 ----^
Case Number 12 20 21
1 Output per Diodule, 106 Btu/Hr 10666 9906 9474 9906
2 Heat Exchanger Efficiency, Qout/Q in .$874 8882 .8872 .8882
3 Number of Modules •7337 •7834 .7851 .7834!
4 Fuel Input, 106 lb/Hr 1.1131 1.4338 .9$9$ 1.0338
5 Combustion Air Input, 106Lb/Hr 1.169 See 9.9320 See
6
(Excess Air %)
Combustion Gas Flow, 106 Lb/Hr
(22) Case (22) Case
16
Gas Recirculated
(0 }82 (0) 10 (0 } 20
7
.	 8 Total Solids Output 	 Lb/Hr L06,858 95,021
9 Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash 90°%
5	 10 502 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input See
11 NO2 at Exit, Lb/10 6 Btu input Case
12 C 0 at Exit, Lb`10 6 Btu input 16
13 solids at inlet to
lb/106 Btu
14 Final particulate removal eff. reg'd tc BYGE
mee t 0.1 lb/106 Btu solids emissions
15 Fan Power Requirements, 19Wb 63.945 59 . 389 56.863 59 .389
16 Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, We 9.12 8.47 8.11 8.47
17
18 Combustor Dia., ft. 2-80 Rough
19 Combustor height, ft. 130 - - sizing
20 Burners - Combustion Stages combustor 24Q
21 Combustor weight, tons/module 41430 3266 3266 3266
22 Intermediate HX size Wx11xH, ft. JiOxl35x 40xl15x i
29 30
23 Intermediate RX weight (tons) I	 {3389; (3051) ( 2903) (3051)
173
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Table B-7 (Page 1 of 5)
OPEN-CYCLE MHD
T3rrn ara R`una	 ^•^^
Fuel Code T M9	 ND	 1
Case Number
Radiant Furnace
Duty 106BtW hr 2659 1594 809 3829 3625 2768
Width, ft 80 80 65 80
Depth, ft 63 37.3 25.6 67.8 75.9 65.1
height, ft 100
weight, tons 488.9 330.6 203.2 619.4 600.4 499.3
Convection Furnace
SEC Duty, 106Btu/hr 2021	 1258 680 1722 2149 1900
RH Duty, 106Btu/hr 1242	 797 405 1343 1326 1254
Width, ft P^	 80 6; 80
Depth, £L 38.7	 24.3 15.8 37.5 42.6 38.7
Height, ft 70	 !	 70.9 70.2 61.6 57.2 69.4
Weight, tons 4761.9
1
	3022.8 1599.8 4057.4 4646. 4692.8
Economizer i
Duty, 106Btu/hr 1024	 683 307 751 478 1093
Width, ft 80	 i	 80 65 80
Depth, ft 32.7!	 30.6 13.2 33.8 37.2 32.7
Height, ft 7.9	 8. 6.9 4.6 2.5 8.6
Weight, tons 1096.7	 741. 314.3 656 3 390.4 1202.6
Auxiliary Equipment Power, Me 15.12 9.78 5.037 16.841 23.883 15.1214
Cato Number 7 9 10 11 12
Radiant Furnace
Duty 106Btu/hr 2768 2171 5914 5460 1642 1,181
Width, €t 30	 -
Depth, ft 65.1 49.2 44.8 29• 66.8 66.8
height, ft 100 82
weight, tune 499.3 410.3 958.7 1833.5 353.5 273+6
Convection Furnace
SK Duty,	 10"Bttt,/iu 1900 1543 404 - 2294 23W
RH Duty,	 10611tu,/l1-1 , 1254 995 1530 853 1116 1	 1050
ridth,	
€t 80 -^-
Depth, ft 38.7 30.2 23.7 16.7 41.8 41.8
fleighf,	 ft 69.4 71.3 89.3 34.5 53.5 53.8
Weight, tome 4692.8 3717. 2309.9 544.4 4577• 4845.2
Economizer
Duty, 106Btu/fu- 1093 853 785
Ga.a/Af r
768/273 922 922
width, €t 80
Depth,	 ft 32.7 25.4 25.2 30.9 32.7
Height, ft 8.6 8.6 6.3 7.0 6.4 6.6':
Weight,	 ton:: 1202.6 926. 675.5 870.6 892.9 913.6
Auxiliary Equipment t'o74er, NW, 15.124 12.290 16.49$ 15.124 15.1 15.124
.!
E,
s'
z
k i
OPEN--CYCLE MHD
Ewnace Pype _- --	
-
Fuel Code
	 16
Caws Number 13	 x4 15 6 17 1
Radiant Furnace
Duty 106Btu/hr 7154 2335 3358 5594
1
J	 2795 2829
Width, €t 80
Depth, £t 57.5 62.3 63.7 64.E 63. 62.8
height, £t 100
weight, tone 1137.8 446.2 559.2 800,3 495.5 501.2
Convoction Furnace
SK Duty, 106Btu/hr 190 2050 1930 1587 2021 2015
RH Duty,	 06Dtu/h° 1701 1213 1333 1676 1242 1248
Width, ft 80
Depth,	 ft 34.9 38.7
Height, ft 97.7 69.7 72.8 83.9 72.6 72.7
Weight, ton;; 31+54.9 4746.2 4847.8 4772.7 5057.5 5052.
Economizer
Duty, l06Dtu/tu• 939 1024
Width,
	 ft 80
Depth, ft 32.7
Height, £t 5.9 7.9 7.7 7.2 7.9 7.9
Weight, ton: 821.2 1104.1 1068.4 997.6 1096.8 1096.8
Auxiliary Equipment Power, MWe 15.124
3
3
U
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Table B-7 (Page 4 of 5)
OPEN-CYCLE MHD
i
E
Case Number 1 	 20 2
Furnace Type
Fuel Code	 X6
 
2	 '
Radiant Furnace
-0,t f
 106Etu,/hr 2761 2522 2659 - 2659 1966
Wi ,ith,	 ft 80 - 80
Depth, ft 63.7 62.5 62.8 - 63.7 58.5
height, ft 100 - 100
weight, tons 499.0 166.7 461 - 485.7 380.6
Convection Furnace
6B/hrSK Duty, 10Uu 1997 2028 2012 - 2021 1858
RH Duty, 106BtA/hr 126b 1235 1249 - 1242 1057
Width, ft 8o - 80
Depth, ft 38.7 - 38.7 36.5
Height, ft 73.5 70.1 70.5 - 70.3 56.2
Weight, tone 5125 .5 1760.5 1782.6 - 1771.2 1,018.3
Economizer
Duty, 10 6Bt o r 1024 1058 - 1024 939
'.+idth,	 £t 80 - 80
Depth, €t 32.7 - 32.7 28.8
Height, €t 7.8 7.9 8.2 - 7.9 6.1
Weight, tons 1089.9 1096.8 1141.2 - 1096.8 752.1
Auxiliary Equipment Power, Me 15.124 (1.906Mwe
^tu6hz
177
Case Number 2 26 Z7 26 r	 29 30
Radiant Furnace
Duty 106gtu/hr
Width, ft
Depth, ft
height, ft
weight, tons
2983
80
55.3
100
543.8
-
-
--
-
-
1966
60
58.5
100
380.5
1932 1898 2034
58.4
374.2
58.5 58.6
374.5 374.9
Convection Furnace
SH.Duty, 106Btu/hr
R.H Duty, ,06Bt,/h,
Width, ft
Depth, ft
Height, f +
Weiglit, tans
1582
1169
80
33.7
60.0
3619.6
2699
748
1854
1061
1867
2.046
1871
1044
1846
1069
56.4
4023.6
34.7
27.4
2641.2
36.5
56.3
4014.7
-
56.1
4014.2
-
56.0
4013.
Economizer
Duty, lobBtu/hr
Width, ft
Depth, ft
Height, ft
Weight, ton:
939
80
28.8
7.4
904.1
341 939
747.6
--- - -
1.9
233.4
6.1
752.1
-
---
Auxi? ^iLry Equipment Power, Me ( 1 .906 ri + 45.369 Btu/hr) --
3
r °s
E
?I
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f
3
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f 5
6
7
t
fl
E
9
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
144GA VVUc
Case Number 1 2 3 6
Output per Module, 106 Btu/Er 4187 4187 196 4164
Heat Exchanger Efficiency, Qou/Q, in 0 , 995 0.995 0. 995 0.996
Number of Modules 1 1 1 1
Fuel Input, 106 lb/Hr 3.001 3.401 2.039 2.425
Combustion Air Input, 10 6Lb/Hr 6.481 6.481 4.887 5.526
Combustion Gas Flow, 10 6 Lb/Hr 9.482 9.482 6.926 7.951
Limestone or)
106
 Lb/Hr	 )Stone Input,	 Dolomite _ _ _ _
Total Solids Output 106 Lb/Hr
Percent Solids as Tap or Bottom Ash _ .. _ _
S02 at Exit, Lb/10	 Btu input 0 0 0 0
NO2 at Exit, Lb/106 Btu input ? 7 ?
. 0 0 at Exit, Lb/10 6 Btu input 0 0 0 0
Solids at inlet to Final removal equip.
lb/10	 Btu
0 0 0 0
Final particulate removal eff. reg y d. t
meet 0.1 lb/106 Btu solids emissions _ _
Fan Power Requirements, MWe _ - _ _
Other Auxiliary Equip. Power, MWe .052 .052 .038 .044
Heat Exchanger Width, Ft. 80 80 80 80
Heat Lxch. Depth or O.D., Ft. 77.1 77.1 64.0 69.3
Heat Exchanger Height, Ft. 82.0 82.0 69.5 75.2
No. Cells or Combustion Stages/Module 1 1 1 1
Heat exchanger weight, Tons/Module 4211 4214 2480 3069
i
A tabulation of cost data for each energy conversion system
studied is presented here on a modular basis. The final number
of modules utilized for each parametric case is given in Volume 11
in the section describing the specific energy conversion system.
The parametric point designation is also found in Volume II.
i
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Table C-1 (Page 1 of 2)
ADVANCED STEAM CYCLE
co
w
CASE # MODULES
COST IN 1 74
	
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
HEAT EXCHANGER LOW TEMP. AUXILIARY TOTAL PER TOTAL
AIR HEATER EQUIPMENT MODULE COST
1 4 5.624 .731 4.719 11-074 14.296
2 3 5: 6&h .731 4.719 11-130 33.390
3 6 5.511
.731 1.719 10.96h 65.781
u 8 5.1€18 .731 4.719 10.858 86.86h
5 4 5.669 .715 4.630 11.014 44.056
6 4 5.621 . 'rb 3 4.561 10.888 113.552
7 h 5.709 .674 4.398 10.781 43.124
8 4 6.018
.727 4.695 11 .44o h5.760
9 by GE
10 4 5.481
.778 5.52h 11.783 47.132
11 4 5.321 .762 4.897 10.983 43.932
12 4 5.483 .713 4.790 11.016 44.064
13 u 5.663 .712 1.612 10.987 44.048
14 5.087 .698 4.534 10-319 41.276
1 5 6.357 .826 5.366 12.551 50.204
16 4 5.836 .761
E
4.583 11.180 44.720
con	 Table C-1 (Page 2 of 2)
ADVANCED STEAM CYCLE
CASE ## MODULES
COST IN 1 7h	 MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
HEAT EXCHANGER LOW TEMP. AUXILIARY TOTAL PER TOTAL
AIR HEATER EQUIPMENT MODULE COST
17 1 25.881 2.525 7.h00 35. 806 35.806
17 A 1 19.239 2.633 7.717 29.589 29.589
18 1 28.413 2.634 9.437 40.484 40 .481
19 1 26.104 2.495 8.689 37.288 37.288
20 1 2h.155 2.106 5.324 31.885 31.885
21 L 1 .006 - .191 1.197 1.788
22 h .986 - .191 1 .1 77 4 .708
23 4 1 .no4 - .191 1.195 4. 780
24 h 2.796 - 1 0.718 1 3.511 54.056
25 4 2.759 - 10.817 13.576 54.304
26 4 2.593 -» 10.000 12.593 50.372
271 4 3.076 - 10.718 15.961
^7* 4 3A7 - 9.865 1 4. 907
t
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Table C-2 (Page 1 of 3)
SUPERCRITICAL CO  CYCLE
COST IN 1974	 MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
CASE #
	
MODULES
	 HEAT	 HIGH TEMP.	 LOW TEMP.	 AUXILIARY
	 TOTAL PER	 TOTAL
EXCHANGER	 AIR HEATER	 AIR HEATER	 EQUIPMENT	 MODULE	 COST
1	 2.813
	 25.180	 2.531	 .731	 4.943
	 33.385	 93.912
2	 5.626	 25.180	 2.531	 .731	 4.943
	 33.385	 B7.824
3	 2.851
	 26.557	 2.612	 .761	 4.771
	
34.731	 99.018
h	 3.121	 26.944	 2.67o
	
.823
	
5.421	 35.858
	 111-913
5	 4.103	 8.515
	
1 .090	 -	 10.71 B	 20.353
	
83.508
6	 6.o 81	 1 o . 643	 .426	 -	 .191
	 11.260	 6B.472
7	 6.097
	
10.547	 .434	 -	 .191	 11-172	 6B.116
8	 6.6L5	 10.283	 .U12	 -	 .191
	
10.916	 72.537
9	 4.585	 19.624	 -	 --	 .191	 19.815	 90.852
10	 4.745	 20.BLO	 .868	 -	 .191	 21.899	 103.911
11	 2.7W	 25.655	 2.531	 .731	 4.913
	
33.B60	 92.776
12	 2.889	 21.672
	 2.531
	
.731	 4.913
	 32.877	 91.982
13	 2.792	 26.791	 2.531
	 •731	 4.943	 34.996	 97.109
14	 2.919	 23.465
	
2.531	 .731	 4.943	 31.690	 92.503
15	 3.0 30	 21.961	 2.531 .731	 4.94
4
v
3	 30.166	 91.103
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Table C--2 (Page 2 of 3)
SUPERCRITICAL CO 2
 CYCLE
COST IN 197L	 MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
HEAT HIGH TEMP. L014 TEMP. AUXILIARY TOTAL PER TOTAL
CASE # MODULES EXCHANGER AIR HEATER AIR HEATER EQUIPMENT MODULE COST
16 3.1 U 20-515 2.531 .731 4.943 28.720 90.296
17 2.811 29.50'( 2.531 .731 4.943 37.712 1o6.oa8
18 2.822 23.00 5 2.531 •731 L-943 31 .210 88-075
19 2.813 25.180 2.531 .731 4.913 33.385 93+912
20 2.800 25.17!3 2.531 .731 4.943 33.379 93.161
21 2.734 28.917 2.531 .731 4.943 37.122 101.492
22 3.112 26.868 2.531 .731 L-943 35.073 109.11; 7
23 2.813 25.180 2.531 .731 4.943 33.385 93.912
21; 2.813 28.544 2.531 .731 4.943 36.749 103.375
25 2.816 23.017 2.531 .731 4.9103 31.222 87.921
26 2.8128 25.171 2.531 .731 1.90 33.379 95.063
27 2.815 23.775 2.531 .731 10.91'3 31.980 90.983
28 2.860 23.775 2.531 .731 4.943 31.980 91.1363
29 2.833 25.171 2.531 .731 4.943 33.379 9L.563
30 2.856 25-344 2.531 .731 4.943 33.519 95.816
r:r
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fTable C-2 (Page 3 of 3)
SUPERCRITICAL Cot
 CYCLE
COST IN 1974
	
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
HEAT HIGH Tom. LOW TEMP. AUXILIARY TOTAL PER TOTAL
CASE # MODULES EXCHANGER AIR HEATER AIR HEATER EQUIPMENT MODULE COST
31 2.818 25.344 2.531 .731 1.943 33.549 94.541
32 2.831 25,174 2.531 .731 4.943 33.379 94.162
st
Y ^`
CASE # MODULES
COST IN 1971	 MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
HEAT i HIGH TRT. LOW TUT. AUXILIARY To AL	 PER TOTAL
EXCHANGER AIR HEATER AIR HEATER EQUIPMENT MO ULE COST
1 1.84o 20-038 1.073 .7D9 4.943 26.763 49.244
2 1.792 20.053 1.h27 .697 5.421 27.598 49.456
3 1.8h1 20.567 1.167 .719 4.771 27.224 50.119
4 4.364 5.908 - - .191 6.o99 26.616
5 4.371 5.891 - - .191 6.082 26.6D3
6 4.541 5.720 -- - .191 5.911 26.842
7 2.769 9.024 - - .191 9.215 25.515
8 2.640 5.362 .866 - 10.718 16.946 44-754
9 2.761 20-037 1 .073 .709 4.943 26.764 73.895
10 3.681 20.038 1.073 . 'rn 9 4.943 26.763 98.515
11 1.628 14.744 - .908 4.943 7:-.595 33.529
12 3.225 13.663 - - .191 13.85h 44.679
13 1.435 25.972 1.564 .707 4.943 33.186 47.721
14 2.135 21-380 - .950 4.943 2 7.2 73 58.228
15 1.816 21.873 1.901 .709 4.943 29.426 53.438
E'
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CLOSED-CYCLE GAS TURBINE
CASE # NODULES
COST IN 1974
	
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
HEAT HIGH LOW AUXILIARY TOTAL PER TOTAL
EXCHANGER AIR HEATER AIR HEATER EQUIPMENT MODULE COST
16 1.791 22.437 1.287 .709 4.943 29. 426 52.702
17 1.840 20.038 1.073 .709 4.943 26.763 49.244
18 1 .8' 9 21.899 1 .901 .709 4.943 29-452 53.573
19 1.931 22.062 1.001 .709 4.943 28.715 55.449
20 2.410 18.875
- .783 4.943 24.601 59.288
21 2.798 15.776 - .785 4.943 21.504 60.166
22 1.438 25.972 1.564 .707 4.943 33,186 47.721
23 1.665 23,895 1.405 .709 4.943 30.9 2 51.535
24 3.613 12.558 - - .191 12.7h9 46.0 62
25 2.848 15.532 - - .191 15.723 44. 779
26 2.835 16.804 1.054 . In 9 4.943 23.510 66.651
27 1.797 14.744 -- ,841 4 . 943 20.528 36.889
26 1.438 25-369 1.735 .709 4.943 32.756 47.103
29 1.438 25,369 1.735 .719 4.943 32.756 47.103
3U 1.438 25.369 1.735 .709 4.943 32.756 47.103
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Table C-3 (Page 2 of 3)
CLOSED-CYCLE GAS TURBINE
N	 _
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Table C-3 (Page 3 of 3)
CLOSED-CYCLE GAS TURBINE
CASE MODULES
COST IN 1 974	 MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
HEAT HIGH TEMP. LOW TEMP. AUXILIARY TOTAL PER TOTAL
EXCWGEF AIR HEATER AIR DATER EQUIPMWT MODULE COST
31 2.652 16.676
-
- .191 16.867 44. 73 1
32 3.127 1 4.451 - - .191 1 4 . 642 45.786
33 3.516 12.875 - -- .191 13.066 45.940
34 1.438 25.972 1 .564 .707 4 .943 33.186 47.721
35 1.438 25.972 1 .564 .707 4.943 33.186 47. 721
36 1.438 25.972 1.564 .707 4.943 33.186 47.721
37 1.43B 25.972 1.564 . r°n? 4.943 33.185 47.721
38 1.438 25.972 1.564 .707 4.943 33.186 47. 721
39 1.438 25.972 1.564 .707 4.943 33.186 47.721
40 2.267 20.082 -
.932 4.943 25.957 58.845
41 1.438 25 .368 1.735 .-n9 4.943 32.755 47.102
42 1.438 25.972 1.564 4.943 33.186 47.721
43 1.438 25.972 1.554 .707 4.943 33.186 47.721
44 2.267 20.082 - . 932 4.943 25.957 58.845
45 1.438 25.368 1.735 .709 4.943 32.755 47.102
46 3.371 14.00 7 -- .783 4. 943 19.733 66.5x0
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COST IN 197h	 MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
HEAT HIGH TEMP. LOW -WZ4P. INTER= AUX1Jj 1y IHX PUMP SEP- TOTAL PER TOTAL
CASE # MODULES EXCHANGER AIR HEATER AIR HEATED? ;?EAT EXCI EQUIP-T ARATOR COSTS MODULE. COST
1 5.501 27.005 4.555 .660 .479 5.086 6.620 4 4 -hO5 244.2V
2 5.599 26.585 3.988 .344 .47o 1.913 6.720 43.020 240.869
3 5.746 26.o90 3.623 .377 .446 5.556 7.020 43.112 247.808
4 8.072 2.982 .988 - .255 .191 3.21,0 7.571 61.113
5 B.o56 3.010
.977 - .255 .191 3.180 7.528 60.646
6 8.342 2.921
.955 - .245 .191 3.360 7.590 63.3?6
7 7.203 6.739 - - .284 .191 3.381 10.595 76.316
8 8.252 27.007 3.988 .660 .47o 5.Ou6 6.620 43.831 361.693
9 4.746 9.649 - .183 .396 10.718 1.460 25.406 120.577
10 5.568 7.772 - -• .284 .191 .880 9.127 5'0.819
11 5.304 67.847 4.250 .685 .159 5.5614 3.920 82.725 438.773
12 5.533 26.509 4.975 .630 .474 5.086 6.620 44.294 388.937
13 5.531 27-008 4.555 .6C0 .416 5.086 6.620 44-345 2143.942
14 5.501 27.008 4.555 .660 .179 5.086 6.620 44-LOB 21414.288
15 5.501 27.008 4.555 .660 .479 5.086 6.620 44408 2414.28B
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Table C-4 (Page Y of 2)
LIQUID-METAL TOPPING CYCLE
fi
y.
` s
y
^FF
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COST IN 1974	 MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
HEAT HIGH TEMP. LOW TEMP. INTERN. AUXIL'Y M PUMP SEP- TOTAL PER TOTAL
CASE # MODULES EXCHANGER AIR HEATER AIR HEATER HEAT EXCH. DPUIP'T AR.ATOR COSTS MODULE COST
16 5.501 27.008 4.555 .660 .479 5.086 6.62n 44-hwo8 M,288
17 5.501 26.928 4.555 .660 .636 5.086 .390 38.255 210.441
18 5.501 27.008 4.555 .660 .479 5.086 .390 38.,:70 210.017
COST IN 1974
	
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
HEAT LOW TEMP. AUYILTARY INTERMEDIATE TOTAL PER TOTAL
CASE # MODULES EXCHANGER AIR HEATER EZUIP14ENT HEAT EXCHANGE MODULE COST
1 2.766	 15.962 .782 4.943 4.558 ..26.215 72.594
2 1.383	 15.962 .782 4.943 4.558 26.215 36.297
3 5.532	 15.962 .782 4.943 ';•558 26.2115 1'!15.187
h 2.766	 15.962 .798 11. 771 4.556 26.089 .72.162
5 2.766	 15.962 .811 5.1121 4.558 26.752 .73.996
6 6.6116	 1.888 - .191 1.973 4.o52 26.933
7 6.662	 1.883 -- .191 1.967 4.0116 26. 954
8 6.915	 1.827 - .191 1.894 3.912 27.051
9 11.98o	 4.560 .191 2.590 7.311 36.558
10 11.381	 3.o45 - 10.718 2.933 16.693 73.132
11 2.687	 29.323 .782 11.9113 11.181 39.229 105.108
12 2.786	 80.727 .782. 4.943 3.767 50.219 251.35)
13 2.802	 1!1.016 .782 4.9113 11.280 211.021 67.307
111 2.629	 13.776 .782 11.9113 !1.558 211.059 63.251
15 2.766	 15.962 .782 11.9113 4.558 26 .2115 72.5911
16 2.766	 15.962 .782 4.943 . 11.556 26.245 72.5911
17 3.956	 11.921 .782 11.9113 5.154 22.800 90.197
w
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Table C-6 (Page 1 of 2)
CLOSED-CYCLE INERT GAS MHD
COST IN 1974
	
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
HIGH TEMP. LOW TFIV. AUXILIARf INTERMEDIATE TOTAL PER TOTAL
CASE MODULES COMBUSTOR AIR HEATEF AIR. HEATER 1QUTPMERT HEAT EXCHANGER MODULE COST
1 .9194 10.341 8.358 2.517 9.692 30-908 28.417
2 .9193 20.682 16.716 4.OB4 19.385 61.816 56.827
3 .6421 1.901 12.929 1.014 - 15.844 10.173
4 .8652 10.906 6.233 .191 9.696 27.026 23.383
5 .8787 10.906 6.155 .191 9.696 26.948 23.679
6 .8791 1 o . 906 6.150 .191 9.696 26.943 23.686
7 .9194 10.341 8.358 2.517 9.692 30.908 28.417
B .9089 8.311 7.192 2.623 13.521 31.647 28.792
9 .9672 11.634 8.003 2.517 11.890 34.044 32.927
10 .9096 11.634 .5.826 2.42o 7.478 27.358 24.885
11 .8729 12.493 14.088 2.500 5.908 24.989 21.813
12 .8572 16.982 15.'08 2.950 12.579 50.219 43.048 .
13 .9195 10.341 6.600 2.380 8.615 27.936 25.687
14 .9308 10.341 6.699 2.45Q 9.065 28.555 26,579
15 .9042 10.906 9.362 2.550 9.810 32.628 29.502
f1.n
COST IN 1974
	
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
HIGH TEMP. LOWTEMP. AUXILIARY INTERMEDIATE TOTAL PER TOTAL
CASE # MODULES COMBUSTOR AIR HEATER AIR HEATER EQUIl'MENT HEAT.EXCHANGER MODULE COST
16 .7834 15.247 4.083 8.195 18.182 45-707 35.807
17 .8132 15.247 4.472 9.583 18.151 47.453 38.589
16 .8499 15.247 5.o62 12-005 17.800 50.111.4 42.592
19 .7337 20.681 4.394 8.730 21,194 54.999 LO-353
20 .78314 15.2147 4-083 8.195 18.182 15.70 7 35.60 7
21 .7851 15.217 3-.50.7 7.800 17.388 44-342 34.813
22
.78310 15.217 4.083 8.195 18.182 145.707 35.807
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Table C-7 (Page 1 of 2)
OPEN-CYCLE MHD
COST IN 1974	 MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
RADIANT
	 CONVECTION	 LOW TEMP.	 AUXILIARY	 TOTAL
CASE #	 FURNACE
	 FURNACE	 AIR HEATER ECONOMIZER 	 FLUES	 EQUIPMII3T	 COST
1	 3.146	 22.728	 12.256	 1.645	 3.221	 24.162	 67.178
2	 2.124
	
111.1128	 8.418	 1.112
	 2.571	 15.190	 43.813
3	 1 .302	 7.626	 10.596
	 .472	 1.861	 7.407	 29.264
11	 3 991	 19 871	 9 287	 985	 3 '3 91.	24 666	 62 0 7
"j5	 3.868	 22.976	 9.962	 .586	 3.156	 36.164	 77.012
.j
	6 	 3.214	 22.216	 13.121	 1.804	 3.211	 24. 162	 67.958
`..	 7	 3.214
	 22.116	 13.121	 1.801+	 3.241	 24.162	 67.958
-	 8	 2.62.E	 17.669	 7.860	 1.389	 2.855	 18.199
	
50.612
9	 6.870	 15.285	 14.255
	
1.013	 2.814	 26.813	 67.080 f
'D
	
10	 14.866	 3.095
	
24.003	 1 .306	 3.149
	
25.073	 '71.192
11	 2,261
	
22.762
	 12.0(0	 1.339
	 3.241	 25.073	 66.739
12	 1.748 	 24 .203
	
12.144
	 1 .371
	 3.241
	
26.079	 68.786
13	 8.158	 20.299
	 5.199
	
1.232	 3.211
	 23.349	 61.778
14	 2.868	 22.613	 11.979	 1.656
	 3. 21 1 	24.162	 66.519
.c
15	 3.601	 23.080	 12.252
	
1 .60 3
	
3.241	 24.162	 67.912
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Table C-7 (Page 2 of 2)
OPEN-CYCLE MHD
COST IN 1974	 XrLLIONS OF DOLLARS
RADIANT CONVECTION LOW TEMP. AUXILIARY TOTAL
CASE # FURNACE FURNACE AIR HEATER ECONOMIZER FLUES EQUIPMENT COST
16 1.626 22.035 12.252 1 .496 3.241 24.162 67.812
17 3.190 24.187 12.252 1.645 3 .211 24.1 62 68.677
18 3.226 24.163 12.252 1.615 3 .211 24 .162 65.438
19 3.212 24.539 12.252 1.635 3.241 24 .162 65.800
20 3.002 22.695 12.252 1.645 3.241 24.1 62 63.756
21 3.098 22.813 12.252 1.722 3.241 24.162 64.o47
22 - - 2 3.4, 29 - 6.092 24.162 73.683
23 3.126 22.753 12.252 1.645 3. 241 24.162 67.179
24 2.144 19.913 10.754 1.128 3.0h0 2.235 39 .514
2 5 3.1x06 17.775 10.259 1.356 3.010 2.235 38.171
26 - 13.132 6.353 .350 3.440 2.235 25.110
^ 7 2.444 19.897 10.589 1.128 3AD 2.235 39•:33
28 2404 19.866 10.589 1.128 3.04D 2.235 39.264
29 2.Lo6 19.880 10,589 1.128 3 -OW 2.235 39.278
30 2.1.0 2 19.946 10.589 1 .121 3.01.0 2.235 39.333
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Table C--8
HIGH-TEMPERATURE FUEL CELLS
CASE #t` MODULES
COST IN 1974	 MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
HEAT LOW TEMP. AUXILIARY TOTAL PER TOTAL
EXCHANGER AIR HEATER EQUIPMENT PER MODULE COST
1 1 16.230 2.230 .250 18.710 18.710
2 1 16.230 2.230 .255.0 18.710 18.710
3 1 10.610 1.629 .2550 12.489 12.09
4 1 12.800 1.870 .25o 14.92) 14.920
